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Abstract 
By integrating seismic, borehole, gravity and magnetic data, this study has 
provided a geophysical interpretation of the Sarir Fault zone, a major structure 
shaping the Sirte Basin, Libya. Seismic reflection profiles comprise of final stack 
sections that have allowed mapping of the subsurface geologic structure across the 
study area. The gravity and magnetic data have been used to build models to verify 
the observed geologic picture obtained from seismic and borehole data and to 
investigate the deeper, basement structure of the Sarir Fault. 
Velocities in Cretaceous-Recent cover have been analysed to be used in 
various applications in data interpretation. Both interval and average velocities have 
been used to carry out time-to-depth conversions while interval velocities have been 
used to compute synthetic seismograms. Time-to-depth converted seismic sections 
across the Sarir Fault provided the structural model for gravity and magnetic 
modelling. 
Seismic facies analysis tied to well control has allowed the identification of 
four depositional units above basement and their facies relations across the Sarir 
Fault. The analysis also discusses the problem of identifying and predicting the 
basement reflection that is crucial for exploration in this area. Synthetic seismograms 
computed from sonic logs help to identify the stratigraphic markers on seismic 
profiles and tie them to well data. The synthetic seismograms computed here show 
that the most prominent cause for the decay and deterioration of the acoustic basement 
reflection is the occurrence of a low acoustic contrast at the basement surface as 
indicated by the presence of red shale on top of the basement. 
Seismic structural mapping shows that an important feature of the Sarir Fault 
is the display of an en echelon arrangement and segmentation of the fault mapped 
from seismic data. A lateral offset of about 2 km is observed between adjacent 
segments. Minor faults with an angle of about 25 0-300 to the main fault, which may 
be interpreted as Riedel shears, have also been observed. En echelon folds are present 
on either side of fault segments. This pattern is usually associated with strike-slip 
faults as simulated in clay model experiment. The structural style of the Sarir Fault as 
seen on 2D seismic profiles shows clear dip-slip and normal separation criteria. 
However, in the very west of the area, a criterion for strike-slip (positive flower 
structure) has been observed for the first time in this part of the Sirte Basin. This 
might indicate that although the criteria for strike-slip have not been strongly 
developed, the structural setting observed here can be interpreted by introducing a 
component of dextral strike-slip movement into an extensional regime. Fault 
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displacement analysis, horizon separation and horizon restoration have also been 
conducted to detail the segmentation of the Sarir Fault. 
Horizon restoration across the Sarir fault has been carried out on a time-to-
depth converted section with allowance made for compaction. Restoration to end 
Lower Eocene shows a thicker Lower Eocene on the footwall side of the fault 
suggesting basin tilting to the NE compensating fault growth at that time. This also 
may explain the presence of onlap patterns observed on the hangingwall. Burial 
history during the Cretaceous and Tertiary was controlled by faulting initially 
tectonically-driven, then probably due to differential compaction. However, 
sedimentation rates accelerated during the Palaeocene and the Eocene times, and there 
may have been tectonic rejuvenation during the Eocene. 
The maximum basement depth calculated from the two-dimensional gravity 
(by Smith's rule) and the three-dimensional magnetic inversions suggests basement 
depths >5000 m south of the Sarir Fault, somewhat deeper than interpreted from 
seismic (3800 m). The magnetic data suggest that the Sarir Fault borders a deep 
basement trough in the area and that, regionally, the structural fabric is east-west or 
ENE-WSW. This trend is in contrast to the NW-SE trend of other parts of the Sirte 
Basin, although a hint of the latter is present in the aeromagnetic map. 
Two-dimensional gravity modelling suggests that the local anomaly is well 
satisfied by basement topography across the Sarir Fault while both the three and two-
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction to sedimentary basins 
1.1.1 Overview 
This thesis presents an interpretation of geophysical data from the Sarir Fault 
zone, a major structure shaping the Sirte sedimentary Basin in Libya. Sedimentary basins 
are areas of the earth's crust on which sediments can accumulate to great thickness and be 
preserved for long periods of geological time. Hydrocarbons commonly occur in 
sedimentary basins but apart from a few cases, are absent from areas of igneous and 
metamorphic rocks. Lithosphere tectonics is believed to play a big role in the generation 
and accumulation of sediments in sedimentary basins. Within the modern development of 
global plate tectonics, basins are classified by analysing their geological history in the 
context of plate tectonics processes. This approach has utilised a global scheme in 
identifying and categorising sedimentary basins worldwide but has shortcomings if it is 
not supplemented by additional criteria such as basin morphology, which is a product of 
the interplay between sedimentation and tectonics (Einsele 1992). 
Kingston et al. (1983a) has classified sedimentary basins based on the type of 
lithospheric substratum, the relative plate motion, and location on the plate. The basins 
can be categorised according to three factors: the basin-forming tectonics, the 
depositional sequences filling the basin, and the basin-modifying tectonics. The ultimate 
goal of this classification is to set criteria for hydrocarbon play prediction (Kingston et al. 
1983b). The formation of sedimentary basins has also been discussed by Allen and Allen 
(1990). Their scheme used lithospheric mechanism as a primary factor defining basin 
formation. Basins are classified under three major categories: 1) Basins due to 
lithospheric stretching which include rift basins, both intracontinental and passive 
margins, 2) Basins generated by flexure on continental (foreland) and oceanic (trenches) 
lithosphere, and 3) Strike-slip or pull-apart basins. All these classifications remain 
important and useful in the primary objective. The sedimentary fill of a basin depends 
mainly on its prolonged subsidence. However, the main controls on basin stratigraphy are 
tectonic, eustatic and sediment supply or a combination of three. 
Since the study area is situated in an extensional basin (Sirte Basin, Libya, 
discussed below), the evolutionary model of such basins is going to be briefly discussed. 
1.1.2 Evolutionary models of rift basins 
Rift basins fall into the category of extensional basins where lithosphere 
stretching is the primary factor in their generation. The mechanical properties of the 
lithosphere (e.g. viscosity, elasticity and rigidity) have great influence on the material and 
the type and degree of deformation of this material. These properties vary with rock 
composition, depth and temperature. However, some of these properties can be monitored 
directly, such as elasticity, rigidity and thickness of the plate (e.g. through seismic 
velocities); others cannot be measured directly even though they are changing frequently 
and rapidly; but such properties can be studied and predicted through mathematical 
modelling. Thermal and gravitational forces acting on the lithosphere are responsible for 
the deformation on the earth's surface. The extensional forces are expressed at the surface 
by normal faulting with associated basin formation and subsidence. Rifts, as an example, 
are elongate depressions where the entire thickness of the lithosphere is thought to have 
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been deformed under the influence of extensional forces. The extensional forces may be 
regional or local in extent, and therefore similar features may be expected to occur on 
different plate settings, such as intra-continental rift systems (East African rift), failed 
rifts (North sea), passive margin buried rifts (Atlantic margins). The models that explain 
rift basin formation are briefly described below. 
Rift systems have been subdivided into two main end-members, "active" and 
"passive", (Sengor and Bruke (1978), depending on whether they are mantle-activated or 
lithosphere-activated. That is, thermal energy drives active rifting through upwelling of 
the asthenosphere which causes convective thinning, domal uplift and crustal extensions, 
while mechanical energy transmitted through the lithosphere causing thinning and the 
passive upwelling of the hot asthenosphere is responsible for passive rifting. 
Contemporary rifts have many common characteristics such as normal faulting, negative 
Bouguer gravity anomalies (often > -150 mgal), volcanism (usually mild to strong 
alkaline), high heat flow, sometimes spatial association with domal uplifts, are often 
controlled by pre-existing weaknesses on the crust, and are sited above abnormally thin 
crust and lithosphere. 
Several models have been suggested to explain lithospheric stretching. One of the 
earliest rifting models was the, uniform stretching model of McKenzie (1978) (Fig. 1.1). 
In this model rapid mechanical stretching of the continental lithosphere generates 
thinning and block faulting accompanied by subsidence of the crust and passive 
upwelling of the hot asthenosphere maintaining isostatic equilibrium. The lithosphere 
then thickens as heat is conducted to the surface and further slow subsidence occurs. The 
rift produced by this model is symmetrical, the condition of pure shear deformation (Figs. 
1.2a (lift diagram) & 1.2b). The total subsidence is a function of the initial thicknesses of 
(C) 
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Fig. 1.1 Diagram showing initial and final configuration for three different models of lithospheric 
stretching. a: Initial state for diagrams b, c, d, and e. Dark shading = crust with initial thickness = 
Cz and initial horizontal width of Xi and final horizontal width of Xf, Light shading = mantle 
lithosphere with initial thickness = Lz. b: Uniform stretching of initial state a. c: Resultant rift 
basin after uniform stretching (McKenzie, 1978). Arrows indicate direction of syn-rifting vertical 
movement.d: Non-uniform stretching where Pc and Pm are the stretching factors for the crust and 
the mantle respectively. d: Non-uniform stretching where Pc and 16 are independent but are 
uniform for the crust and mantle, respectively. e: Resultant geometry of the formed graben 
(Royden & Keen, 1980). f: Initial geometry of continuous non-uniform stretching. Dashed lines 
define polygonal region of deformation. g: Crust and mantle geometry after stretching. 
h: Geometry after instantaneous, continous non-uniform stretching model (Rowley &Sahagian, 
1986). 
the crust and lithosphere and amount of extension or stretching parameter P. The model 
also assumes that the extension of the crust and lithosphere is the same and 
instantaneously responded to by the upwelling of the asthenosphere. Therefore it is 
uniform and instantaneous deformation. 
An alternative model is proposed by Royden & Keen (1980), (Fig. 1.1) in which 
elevation will reduce the amount of initial subsidence. The deformation of the lithosphere 
and particularly the crust is not homogeneous since rheological properties vary 
continuously with temperature and pressure and consequently with depth. Thus 
deformation processes in the upper lithosphere are different from these of its lower part. 
This model is therefore known as a non-uniform, depth-dependent stretching model. This 
model has explained the occurrence of rift shoulder uplift (that accompanies rift 
development, e.g. East African rift, Red Sea) which McKenzie's model does not account 
for. It requires the existence of an intralithospheric discontinuity and a method of solving 
the space problem that is caused by the difference in the amounts of extension in the 
upper and lower lithosphere (Allen & Allen, 1990). A further modification of the non-
uniform stretching model was provided by Rowley and Sahagian (1986) whose 
continuous depth dependent stretching concept assumes an equal amount of extension at 
the upper and the lower lithospheric levels with no decoupling between the upper and 
lower crust. However extension over a great depth range occurs instead. The model 
geometry is presented in (Fig. 1.1). 
An alternative to the pure shear model is the simple shear model has been 
suggested by Wemicke (1981). This model invokes the development of an intracrustal 
shear zone during lithospheric extension that dips gently into the base of the lithosphere. 
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Pure shear strain versus simple shear strain (from Zolnai, 1988). Models 
of crustal extension and formation of rift basins, (b) pure shear, (c) simple shear (from 
Allen & Allen 1990). 
on 
and the mantle in another region. The model produces asymmetrical rift basins (Fig 
1.2c). 
The structural style of basement in extensional sedimentary basins was originally 
thought to comprise symmetrical arrangements of horst and graben. However, seismic 
reflection results suggest that rifts are not symmetrical and characterised by series of half-
graben whose polarity, broadly speaking, reverses or alternate across the basin. Moreover, 
rifts are not necessarily continuous simple features. The linearity of rifts or grabens may 
be broken into special segments by transfer (or accommodation) zones or old transverse 
structures, detailed study of the various rift segments are given in Nelson et. al, (1992). 
Transfer zones in extensional regions display a wide range of geometries from discrete 
fault zones to zones of broad warping, (Einsele, 1992). 
Harding (1984) suggested that the dogleg, oblique segments have a structural 
style different from the more perpendicular extensional segments they join, the oblique 
faults being initiated by strike slip movement. The study area discussed in this thesis is 
located in the Sirte Basin, Libya one of the largest, hydrocarbon-prolific rift basins in 
north Africa. Brief description of the geological setting of the basin and particularly the 
south-eastern part is presented below. The Sirte Basin is a rift basin but the series of 
grabens (Figs. 1.5 & 1.6) in the north and especially south-eastern parts of the Basin, are 
offset or joined by a family of faults which run oblique to rift segments. These more E-W 
bending faults may reflect a pre-existing structural grain and may be transfer zones in the 
rift. 
1.2 Location of the study area 
The study area lies on concession 65 of the Arabian Gulf Oil Company 
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Fig. 1.3 Locattion map of concession 65 and the study area (hatched). 
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the south-eastern part of the Sirte Basin, Libya. Geographically the area is positioned 
between latitudes 27 ° 40' N and 28 ° 05' N and longitudes 21 ° 50' E, and 22 ° 30' E. The 
area is bounded by some major oil producing fields: it extends from the western margin 
of the Sarir "L" field in the east to about 30 km to the west, and from north of the Sarir 
"C-north" in the south to the southern boundary of the giant Messla oil field (Fig. 1.3). 
1.3 Geological setting 
1.3.1 Regional geological setting 
Libya is part of the north Africa shelf situated between the stable African 
hinterland in the south and the active Mediterranean Tethys area to the north. It extends 
over a platform of cratonic basins. The area has been subjected to global tectonic episodes 
including the Caledonian and the Hercynian orogenies. Different parts of the country 
have undergone different phases of tectonic activity. A series of uplifts and troughs 
oriented NW-SE were formed during the Caledonian phase. Subsequently the Hercynian 
orogeny has not only rejuvenated the older structural trends but also created another 
system trending NE-SW. The major tectonic elements in Libya at the present day result 
from Mesozoic and Cenozoic extension influenced by these trends. 
The tectonic elements are the Murzuk and Kufra Basins in the south, the Hamada 
Elhamra (Ghadamas), Jefara and Tripoli-Gabes Basins in the west and northwest, the 
Cyrenaica Platform and Western Desert Basin in the northeast, and the Sirte Basin in the 
centre. These basins are separated from one another by ridges of Precambrian igneous 
and metamorphic rocks (Fig. 1.4). These basins were active as recently as late Tertiary 
and Holocene times (Goudarzi 1980). 
Fig. 1.4 Schematic map of the major structural elements of Libya, modified from 
(Klitzsch. 1971). 
LII] 
The movement of the African plate towards the European plate has caused most 
of the structural features of the intraplate area. Upon the analysis of the structural data 
from Tunisia and Libya, Schafer et al. (1985) suggested that north-western Libya was 
part of a tectonic regime that incorporated the northern areas of the Maghareb countries 
whereas the central and eastern part of northern Libya was contemporaneously under 
different tectonic and stress conditions. Moreover the NE movement of the African plate 
has produced the major faulting trends in the NNW-SSE and NW-SE directions. In the 
Cyrenaica region, the main faults trend NE-SW, and are crossed by NW -SE and E-W 
trending faults. 
Magmatic and volcanic activities have also been triggered in several parts of 
Libya. Episodes during the Silurian, late Palaeozoic or early Mesozoic, and late Tertiary 
to Quaternary have been documented. However the centres of the largest volcanic 
activities are found to coincide with the intersection of fault trends. Sedimentologically 
Palaeozoic and continental Mesozoic strata consisting of mainly detrital sediments 
dominate southern Libya while marine (mainly carbonates) of Mesozoic and Tertiary 
origin cover the Palaeozoic strata and fill the sedimentary basins of northern Libya 
(Klitzsch 1968). 
The Sirte Basin is the latest structural development of the country and is one of 
the major hydrocarbon producing provinces of the world. The geologic setting of the Sirte 
Basin and particularly its southeatern part are now presented and discussed. 
1.3.2 Sirte Basin, Libya 
The Sirte Basin is located in the north-central part of Libya (Figs. 1.4 & 1.5). It 
extends from the Gulf of Sirte in the north to about 26 0 N in the south and stretches for 
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Fig. 1.5 Major tectonic elements of the Sirte Basin, Libya. After Harding (1984). 
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nearly 600 km in the east-west direction from Hun Graben in the west to the Cyrenaican 
Platform in the east. The tectonic evolution of the Sirte Basin is the subject of great 
debates although in the tectonic basin classification system of Kingston et al. (1983a), the 
Sirte Basin has been classified as an interior fracture basin originating from divergence 
and tension within a continental block. Clifford et al. (1986), also termed the Sirte Basin 
an interior fracture basin, but near the plate margin. Lewis (1990) has commented that 
such basins are caused by extensional shear forces. 
Conant and Goudarzi (1967) and Goudarzi (1980) suggested that the Sirte Basin 
was formed by large scale subsidence and block faulting that started during the late 
Cretaceous. The Sirte was a positive arch during the Palaeozoic and most of the 
Mesozoic. In order for the arch to collapse, intracratonic rifting would have occurred. 
Burke and Dewey (1974) suggested that the development of the Sirte Basin is due to 
widespread extension between two African plates during early Cretaceous time, when the 
African continent was stationary or slow moving with respect to underlying mantle 
plume. According to this situation the Sirte basin formed the northern end of a fracture 
zone which extended south through the Chad depression into the Benue through 
separating a Saharan plate to the northwest from an east African plate. Following Burke 
and Dewey (1973), and their ideas that rifts are initiated as a result of mantle plumes or 
diapirs (model of mantle-activated rifts), Van Houten (1983) proposed that the Sirte 
Basin resulted from the passage of the African plate over a fixed hotspot during Early 
Cretaceous, a time when a significant shift in plate motion took place. The shift in the 
direction of plate led to a change from extensional to compressional stresses within the 
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Schafer et al. (1980), in his study of palaeostresses in Libya has indicated the role 
played by the different movements of the two African plates. He suggested that during 
Upper Cretaceous times Africa drifted northeastwards towards Europe leading to 
collision of the Adriatic-African promontory of the Saharan plate with Europe. Within the 
NE-drifting African plate the Saharan plate reduced its drift velocity relative to the larger 
east African plate which continued drifting leading to the extension and development of 
the Sirte basin. Anketell and Ghellali (1991) interpreted fold and fault patterns in the 
Jifarah region in term of Riedel mechanics resulting from strike-slip movements of deep-
seated basement shears oriented sub parallel to the African European plate margin. They 
proposed that the basement fracture zone underlying the Jifarah and Tarabulus basins 
may be extended east and south east towards the Sirte region with one arm passing to the 
north of Cyrenaica and the other dying out in the Western Desert basin (Fig. 1.7). The 
movement on these faults is responsible for the structural evolution of the Sirte basin and 
thus the Sirte basin rift system should not be interpreted in terms of simple dip-slip 
extensional tectonics only. However, the idea of the three arm (Sirte Basin) rift was first 
postulated by Parsons et al. (1980). Harding (1984) has pointed out the similarity between 
the Viking Graben, the Gulf of Suez and the Sirte Basin in terms of their origin, structural 
styles and hydrocarbon occurrences. He also described the Sirte Basin arms, including the 
Sirte Basin deep and Hagfa Trough which represent the northwestern arm, the Tumayn 
Sub-basin which represents the southern arm, and the Sarir-Hameimat Trough which 
represents the eastern arm (Fig. 1.5). The three arms define a large triple junction. 
More recently, following the idea of extensional origin of the Sirte Basin, Gumate 
and Kanes (1985) have discussed the regional history of the northern Sirte Basin and 
demonstrated the relationship between fault movements and facies pattern. In another 
paper of Gumate and Nairn (1991), the authors have worked out basin subsidence, 
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sediment accumulation rates and facies variations and presented a computational model 
of the basin history. 
The primary structural pattern of the Sirte Basin is characterised by horst and 
grabens oriented mainly in the NW direction. However, Parsons et al. (1980) indicated 
that the horsts are often tilted eastwards to form half-grabens in the hanging wall of faults 
(Fig. 1.8 & Fig. 1.9). Interfering with the NW trends NE, ENE, and E-W clusters of faults 
and/or fault blocks are also present in the southeastern part, around the southern edge of 
the Cyrenaica platform (Fig. 1.6). The formation of the NW structural trends is believed 
to follow the pre-existing basement fractures of the Caledonian orogeny, which 
dominates the whole of Libya, while the occurrence of the Sirte Basin on the NE trending 
Tibesti-Sirte uplift of Hercynian age may encourage the NE trends. However, Kumati 
(1981), Anketell and Ghellali (1991), and Anketell and Kumati (1991) have all shown 
evidence of strike-slip or oblique-slip movement of faults in north west Libya (Jifarah 
basin) and western Sirte Basin (Fig. 1.7). Movement on their master transcurrent fault 
across the north of Libya, coupled with the reactivation of basement lineaments in a 
tectonic regime that is basically extensional, may have controlled the development of 
individual faults in the Sirte Basin. 
The basin's average thickness is 2.4 km, with sediments being Cretaceous and 
Tertiary in age (Parsons et al., 1980). However, Palaeozoic deposits have been 
documented in fault blocks in some parts of the basin. Sediments are varying from 
shallow marine to deep marine deposits with some local reefs and/or restricted deposition 
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1.3.3 Southeast Sirte Basin (Concession 65) 
The study area (concession 65) occurs towards the southeastern margin of the 
Upper Cretaceous-Tertiary Sirte Basin. This area is bounded by the Cyrenaica platform in 
the north and the southern shelf in the south, and extends from the eastern Sirte Basin 
periphery in the east and runs oblique to the NW structural trend of central Sirte Basin in 
the west. The major structural elements in this area are the Wasat Ridge of which the 
Sarir Fault forms its southern edge and the Sirte Trough (S.T.). These features are 
bounded by nearly east-west fault patterns and contain the Hameimat trough (H.T.) which 
is considered one of the deepest troughs in the Sirte Basin (Figs. 1.5 & 1.6). 
Different opinions and ideas (stated above) have been put forward about the origin 
of the Sirte Basin. The distinctive geologic pattern in this part of the basin suggests the 
possibility that this part of the basin has undergone a different deformation regime 
(AGOCO internal report, Schafer, et al., 1985). However, the primary structures of the 
Caledonian and Hercynian orogenies which dominate the entire country would have been 
rejuvenated and/or locally adjusted during the formation of the Sirte Basin and hence 
contribute in the structural developments in this part of the basin. Also more influence 
from the tectonic activities of the Western Desert Basin and the emergence of the 
Cyrenaica Platform may be expected here. Since the basement in this part of the basin has 
been intruded by igneous rocks (Fig. 4. 1), basement faulting might also have been 
controlled by the varying characters of these basement rocks. The tectonic influence of 
granite is an example, with cases of granite buoyancy having been investigated in the 
North sea by Scrutton et. al (1986) and Donato et. al (1990). The east west trending faults 
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the breakdown of the Calinso-Uweinat uplift in the Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic tectonic 
phase. 
Similar facies of carbonates and shales which dominate the stratigraphic 
succession of the Sirte Basin as a whole exist in this part of the basin. However, local 
facies changes do occur in the troughs. Initial sedimentation of pre Lower Cretaceous 
sands and silts of non-marine origin fill the irregular basement topography. This 
succession is overlain by thick fluvial sandstone known as the Sarir sandstone which is 
the major reservoir in this part of the basin. This basal sequence was buried during the 
late Upper Cretaceous by a thick shale and carbonate sequence. More detailed 
stratigraphic description is given below. 
1.3.4 Stratigraphy of the Sarir-Messla region 
The stratigraphy of the study area has much in common with the regional 
stratigraphy of the Sirte Basin where carbonates and shales of late Cretaceous to Tertiary 
age, represent the dominant facies. However, in this part of the basin an interval of 
sandstone known as the Sarir Group Sandstone (stratigraphic nomenclature of AGOCO, 
Fig. 1.10), which is considered equivalent to a widespread interval of sandstone known as 
the Nubian Sandstone (Pomeyrol 1968), occurs in the structural lows. The stratigraphic 
succession as penetrated by some wells scattered about the study area is in general similar 
but varies a little, notably in thicknesses. This variation is controlled by the position of 
the wells across the Sarir Fault (Fig. 1.11 and Fig. 1.12). The general stratigraphic 
succession is illustrated in Fig. 1.10. The detailed stratigraphic description is given 
below, (see also seismic facies units discussed in Chapter 3). 
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Basement 
The basement rocks in the study area are mainly metamorphic (schists and 
phylites) that have been intruded by igneous granite and granodiorite, as has been 
indicated by wells drilled in the area. Radiometric dating of the granite indicated a late 
Precambrian to Early Cambrian age (Clifford et al. 1980). A map of the basement rock 
facies is given in Fig. 4.1. The continuity and reliability of the seismic reflection event 
associated with the basement marker in this area may be related to the nature of the 
basement rocks. This is a problem associated with mapping for the basement horizon and 
will be discussed in detail elsewhere. 
Lower Cretaceous 
The Lower Cretaceous sediments are composed of a thick sequence of massive 
sandstones and shales known as the Sarir Group. These rocks rest directly on a basement 
complex of igneous and metamorphic rocks and are overlain unconformably by the 
transgressive series Rakab 4. The Sarir Group comprise a lower massive sandstone (the 
Sarir Sandstone), a medial variegated shale, and an upper sandstone. The upper sandstone 
is missing on the upthrown side of the Sarir Fault and in the Messla field. The Sarir 
Group is considered partly a Nubian equivalent (Pomeyrol, 1968). Klitzsch (1990) has 
divided the Nubian strata into three main cycles, and the Sarir Sandstone belongs to the 
youngest cycle of Lower Jurassic-Upper Cretaceous age in which fluvial deposits are 
dominant. In the Sarir Field the basal part of the Sarir Sandstone that is the main reservoir 
of the field is divided into five members. A detailed stratigraphic description is given by 
Sanford (1970). In the Messla Field the Sarir Sandstone is divided into three lithologic 
units: a massive upper sandstone which is designated the main pay, a medial "red shale", 
and a basal sandstone, the lower pay. The thickness of the Sarir Group varies 
considerably. The overall variation results from a combination of three main factors, the 
internal thickness variation of the individual units, the severity of postdepositional 
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erosion, and the initial configuration of the basement surface. In the study area the 
thickness varies from 1400 ft (427 m) at well 001-65 in the southwest to 120 ft (27 m) at 
HH-22 in the northeast whereas it is absent on the upthrown side of the fault (Fig. 1.11 
and Fig: i. 12). 
Upper Cretaceous 
The Upper Cretaceous consists principally of an upper shale unit of which the first 
50 ft (15 m) thickness is an argillaceous calcilutite underlain by some streaks of shale and 
limestones. The Palaeocene-Upper Cretaceous contact is characterised by a strong 
continuous seismic reflection event and a distinctive change in the gamma ray log (Fig 
1.12). This break is believed to be a disconformity between the Upper Palaeocene and 
Upper Cretaceous. This discordance is underlain by UC1 formation. The lower shale unit 
is divided into four formations and is called by AGOCO the Rakab or Rakb Group. 
The youngest formation of the group is the Rakb 1 of Maastrichian age and the 
oldest formation is the Rakb 4 of Turonian age. Individual thickness of each of the groups 
is controlled by its location across the area. The average thickness is about 190 ft (58 m). 
These formations consist mainly of dark to black marine shales with some interbedded 
limestones and sandstones. Both limestones and sandstones occur mainly in the lower 
part of the unit. The basal part of the Rakab Group (Rakab 4) is characterised by a 
transgressive sandy and anhydritic shale marking the regional unconformity between the 
marine Upper Cretaceous sequence and the Lower Cretaceous non-marine Sarir Group 
sandstone. This unconformity is present throughout the Sirte Basin and is known as the 
intra-Cretaceous unconformity or UC4 by AGOCO in this part of the basin. The 
occurrence of deep troughs and grabens in the Sirte Basin is responsible for the 
generation of petroleum, with migration to the nearby horst blocks. The Upper 
22 
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Palaeocene sediments consist of an upper carbonate unit and a lower shale unit. 
The total thickness is about 1900 ft (600 m). The overall unit thickens towards the NW 
and W as indicated by the Palaeocene isopach map shown on Fig. 5.10. There is no 
prominent reflection event associated with Eocene-Palaeocene boundary, but a good 
reflector is generated at the top of the shale sequence which is termed Basal Palaeocene. 
The carbonates consist of 200 ft (61 m) of nummulitic limestone and dolomitized 
limestone, green-gray shale, and marl sequences. The total thicknesses of the upper unit 
range from 600 ft (183 m) in the south to about 1312 ft (400 m) in the north. The lower 
unit is composed of gray calcareous shale which thickens towards the south to about 1100 
ft (335 m). Both units of the carbonate and shales are richly fossilifererous. Within the 
Palaeocene, seismic sections show a lot of reflection character which might be associated 
with stratigraphic changes. Seismic also shows a uniform thickness of total Palaeocene 
succession which might be interpreted as indicating a quiet period of basin subsidence 
(see also fault activities diagrams (Fig. 6.11 & Fig. 6.12)). 
Eocene 
This succession is divided into three units. The Upper Eocene consists mainly of 
about 300 ft (100 m) of dolomitic limestone with minor amounts of sandstone and 
claystone. The Middle Eocene consists largely of nummulitic limestones with a thickness 
of 1312 ft (400 m). The Lower Eocene is composed of approximately 1804 ft (550 m) of 
evaporites interbedded with dolomite and anhydrite. The occurrence of the Upper Eocene 
carbonates overlain by poorly sorted unconsolidated sandstone gives good conditions for 
the shallower prominent, strong reflection event across the study area. 
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Recent to Oligocene 
This interval consists of about 600-800 ft (193-243 m) of thick upper sand, a 
middle zone of 1000 ft (305 m) of siltstone and dolomitic limestone, and a lower thick 
interval of about 1000 ft (305 m) of unconsolidated sandstone. These beds are virtually 
unfossiliferous but overlie well dated upper Eocene beds. 
1.4 History of previous work 
Apart from research carried out by individual oil companies operating in the Sirte 
Basin, research work, particularly in the geophysical field, is not as common and 
abundant as geological studies. Moreover, most of the work has not been published yet. 
However, most of the papers written on the geology of the Sirte Basin have discussed 
either regional aspects, or present specific features such as the geology of individual oil 
fields. Most of the relevant papers have already been cited above. In the south-eastern 
part of the Sirte Basin, the geology and exploration history of two oil fields have been 
discussed by Gillespie and Sanford (1966) and Sanford (1970). Both papers have 
presented the geology of the Sarir oil field (Fig. 1.3). The Sarir structure is controlled by 
normal faulting in the basement with fault trends being WNW-ESE or ENE-WSW. This 
faulting runs oblique to the NW Cretaceous-Tertiary trend which dominates the Sirte 
Basin. Clifford et al. (1980) have discussed the geology of another giant (Messla) oil 
field. The stratigraphic nomenclature used in this study has been adopted mostly from 
these two papers. 
Lewis (1990), commenting on the geology of the Sirte Basin, suggests that the 
evolution of the basin is a result of extensional shear. This idea was previously postulated 
by Klitzsch (1971). In both cases geophysical support, and particularly the seismic 
evidence, is absent from these studies. A regional structural map at basement level of the 
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eastern part of the Sirte Basin, compiled by Mikbel (1979), reveals one of the main E-W 
structural elements in NE Libya. This fault is located parallel to latitude 29 0 N and is 
downthown to the south, marking the southern boundary of the Cyrenaica Platform and is 
known as the Sarir-Calainso Fault. Although originally pre-Cretaceous in age, this fault 
was active during Cretaceous and Tertiary times. The importance of this fault is its large 
throw of 5000 ft (> 1500 m) and its polyphase activity that might influence the geologic 
setting of the adjacent areas. Another map, compiled by The National Oil Corporation 
(N.O.C.) and revised by Yanilmaz (1990) (Fig. 1.6) shows a cluster of basement faults 
with an E-W and ENE direction. Among these faults is that marking the southern 
periphery of the Wassat ridge. This E to ESE striking fault is referred here as the Sarir 
Fault. It is shown as a rather continuous structure that extends for about 300 km (Fig. 1.6 
& Fig. 1.13b). The geologic significance of the Sarir Fault is its structural significance, 
orientation, and position separating two prominent oil fields in the area. 
As for the geophysical literature, Elbatrok and Zentani (1980) have measured rock 
densities for some rock formations in the central Sirte Basin. These data have been used 
in the gravity modelling later in this thesis. Aeromagnetic surveys have been conducted 
and interpreted by Ray Geophysical Corporation and results are cited under AGOCO 
internal reports. These data have been investigated and discussed in Chapter 7. 
1.5 Scope of thesis 
Recent years have shown agrowing interest in the geometry of normal faults in 
sedimentary basins. Their importance arises from their influences in basin formation in 
the large scale to a major controlling factor for hydrocarbon trapping and distribution of 
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source, deposition and erosion of reservoir rocks in the small scale. This study is focused 
on the Sarir Fault, a major structural feature in south-east Sirte Basin, Libya. The thesis 
presents an interpretation of the geophysical data from the Sarir Fault. The methodology 
used in the study is the integration of geophysical and geological aspects in which the 
geophysical results should be consistent with each other and calibrated by the geology. 
As for the geophysical tools concerned, the seismic reflection technique is used to 
provide the basic structural control of the subsurface geology while gravity and magnetics 
models are constructed to be consistent with the seismic data. Results from exploration 
wells are used to control interpretations. 
The south-eastern margin of the Sirte Basin encompasses all the major oil fields 
of Libya. Among them are two giant fields, the Messla and the Sarir oil fields. The study 
area is located within the prolific oil potential zone and the two fields mentioned above 
are located on either side of the Sarir Fault. The Sarir oil field is structurally controlled 
while Messla is a combination trap involving a pinch out and a fault (Fig. 1.8). Moreover, 
the Sarir Fault occurs within the E-W structural system which interferes with the north-
westerly trend that dominate the Sirte Basin. Against this background the importance of 
the study of the Sarir Fault has emerged. 
The following objectives have been proposed for this study :- 
To recognise and identify the structural style of the Sarir Fault. 
To establish the correlation between seismic data and stratigraphy through synthetic 
seismic modelling. 
To establish the relation between the stratigraphy and the structural setting across the 
Sarir Fault. 
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To integrate seismic, gravity, and magnetic interpretations along with borehole and 
subsurface information to build up a geologic model of the Sarir Fault. 
To synthesise and date the various movements of the fault and relate them to the 
formation of structural traps and hydrocarbon migrations. 
In Chapter 2 the velocities and their importance in the various steps in seismic 
data reduction and interpretation are discussed. Chapter 3 presents the nature of seismic 
reflection data and the use of well velocity survey for reflection identifications, thus 
description of depositional units. The problem of basement reflection identification has 
been worked out through the construction of one dimensional synthetic seismogram and 
presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 which is the core of the seismic reflection 
interpretation, the various elements of the Sarir Fault have been examined and the proper 
correlation of fault segments has been assessed. The analysis of some structural elements 
of the Sarir Fault using seismic reflection profiles and well data have been presented and 
discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the identification, mapping and the 
deep structure of the Sarir Fault through the gravity and magnetic modelling. 
1.6 Data set 
Data used in this study are variable in quality and distribution. Geophysical data 
include seismic profiles, wireline logs, gravity and magnetic maps. Other data include 
geological reports and subsurface maps and cross sections. The geographical distribution 
of the geophysical data across the study area is shown in Fig. 1.13a. The nature and 
sources of the study material is as follows. 
Seismic Data. The seismic data consist of final stacked seismic profiles of 
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coverage of 24 and 60 fold respectively. Migrated stacks have been obtained only for one 
line. The seismic coverage is not uniform and profiles are irregularly oriented, many of 
the lines having been purposely oriented to fill data gaps and meet the detailed specific 
geologic objectives. A total of 1200 line kilometres were available for interpretation (see 
shot point location map on Fig. 3.2. 
Gravity and Magnetics. The gravity data consist of a Bouguer anomaly gravity 
map acquired by Ray Geophysical in 1959. The data are plotted on a map of 1:250,000 
and 1:100,000 scale with a contour interval of 1 mgal. The available data of the gravity 
survey covers only the western part of the area (Fig. 1. 13a). The magnetic data are 
represented by an aeromagnetic map of the total field of the magnetic intensity acquired 
by BP in 1958. The map covers all the study area and its vicinity. It is available on 
1:250,000 scale and a contour spacing of 5 nT. The survey was flown with a flight line 
interval of 3.2 km and tie lines and flight altitude of 16 km and 1500' (457 m) 
respectively. Both the gravity and magnetic maps have been digitised and transformed to 
a regular grid where they have been reproduced in different scales, and several cross 
sections have been constructed from them. 
Borehole. This includes wireline logs for about 30 wells scattered in and around the 
study area (Fig. 1.13b). Sonic (CVL), resistivity, gamma ray, and composite logs are 
available for most of the wells, while velocity survey record data and dipmeter logs are 
available only for a few of them. Well velocity information have been used to provide the 
basic information for well to seismic tie, time-to-depth conversion, and the construction 
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Velocities play a big role in seismic data processing and seismic data 
interpretation. This Chapter is devoted to work on velocity analysis including data 
reduction and its implementation in the calibration and interpretation of seismic data. 
Velocities are used in converting the time sections into depth, to determine the dips of 
reflectors and refractors, in migration, and also can be used to infer the nature of rocks 
and their interstitial fluids. Velocity measurements (at the surface or in boreholes) are 
affected by many factors, among them is the lithology and the various tectonic styles. 
Different rock types possess different ranges of velocities and different lithologies are 
composed of different matrices and have their specific intergranular arrangement or 
density. Porosity, pore fluids and near surface irregularities have a considerable effect on 
the reliability of velocity measurements. Porosity has a direct effect on the velocity since 
a part of the wave path is travelling in low-velocity fluid-filled voids. Porosity and 
density in relation to velocity are discussed in Chapters 4, 6 and 7. In addition the 
processing of the seismic data requires extensive effort in velocity analysis in order to 
obtain the optimum stacking parameters. Inaccurate stacking velocity results in a poor 
stacking and hence degradation of the signal level of reflections. 
Well velocity check shot surveys are needed to provide a correction and 
calibration to the seismic and sonic log velocities and hence a close look and accurate 
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Fig. 2.1 Sketch of the well velocity survey field technique. 
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Fig. 2.2 Shows the graphic presentation of the well velocity survey for well JJ1-65, the 
data shown in Table 2.1. 
2.2 Well velocity surveying 
In-situ measurement of velocity is conducted by well velocity (check shot) survey 
where the travel time is measured between a source at the surface and a geophone in the 
well. Figure 2.1 is a sketch of the layout of the well velocity survey field technique. The 
depths (z)  of the well geophone are chosen to coincide with the most interesting 
geological interfaces such as formation tops and unconformities. Data obtained from 
check shot surveys for about 12 wells have been analysed. Tables 2.1 & 2.2 present a data 
reduction sheet for wells JJ1-65 and 001-65; data from other wells are given in 
Appendix 1. The vertical travel time (t) is calculated by multiplying the observed slant 
time (ts) by the cosine of the angle 0 . The average velocity Vav between the surface and 
the depth z is calculated by the ratio zit, or 
Vav=z/t 	 (2-1) 
Another important piece of information which can be derived from the analysis of the 
well velocity survey data is the interval velocity Vint. The interval velocity can be 
calculated by the formula 
Vint=Lz/At 	 (2-2) 
where Az represents depth interval between reflections of which At is the time interval of 
their one way travel times. 
The relation between the various types of velocities and the conversion of one 
type to another will be discussed in the next section. Figure 2.2 shows the corrected one-
way travel time, average and the interval velocities plotted as a function of depth. An 
example of reduction of well velocity survey data into useable quick reference tables is 
shown below. As another source of borehole velocity information, the sonic or 
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Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. JJI-65 	 Location: Seismic Line 65-89-18 
Elevations: KB: 342'(104 m) 	 Shot point No. 387 
SRD: 400'(122 m) above sea level 
GL: 326'(99 m) 	Spudded Date: 1st  October 1971 












}(* SRD* Sonic C.H.* S.S.'' Vav Vint.  
U. Eocene 927 945 844 856 835 2208 2208 + st rf 
M. Eocene 1002 1020 886 905 ? 2253 3061  
L. Eocene 1380 1398 1080 1095 1140 2554 3979  
Palaeocene 1928 1 	1946 1343 1367 1 1380 2846 4029  
Basal 2335 2353 1536 
Palaeocene  
1573 1545 2992 3951 
U. Cretaceous 2530 2548 1666 1696 1675 3005 3171 + strf 
Rakab 1 2552 2570 1680 1708 1695 3010 3667  
Rakab2 2691 2709 1772 1809 1780 2995 2752  
U. C. 2 2716 2734 1790 1820 1790 3004 4545 + stri 
Rakab3 2759 2777 1818 1850 1825 3002 2867  
U.C. 3 2779 2797 1830 1865 1845 2999 2667  
Shale Datum 2799 2817 1841 1877 ? 3002 3333  
Busat 2827 2845 1853 1893 ? 3005 3500  
Sarir Group 2852 2870 1856 1904 ? 3015 4545  
Red Shale 3100 3118 1976 2016 ? 3093 4429  
Basement 3194 3212 2018 2058 2035 3121 4476 fIg 
Total Depth 3338 3356  
*Appreviations: 
KB = Kelly Bushing, GL = Ground elevation, CH = Check Shot, SRD = Seismic Reference Datum, SS= 
Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair to good amplitude, p II = poor reflection amplitude 
?= Top could not be resolved 
Table 2.1 showing information from the velocity survey conducted in well JJ1-65. The 
two-way time to the various stratigraphic horizons is corrected to vertical and shown 
along with the two-way time picked from seismic section and sonic log for comparison 
purposes. Table also shows the average and interval velocities calculated from check shot 
travel times. See Figure 2.2 for graphic presentation of the information presented in this 
table. 
Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. 001-65 	 Location: Seismic Line 65-89-08 
Elevations: KB: 382'(116 m) 	 Shot point No. 254 
SRD: 400'(122 m) above sea level 
GL: 362'(110 m) 	Spudded Date: 29 December 1978 












J(J3* SRD* Sonic C.H.* Vav Vint  
U. Eocene 878 883 822 836 805 2112 2112  
M. Eocene 944 949 859 880 ? 2157 3000 + st ref 
L. Eocene 1366 1371 1078 1102 1102 2488 3802  
Palaeocene 1881 1 	1886 1328 1358 1 1355 2778 4023  
Basal 2318 2323 
Palaeocene  
1514 1544 1520 3009 4699 -stref 
U. Cretaceous 2544 2549 1670 1692 1670 3013 3054 + stref 
Rakabi 2573 2578 1688 1710 ? 3015 3222  
Rakab2 2749 2754 1822 1842  2990 2667  
U.C.2 2779 2784 1842 1858 1850 2997 3750 +stref 
Rakab3 2805 2810 1864 1878  2993 2600  
U.C.3 2825 2830 1881 1895 1885 1 	2987 2353  
Rakab4 2893 2898 1930 1943  2983 2833  
Busat 2975 2980 1981 1994 ? 2989 3216  
Sarir Group 2981 2986 1984 1996 1990 2992 6000 + st ref 
Red Shale 
Basement 3408 3413 2176 2175 
2189  
+prf 
Total Depth  
KB = Kelly Bushing, GL = Ground elevation, CH= Check Shot, SRD= Seismic Reference Datum, 
SS=Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair to good amplitude, p rf =poor reflection amplitude 	?=Top 
could not be resolved 
Table 2.2 showing information of the velocity survey conducted in well 001-65. The 
two-way time to the various stratigraphic horizons is corrected to vertical and shown 
along with the two-way time picked from seismic section and sonic log for comparison 
purposes. Table also shows the average and interval velocities calculated from check shot 
travel times. See Figure 2.3 for graphic presentation of the information presented in this 
table. 
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continuous velocity (CVL) log velocities are considered more reliable than the seismic 
stacking velocities. Hence velocity logs from five wells have been digitised and the 
various types of velocity forms (discussed below) have been computed. 
2.3 Velocity calculations 
2.3.1 Velocity forms 
In addition to the two types of velocity expressions mentioned in section 2-2 
above and their implications in seismic data reduction, in this section the relationship 
between the various types is discussed. However, the expression of the various velocity 
forms used here is derived for a simple homogeneous layered earth model. The following 
forms are the most usable in geophysical exploration. 
Average Velocity 
The average velocity is the simplest expression of the speed of seismic wave across a 
depth interval z, below datum surface. If the time spent by a wave as it leaves the source 
and is reflected back to the surface datum is 2t. Therefore the average velocity given in 2-
1 can be written as: 
Vav=zJt 	 (2-3) 
If z represents the sum of the thicknesses of layers z, z2 ,  Z3,...,Zn, and t is the one 




Z1+Z2+Z3+....+Zn 	j1 	 (2-4) Vav= 	 -- ---- 
tl+t2+t3+...+tn 	
tn 
Two-way Time sec. 
Velocity km/sec. 





Fig. 2.3 Shows the graphic presentation of the well velocity survey data for well 001-65, 
data showed in Table 2.2. 
at 
Substituting for the value of z using equation 2-2, equation 2-4 can be rewritten as 
n 
vintiti 





The interval velocity is the most often used in practice. It is expressed as the following: 
Vint = Zm—Zn 
tm—tn 	 (2-6) 
where Zm and Zn are depths for two shots whose times are tm and tn respectively. The 
interval velocity can also be estimated from rrns velocity through Dix's equation as given 
below. 
Root-Mean-Square Velocity 
The root-mean-square velocity (Vrms) is usually calculated from the stacking velocity. 
However, although the stacking velocity and the rms velocity are often treated as 
synonymous, the discrepancy between the stacking velocity and the true rms velocity 
could increase with depth (Al-Chalabi 1974). Moreover, the stacking velocity is equal to 
the rms velocity if the layering is horizontal and almost parallel (Sheriff 1976). In this 
study both velocities are considered equal since there are no significant dip changes. The 
rms velocity can also be calculated from the interval velocities of horizontally 










In terms of magnitude the relationship between the various types can be expressed as Vint 
~! Vav !! ~ Vr,ns. 
2.3.2 The Dix equation 
The concept of velocity layering involves the rapid velocity variations in the 
vertical direction as lithology changes from bed to bed and increasing pressure with 
increasing depth. The horizontal variation is generally much less rapid being the result of 
slow changes in density and elastic properties of the layer along the horizontal direction. 
The velocity of each layer is represented by a constant velocity V equal to the average 
velocity between the surface and the reflecting horizon. Dix (1955) has proposed the 
replacement of the average velocity with the root-mean-square (rms) velocity in the 
normal move out equation (NMO) Fig. (2.4a). Figure 2.4b gives a good approximation 
for tracing the seismic wave of curved ray path trajectory, so that 
2 	i2 X2 
Lx 
_ 
- 0 Vms 	 (2-8) 
Vrm5(>JVj2jjitj)1I2 	
(2-9) 
where vi and ti are the average velocity in, and the travel time through the ith  layer. In 
seismic interpretation the velocity most often used in practice is the seismic interval 
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Z= Interval depth 
Fig. 2.4 Shows, the mathematical expression of the normal move out correction (a), and 
the curved path of the seismic wave (b). 
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velocity. The determination of the interval velocity from the rms velocity is given by .Dix 
equation as; 
Vint = 
V2rmS T 2 - V 2 T1 rmsl 
T2—T 1 
(2-10) 
where Vin t  is the interval velocity, V,.,ns2  is the rms velocity to underlying layer, T2 is 
the two-way time to underlying layer, Vrms1 is the rms velocity in overlaying layer, and 
T1 is the two-way time to overlaying layer. 
The interval velocity calculated from interval transit time (ITT) of sonic and/or seismic 
rms velocities using equation (2-10) has been implemented in many parts of the study. A 
source code of the computer programs performing the computation is given in 
Appendices 2(a)-2(d). 
2.4 Depth conversion 
2.4.1 Overview 
Time-to-depth converted sections are commonly used in seismic data 
interpretation. Depth sections are aimed to overcome the distortions of the geologic 
pictures which might be caused by the vertically and laterally stacking velocities. They 
also provide a working base for the petroleum geologist in constructing structural and/or 
stratigraphic cross sections. In this study depth sections have been produced to fulfil two 
main objectives. Firstly it is aimed to provide the basic information for the gravity and 
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Fig. 2.6 Time-to-depth converted section of the profile shown above. 
Note that depth profile (Fig. 2.6) does not clearly show fault displacement 
at shallower depth. This is due to small vertical exageration and small steps 
is smoothly joined by the drawing software. 
structural model of the Sarir fault. Secondly, depth to some horizons of stratigraphic 
interest have to be computed, and thus structural and isopach maps could be constructed. 
The procedure of producing depth sections can simply be performed by multiplying the 
one-way seismic time by the appropriate velocity function. Velocities can be obtained 
from borehole logs, well velocity survey or from the stacking velocity function usually 
displayed on top of seismic lines. The reliability of the depth calculations depends on the 
accuracy of the seismic velocity function used. In cases of sparse borehole velocity 
information, average velocity derived from seismic stacking or rms velocities are good 
enough to provide both the lateral and the vertical variation in the velocity fields needed 
for depth conversions. However, if the calculated depth values are very different from the 
actual depths (e.g. at well location), correction to the seismic velocities has to be 
considered and a correction factor has to be computed. 
2.4.2 FORTRAN Programs 
In order to analyse the various velocity forms discussed above, a series of 
computer programs have been written in FORTRAN 77 and designed to run on either 
mainframe or microcomputer. The input data comprises digitised sonic transit time, 
seismic stacking velocities and well velocity survey information available from 
boreholes. The program descriptions and codes are given in Appendices 2(a)-2(d). 
2.4.3 Application and results 
Based on the seismic reflection velocities, time-to-depth conversions have been 
computed for three seismic profiles, 65-89-05, 65-89-08, and 65-85-38 (see Fig 3.2 for 
location). The conversion of the third profile has been performed for a migrated stacked 
version. All the three profiles are dip sections running across the Sarir Fault. Five 
horizons associated with the stratigraphic levels of top Upper Eocene (UB), Lower 
Eocene (LE), Palaeocene (Pal), Upper Cretaceous (UC), and the basement have been 
selected for depth conversions. As for the velocities, the average velocity have been 
computed from the interval velocity using the equation given in 2-5. The interval 
velocities in turn was calculated from the rms velocities, and interpolated between the 
successive velocity functions along seismic profile for every 10 shot points or 2 km apart. 
Velocity manipulations and depth conversions have been worked out through computer 
programming. Fortran77 code is given in Appendix 2(b) - 2(e), and results of velocities 
and depth calculations for profile 65-89-05 are given in Appendix 2(f). 
The following features have been observed upon the application of depth 
conversion to seismic profiles across the Sarir fault, line 65-89-08 (Fig. 2.6) of which a 
line drawing of the interpreted time version is shown on Fig. 2.5. Time-to-depth 
converted line 65-85-38 is shown in Fig. 2.7. 
The fault dip has been found to be steeper on depth sections in comparison to time 
section. This is due to the effect of compaction and the (normal) increase of seismic 
velocity with depth (Fig. 6.9). The true fault dip is about 65 0 . 
The vertical fault displacement is more clearly shown on depth sections than on 
seismic sections and the fault plane can be traced beyond top Upper Eocene, however, the 
depth profile (65-89-08) does not show this due to small vertical exaggeration (Fig. 2.6). 
2.5 Critical comparison between seismic and well velocities 
Seismic velocities are an important geologic tool if they were correctly selected 
during the data processing and properly implemented in seismic data interpretation. 













H. Scale, 100 shotpoint = 5km 
Fig. 2.7 Time-to-depth converted section for profile 65-89-38. 
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Velocity determination is probably the area most prone to analyst errors and a mis-picked 
velocity function can remove a legitimate anomaly. In a comparison between the seismic 
average velocity derived from seismic rms velocities and the average velocity computed 
from the CVL of some boreholes in the study area, the velocity shows four different 
phases with depth. Figure (2.8a) shows the comparison plot. The four phases can be 
described as follows. 
Phase one is characterised by a low but steadily increasing velocities. These velocities 
are associated with the unconsolidated material near surface to about 1000 m depth. 
In the second phase(1000 m - 2300 m), a rapid increase of velocity with depth can be 
recognised. This phase is associated with the carbonate succession interval from top 
Upper Eocene to top Basal Palaeocene. 
A constant or reducing velocity (2300 m - 3000 m) characterises the third phase of 
the velocity gradient. The velocities of 2950 rn/sec are quite reasonable for the shaley 
material dominating the Rakab formations. 
In the last phase, number four, divergence occurs between the two velocity gradients 
and the seismic velocity shows a considerably smaller gradient than the CVL. However, 
seismic anisotropy (due to curved ray path Fig. 2.4) may affect matching. There is a clear 
lithologic change from shale to sandstone that may justify this increase in velocity 
gradient. Divergence increases towards the down-thrown side of the fault as indicated by 
Fig. 2.8b, see also interval velocity/depth plot on Figs. 2.2 & 2.3. 
Strong reflection amplitudes can provide stacks that define a small velocity range, 
unlike weak reflection amplitudes. The latter is the case for the basement reflection across 
the Sarir fault (discussed below), and accordingly the velocity gradient discussed above 




The application of velocity analysis discussed here is the basis for various 
applications in the interpretation stage. In this Chapter, time-to-depth conversions have 
been carried out through the use of seismic interval velocities. In Chapter 4, the interval 
velocities have been used in the computation of the synthetic seismograms. In Chapter 5 
average velocities derived from well data have been used to make calculations of depth to 
basement from seismic two-way times. 
In the comparison of velocities determined from processing and wells, the 
correlation between velocities (Fig. 2.8) shows a considerable mismatch below top 
Cretaceous (2500 m or 1.6 sec). This might be related to the poor reflection character 





















Fig. 2.8 A plot of the average velocity computed from seismic rms velocity and the 
average velocity computed from CVL versus depth, for well JJ1-65 (a) and for well 
001-65 (b). The plot shows the various (highlighted) phases of velocity gradient. 
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Chapter 3 
Seismic Reflection Seismology 
3.1 Introduction 
The seismic reflection method is the most widely used geophysical method in the 
oil industry. It consists of three interdependent parts: (1) seismic acquisition, (2) seismic 
processing, and finally the end product is (3) the seismic data interpretation which may 
involve modelling and inversion. Optimum selection of field data and processing 
parameters upon the knowledge of the subsurface setting and the exploration strategy as a 
whole will not only make life easier for the geophysicist who works with the data but also 
yield better data quality and more successful exploration results. In this Chapter the 
seismic reflection work conducted in the study area is presented. The first two steps 
(mentioned above) towards the ultimate goal of this method are briefly referred to here, 
while the practical use of the seismic data interpretation is presented and discussed. 
Using a combination of seismic profiles and time and/or depth maps constructed 
from the interpreted seismic sections or borehole data, the seismic reflection method can 
provide the essential information for the identification of structural styles of the 
subsurface structures. This has particular importance in studying the entrapment of 
hydrocarbons. 
3.2 Objectives 
The seismic reflection surveying carried out in the study area was designed to 




horizons across the Sarir fault. However the primary objective of the use of the reflection 
seismic data in this study is to recognise and establish the structural style of the Sarir 
fault. The seismic reflection marker associated with the reservoir rock, which is the Sarir 
sandstone, is poorly defined on seismic sections due to the lack of acoustic impedance 
contrast, in turn due to the occurrence of shaley and unconsolidated formations at its top. 
Moreover the area is highly faulted and the hydrocarbon entrapment is considered to be 
structurally controlled. Mapping the basement reflection interface immediately beneath 
the Sarir sandstone is an alternative method for monitoring the structural pattern of the 
sandstone and therefore an important key factor for the exploration strategy in this area. 
Later in this Chapter the problem associated with picking a basement reflection are 
discussed. 
3.3 Database and digitisation 
The working material obtained from the reflection seismic surveying acquired in 
this area consists of two vintages of final stacked time record sections. A time migration 
stack is obtained only for one seismic section. The data were shot by two different 
campaigns in 1985 and 1989. Both data sets were acquired by the Arabian Gulf Oil 
Company (AGOCO). The vibroseis technique was used as the energy source. Data 
recording and processing parameters are shown in Figs 3.1a & 3.1b. A total of 800 km of 
seismic data covering an area of 1000 km square has been interpreted. Fig. 3.2 shows the 
shotpoint location map of the available seismic profiles used in this study and listed in 
Table 3.1. A mis-tie of about 10 msec was observed between the two vintages of data. 
The mis-tying is considered in the contouring stage. The reflection quality of the 1985 
record sections is generally good. However, strong multiple interference and low 
amplitudes dominates the entire sections making the interpretation of the stratigraphic 
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ARABIAN GULF OIL COMPANY 
1985 SEISMIC PROGRAMME 
Recording Parameters 	 Processing Sequence 
Spread: Split Spread 
Mm. and Max.Offset 225m and 2575m 
Subsurface Coverage 48 fold 
Number of Recording Channels: 96 
Spacing Between Channels (Groups): 50m 
Group Length 57.75m, 36 Receiver per group 
Filters: 8hz-128hz 
Notch filter: out 
Record Length 4secs 
Source: Vibroseis 
Sweep: 12hz-80hz 
Length: 10 sees 
Source Group Interval 50 in 
Vertical Stack 12 fold 
Correlation: with Filtered Sweep 
Sampling Rate: 2 msec 
Correlation 
Demultiplexing 
Geometric Spreading Compensation 
Pre filter 12hz-80hz 
Deconvolution Before Stack: 
Type: Predective 
Distance:2msec 
Operator Length:2 lOmsec 
Preprocessor: 
Velocity Stack of 12 CDP Gather 
Automatic Residual Statics 
Final Velocity Analysis 
NMO and Field Statics Corrections 
Muting:Mute velocity 1600m/sec 
Mm. Mute Distance 300m 
Coherency Stack:Correlation Window 0-2secs 
Radial Predictive Filter 
Frequency Filtering: 12 hz - 80  h 
Honzonta! Stacking 48 fold 
Display: 
Scale: 1:25000, 20cm/sec 
Polarity 
Positive numbers = black 




Fig. 3.1a Side header of the 1985 seismic survey showing the recording and 
processing parameters. 
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ARABIAN GULF OIL COMPANY 
1989 SEISMIC PROGRAMME 
Recording Parameters 	 Processing Parameters 
Spread: Split Spread 
Mm. and Max.Offset 175m and 2950m 
Subsurface Coverage 60 fold 
Number of Recording Channels: 120 
Spacing Between Channels (Groups): 50m 
Group Length 49m, 36 Receiver per group 
Filters: 8hz-1 28hz 
Notch filter: out 
Source: Vibroseis 
Sweep: 12 hz-80 hz 
Length: 10 secs 
Source Group Interval 50 in 
Correlation: with Filtered Sweep 
Vertical Stack 8*1  fold 
Sampling Rate: 2 msec 
Demultiplexing 
sorting 
Correction of Spherical Divergence 
Deconvolution: Predective, 1 2msec 
Length: 160msec 
Static Corrections (Field Statics) 
Dynamic Correction (Velocity Analysis) 
Automatic Residual Statics 
Amplitude Level Tuning 
Muting 
Horizontal Stacking 60 fold 
Frequency Filtering, 0 - 3800msec 
i2hz-8Ohz 
Normalization : AGC, Gates: 300msecs 
Display: 
Scale: 1:25000, 20cm/sec 
Polarity 
Positive numbers = black 
a 
LINE NO. 65-89-08 
Fig. 3. lb Side header of the 1989 seismic survey showing the recording and 
processing parameters. 
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details an unrealistic task. As for the 1989 surveying, the seismic data shows better 
vertical and horizontal resolutions. This was obtained by employing a higher multiple (60 
fold) coverage and a broader frequency band in the data acquisition stage. Examples from 
the two vintages of seismic data are given in Fig. 3.3. 
A total of six horizons were interpreted of which three horizons were digitised and 
mapped. Digitisation was performed by using a digitising table and a microcomputer for 
data storage and manipulations, method has been described in Chapter 5. The data has 
been sampled for every 5 shot points (250 m) in the horizontal scale and measured with a 
precision of 0.2 mm which is equivalent to 1 msec in the vertical scale. Digitisation has 
provided easier access to the digitised seismic horizons for further data processing (e.g. 
isochron mapping and time-to-depth conversions). 
3.4 Well to seismic tie and reflection character 
In order to identify the various seismic reflection horizons of stratigraphic interest 
that occur on the seismic profiles, two-way reflection time to each stratigraphic level is 
calculated from well velocity surveys (time-depth graphs) and introduced into the time 
sections. Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1 shows the field technique and data reduction sheet of a 
well velocity survey respectively. However, the two-way times obtained from the 
velocity survey must be reduced to the same datum plane as the seismic data. There are 
usually misties between the two sets of reflection times. Therefore adjustment has to be 
made, and a few (sometimes tens) milliseconds have to be added or (in most cases) 
subtracted from the seismic trace to get the proper tie. Judging a good correlation can be 
achieved by considering the polarity and amplitude strength of the various reflection 
interfaces during correlation processes. 
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Table 3.1 List of 1985 and 1989 seismic profiles used in the interpretation. 
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Fig. 3.2 Shotpoint location map of the 1985 and 1989 seismic reflection surveys. 
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Well velocity information for about ten wells has been prepared from check shot 
surveying and used for the correlation purposes. Table 2.1 shows a real example of a well 
velocity survey data sheet for well JJ1-65; more examples are given in the appendix. The 
table shows the two-way times, interval and average velocities calculated for horizons of 
stratigraphic interest. Seven reflection interfaces corresponding to the stratigraphic 
markers of top Upper Eocene, top Lower Eocene, top Palaeocene, top Upper Cretaceous 
(UC), intra-Cretaceous unconformity (UC2), Sarir Group (UC4), and basement were 
identified on seismic profiles using well surveying information and hence interpreted 
throughout the study area. Fig. 3.4 shows their chronostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic 
relation. 
The reflection quality for the horizons associated with top Upper Eocene, UC, and 
UC2 is good, with continuous and strong amplitudes characterising the reflection 
character on all the three horizons. These horizons can be followed throughout the study 
area and they serve as a good reference or datum for the interpretation and profile 
correlations. The reflections associated with top Palaeocene and UC4 are generally good 
however the quality of UC4 reflector deteriorates towards the north. As for the reflection 
character associated with the basement level, the reflection quality is ranging from fair to 
poor and in some cases it is ambiguous. However a strong continuous amplitude can be 
observed for basement on the upthrown side of the fault. The problem and the 
methodology of identifying the basement reflection character is discussed in the next 
Chapter. The nature of the seismic reflections and their relation to the stratigraphy 
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Fig. 3.3 Segments from 1985 (left) and 1989 (right) seismic vintages showing 
comparison of data resolution across the Sarir Fault. 
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The reflections which we see on seismic sections invariably indicate time surfaces 
or unconformities. Unconformities are often among the best reflectors because they 
represent a hiatus (non-deposition) during which the sedimentation processes are 
interrupted and therefore different lithologies across the depositional surface are 
developed, thus producing an acoustic impedance contrast and a reflection. Sedimentary 
facies can be characterised by five major features according to Selly (1985), of which 
only the fossil category cannot be determined or estimated using the seismic technique: 
(i) Geometry, (ii) Lithology, (iii) Sedimentary structure, (iv) Palaeocurrents, and (v) 
Fossils. Therefore seismostratigraphy evolved as a geological approach to the 
stratigraphic interpretation of seismic data. It was pioneered by Exxon workers in the 
1970's. The concept involves the use of seismic parameters to establish a stratigraphy or 
order of depositional and erosional events, and in conjunction with well and velocity 
information, even lithologies, properties and pore fluids. 
3.5.2 Seismic units A-D 
The seismic stratigraphy concept is used here to simply describe the seismic units 
or facies of the sedimentary section above basement. The seismic facies is any attribute of 
the seismic data which can be described and mapped. The description uses the parameters 
reflection configuration, continuity, amplitude, frequency, and the external form of each 
facies, as well as the external form and three-dimensional associations of groups of 
roin 
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Fig. 3.5 Line drawing of interpreted seismic section (profile 65-89-08), showing selected seismic units and their interval velocities. 
reflections (Vail and Mitchum, 1977; Sangree and Widmier, 1977). These parameters 
may contain information of stratigraphic significance. 
Four major seismic facies or units have been identified in the study area. They are 
named as A, B, C and D (Fig. 3.5). The selection was based on the knowledge of the 
seismic interval velocities and gamma ray response curves. Where strong breaks in both 
velocity and gamma ray response curves occur, they were used to mark the lower and the 
upper unit boundaries (Figs. 1.12 & 3.6). The units boundaries are also identified on 
seismic data as primary seismic reflections. Seismic profile 65-89-08 has been used for 
the seismic facies analysis (Fig. 5.2). Qualities of some individual reflection amplitudes 
are discussed in Chapter 5. The seismic units are related to the lithologic units of post 
Eocene sand and unconsolidated sandstone with minor amount of mudstone for unit A, 
Eocene carbonates and evaporites for unit B, and Palaeocene limestone and basal 
Palaeocene shales for unit C. Unit D is a thick sequence of marine shale overlies 
unconformably the Sarir group that in turn overlies unconformably the basement, overall 
corresponding to Upper Cretaceous and Lower Cretaceous sediments. The units from A to 
C are evenly deposited throughout the area while unit D is found to be thicker at the 
down-thrown side of the Sarir Fault, with its basal sandstone missing at the upthrown 
side of the Sarir Fault (Fig. 3.5). Detailed description of the individual stratigraphic units 
was given in Chapter 1. Reflection configurations in the individual groups or geologic 
units are going to be used for identifying the seismic signatures of the individual seismic 
units. Moreover, their synthetic response is dealt with in Chapter 4. The seismic units A- 
D are discussed below followed by a consideration of the basement reflection 
identification in this area. 
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Fig. 3.6 Plot of velocity versus depth of well (JJ1-65) velocity survey information shown 
on Table 2. 1, the diagram is used for the identification of seismic units (A, B, C, and D) 
shown on Fig. 3.5. See text for details. 
Range of Interval Velocities km/sec 










65-89-18 218-607 2.115-2.139 3.595-3.680 3.731-4.150 3.334-3.863 
65-89-08 410-890 2.014-2.105 3.505-3.847 3.519-4.186 3.411-3.953 
65-89-24 230-450 2.053-2.079 3.882-3.947 3.506-3.909 3.366-3.625 
Average of Velocity 
range 
2.090 3.760 3.780 3.580 
__ 
Table 3.2 Summary of the seismic interval velocities calculated along seismic profiles for 
seismic sequence description. See text for details. 
In order to identify the various seismic facies units of the various seismic units, 
interval velocities calculated from seismic rms velocities have been worked out. Table 3.2 
shows the velocity range and the average velocity of each range for three seismic dip 
profiles across the Sarir fault. 
Unit A. The velocity scheme shows a marked low velocity for unit A that ties quite well 
with the average velocity of the material of this section (Table 3.2). Figure.3.5 is a line 
drawing of a seismic line showing the various seismic units and their interval velocities. 
Reflections in this unit are mainly parallel with an average frequency content of about 25 
Hz (Fig. 3.7). This pattern usually suggests uniform rates of deposition in a uniformly 
subsiding basin. The gamma ray log shows an overall low reading but relatively lower 
reading at the upthrown side of the fault to that in the downthrown side indicating more 
shaley material in the basinal side (Fig. 1.12). 
Unit B. This is similar to the underlying unit C. Both units B & C show highly variable 
velocity distribution ranging from 3.5 km/sec on the upthrown side to over 4 km/sec on 
the downthrown side of the fault. However, there is a legitimate increase in velocity 
gradient as indicated by the average velocity/depth plot showon on Fig. 2.8, and 
discussed in Chapter 2. The seismic velocities are still high enough to cause some 
distortion to the seismic signal and might interfere with the multiple reflections which 
exhibit high stacking velocities. Reflection character in unit B can be grouped into two 
sets. In the first set B 1, that is bounded by two strong primaries associated with top Upper 
Eocene and top Lower Eocene, discontinuous and low amplitude characters are dominant. 
Moreover, the sequence is occasionally dominated by chaotic reflections towards the 
bottom of the section (Fig. 3.7). This facies may indicate high energy environment. This 
section of unit B is associated with the limestone, dolomite, and nummulitic limestone. 
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Fig. 3.7 Seismic section and interpretation. The interpretation shows the internal 
configuration of seismic facies units A & B See text for details. 
Alim 
The gamma ray log correlation shows almost an identical response across the 
Sarir fault (Fig. 1.12). The second set B2 that corresponds to the Lower Eocene 
evaporites, is characterised by continuous and strong parallel reflections (Fig. 3.7). 
However, some reflection units show onlap patterns towards the fault escarpment on the 
downthrown side of the eastern fault segment (Fig. 3.8). This may indicate 
syndepositional fault activity during late Lower Eocene time. Both the gamma ray and 
frequency content (measured from seismic section) readings are very similar across the 
fault, being 14 API and 22 Hz respectively. 
Unit C. This unit corresponds to the Palaeocene succession of limestone and marl in the 
top part and (the first unit of) marine shales in the bottom part. This unit has fairly 
continuous low amplitude reflections associated with the carbonate successions whereas 
strong and parallel amplitude character dominates the shaley section. However, the 
reflector associated with top basal Palaeocene reflector is rather discontinuous due 
probably to improper stacking velocities (Fig. 2.8). A remarkable feature of the 
Palaeocene reflection package is the onlap pattern that characterises the internal 
configuration of the upper part of the succession, denoted here as Cl, whereas reflection 
terminations against horizontal surfaces dominate the configuration of the lower section 
(C2) (Figs. 3.9 & 3.10 respectively). However, the first configuration is observed on both 
sides of the fault and may indicate syndepositional fault movement. The second 
configuration, probably a sign of erosional truncation, is only observed on the upthrown 
side of the western fault segment. These observations may indicate the influence of fault 
segments on depositional setting. The gamma ray correlation (Fig. 1.12) shows a similar 
response over most of the carbonate section on both sides of the fault with a restricted 
development of the shaley unit between depths 2050 m - 2190 m at FF1-65 and AA1-65 
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Fig. 3.8 Seismic section and line drawing interpretation showing the onlap facies of 
unit B2 towards fault escarpment. 
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Fig. 3.9 Seismic section and line drawing interpretation showing the onlap facies of 
unit C I within the upper part of the Palaeocene. 
Me 
control or restricted environment and the possibility of reefal growth on topographic 
highs over the upthrown side of the eastern fault segment as indicated by the isopach map 
on Fig. 5.10. As for the basal part of unit C, the gamma ray correlation shows a 
distinctive sharp kick on both sides of the fault with slightly higher reading on the 
downthrown side indicating deeper environment. 
Unit D. This sequence is composed mainly of the Upper Cretaceous (Rakab group) shales 
and Lower Cretaceous massive sandstones and shales known as the Sarir Group, in which 
fluvial deposits are dominant. The thickness of the Sarir Group varies considerably. The 
overall variation results from a combination of three main factors, the internal thickness 
variation of the individual units, the severity of postdepositional erosion, and the initial 
configuration of the basement surface. In the study area the thickness of the Sarir 
sandstone varies from 1400 ft (427 m) at well 001-65 in the southwest to 120 ft (27 m) 
at HH-22 in the northeast whereas it is absent on the upthrown side of the fault (Figs. 
1.11 and 1.12). However, the seismic data quality is not adequate for examining the 
reflection amplitudes especially at this depth. The internal reflection configuration for 
facies D appears to be parallel with fair to good amplitude on the upthrown side of the 
fault, changing to discontinuous, subparallel, poor amplitude on the down-thrown side of 
the fault, typical of interbedded sand and shales(Figs. 3.11, 3.12 & 5.4). The average 
velocity of the velocity range for unit D is relatively smaller than for the overlying unit C. 
However, velocities along individual seismic profiles vary in a wide range (Table 3.2). 
The gamma ray log correlation shows a distinctive pattern and the highest reading against 
the transgressive series of UC 1 & UC2 shales that provide the source rock and the sealing 
to the Sarir oil. The shale units are more pronounced in the downthrown side of the fault. 
The external form of the seismic reflection character shows a wedge shaped pattern 
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Fig. 3.10 Seismic section and line drawing interpretation showing the erosional 
truncation of unit C2 within the lower part of the Palaeocene. 
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Fig. 3.11 Inset from Fig. 5.4 . Seismic section and line drawing interpretation showing 
the external form of seismic facies of unit D. See text for details. 
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5.4).This facies of unit D lies below UC2 horizon and basement. This may be interpreted 
as an alluvial sediment deposited on a low basement topography. However, the area may 
have been deformed by the wrench tectonics that is evident in this area, as indicated by 
the presence of a little fold structure in the strata above the alluvial body. The wedge 
shaped criteria may also be an indication of growth fault during Lower Cretaceous fluvial 
type deposition. However, there is no enough seismic or well control in this part of the 
area to take this interpretation further. 
3.5.3 Basement reflection character 
As far as the basement rocks are concerned, there are two definitions of basement 
rocks: real geologic basement (usually igneous or metamorphic crystalline rocks) and 
economic basement, which is usually low porosity varieties of sedimentary rocks that 
have no reservoir potential. Borehole drilling is usually terminated within economic 
basement. The basement rock in the study area encompasses different types of facies of 
crystalline metamorphic rocks with intrusions of igneous rocks (Fig. 4.1). 
Reflections are generated when a change in the acoustic impedance contrast (a 
product of density and velocity or pD, see also section 4.2) takes place. The value of the 
reflection coefficient at an interface, which defines the strength and character of the 
reflection amplitude, and varies as a function of pu, changes with changes in lithology. 
Crystalline basements usually produce a strong seismic response as they possess higher 
density rocks compared to sedimentary rocks. However, when deeply buried and/or when 
basement has a weathered surface, the reflection coefficient will be reduced and the 
reflections generated will be poor and discontinuous. Fig. 4.2, is a comparison between 
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Fig. 3.12 Seismic section and line drawing interpretation showing the external form of 
seismic facies of unit D. Note the fold structure over the ENE side of the diagram. See 
text for details. 




the seismic reflection characters of the various types of basement facies as indicated by 
wells drilled in the study area. The figure also indicates the variation in reflection 
character and the crucial importance of reflection identification across the Sarir Fault. 
Two types of basement reflection character across the Sarir fault have been 
observed from seismic profiles. As for the first type, reflections can easily be identified 
through well velocity survey and can be correlated as long as they are continuous, 
maintaining uniform amplitude. This reflection is found on the upthrown side of the fault. 
The other type of reflection character is found across the deeper part of the area. 
Reflections in the south of the fault vary between fair and poor, despite crystalline rock 
facies. This makes the identification of the basement reflection character highly 
ambiguous and in some cases impossible (see seismic profile 65-89-08 in Fig. 5.2). 
Further discussion of basement reflection interface and its synthetic response is given in 
Chapter 4. 
3.6 Summary 
The objectives of stratigraphic interpretation of seismic data is to predict the 
stratigraphy of the sedimentary environment and to reconstruct the palaeogeography and 
geologic history. However, the seismic data must be of high quality and resolution to 
truly recognise the various attributes or parameters. This approach has also to be 
constrained by other geological data through well logs and/or outcrops. The simple 
seismic facies analysis carried out here has provided some identification of the various 
sedimentary environments above basement and facies relation across the Sarir Fault. The 
analysis has also shown the velocity distribution of the various units that may help to 
identify and predict the basement reflection interface that is crucial for exploration in this 
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area. Four major seismic facies or units have been identified in the study area. Reflection 
configurations of the individual groups or units have been used to extend the description 
of depositional units recorded in wells. The synthetic seismic response of units is dealt 
with in Chapter 4. Their recognition has been used in the interpretation of seismic data 
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4.3 The input model 
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4.4 	Applications and discussion 
4.4.1 Well to seismic tie 
4.4.2 Basement reflection identification 




Structural contour mapping is an essential step for substantial geological 
interpretation of the subsurface structures and an understanding of the petroleum geology 
of an area as a whole. This can be achieved by picking and mapping horizons of structural 
interest. Among those is the seismic horizon associated with the acoustic basement. Maps 
can easily be constructed if the individual reflections are strong and continuous 
throughout seismic sections. However, when reflections are weak and variable in 
character, which is the case for the basement reflector in the study area, synthetic 
seismogram modelling from well data can be used to help their identification and hence 
mapping. 
The basement rocks in the study area are mainly metamorphic that have been 
intruded by igneous rocks (Fig. 4.1). The reflection character associated with the 
basement level varies in character across the study area. The basement reflection quality 
is ranging from fair to poor and in some cases it is ambiguous. Fig. 4.2 is a comparison 
between the seismic reflection characters of the various types of basement facies as 
indicated by wells drilled in the study area. The figure also indicates the variation in 
reflection character and the crucial importance of reflection identification across the Sarir 
Fault. In this chapter the computation of one-dimensional synthetic seismograms and 
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Fig. 4.1 This figure shows the different facies of the crystalline basement as indicated by the wells drilled in the area. The map also 
shows the locations of two seismic profiles on which the seismic expression of the crystalline basement is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. 
their application to seismic data and the seismic expression of the basement rocks are 
presented and discussed. 
4.2 Basic concept and construction of synthetic seismograms 
Synthetic seismograms are artificial reflection records made from the conversion 
of the velocities in depth, e.g. sonic log velocity, to a reflectivity function in time. By its 
nature the synthetic seismogram is a theoretical solution which gives an idealised 
response of a given stratigraphic sequence to a seismic impulse (Delaplanche, et al. 
1963). The basic idea behind the construction of the synthetic seismograms is to achieve 
the best correlation between seismic record sections and real geology through well data. 
General uses of synthetic seismograms are given in section 4.6. However, in this study 
the main objective of synthetic modelling is the identification and description of the 
basement reflection character which is unidentifiable in some parts of the study area. 
The method of generating synthetic seismograms involves the convolution of the 
reflectivity series corresponding to geological layers (a function of physical properties, 
density and velocity of the layers and called the earth model) with a suitable input 
waveform travelling through those layers. The reflectivity series is the series of reflection 
coefficients at the layer boundaries calculated by the equation 
RC 
= 2V2 - 1v1 
IVI+2V2 	 (4-1) 
where the densities of the upper and lower layers are P1  and  P2  respectively, and the 
velocities are ul and 02.  Normal incidence reflection is assumed and we are only 
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Fig. 4.2 Segments from different seismic sections showing seismic expression of the 
different facies of the crystalline basement as indicated from boreholes drilled in the 
area, chist in well 001-65, and granodiorite in well JJI-65 and granite in well AM-
65. Note that basement reflectors were identified based on information from well 
velocity survey. See Fig. 4.1 for the location of seismic profiles and well sites with 
the various types of basement facies mentioned above. 
RX 
considering P waves. The reflection coefficient is positive for an increase in the acoustic 
impedance (density times velocity, pu) in the lower layer and negative for a decrease in 
acoustic impedance. Figure (4.3) shows the seismic response for an increase in p'o 
(positive reflection coefficient) according to the SEG convention of polarity. 
The energy of the input wavelet travelling through the layers will be attenuated as 
it strikes the first interface, part of the energy being transmitted and the other part 
reflected. This process continues as the wave travels to the other interfaces and further 
reflections are generated. The resultant seismic record is simply the superposition of 
those waves which are ultimately reflected back to the geophone station. Since the 
number of waves generated at each interface is numerous, a simple (one-dimensional) 
synthetic seismogram emerges as a solution for the energy relationships. The model 
assumes all rays travel vertically and dip and diffractions are neglected (Sheriff and 
Geldart, 1983). In fact most of the seismic reflection work involves angles of incidence 
that are considered small (+1- 200),  and in this thesis angles of dip that are also relatively 
small (+1- 100). 
In this study two different methods of calculating synthetic seismograms have 
been used. The first method discussed here is based on the method established by Brian 
Kennett' , simply known as Kennett's method, where a vertically travelling plane P wave 
is allowed to interact with a multilayered stack. His model also assumes that each layer 
thickness is at least the sample interval being employed (Kennett, 1979). The calculation 
scheme includes plane wave superposition and Fourier synthesis, where reflectivity of the 
layered system is calculated in the frequency-wave number domain by the use of two- 
I B. L. N. Kennett 
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Fig. 4.3 Examples of idealised normal and reverse polarity for (a) minimum 
phase and(b) zero-phase wavelets at an acoustic boundary with a positive 
reflection coefficient. After Badley (1985). 
dimensional Fourier transform or fast Fourier transform, FF1', and transformed back to 
the time domain by means of Fourier synthesis, FF1'- 1•  Details of the theoretical aspects 
of the Kennett's method and a source code of an FORTRAN program for synthetic 
seismogram computation are given in Kennett (1979) and Naveed (1986) respectively. 
The constructions of the one-dimensional synthetic seismograms for some wells of the 
study area based on the Kennet's method are given below. 
The second method of synthetic computation employs a commercial package 
STRATA2  . In this software the input structure model can either be sonic interval transit 
times and depths of a regularly (sampled) digitised log or two-way times against interval 
velocities calculated either from sonic or seismic stacking velocities. The convolution 
wavelet can be generated from a knowledge of the seismic processing parameters. A zero 
phase wavelet has been chosen in this calculations, which is also the wavelet adopted in 
vibroseis correlation (Figs. 3.1a &b). 
Figure (4.4) shows the common procedure for manufacturing synthetic 
seismograms. (Although the synthetic seismogram used in this study does not follow the 
scheme illustrated in the figure, simply because it is not aimed to study stratigraphic 
traps, the basic ideas for constructing and testing the model are exactly the same). A flow 
chart for a basic computation of synthetic seismograms is shown in Fig. 4.5. In most 
synthetic calculations the density of the geological layers is calculated from seismic 
velocity log input. This aspect is developed more below. 
2 Hampson-Russel Softwaring Services Ltd.,S1O, 715-5 Avenue S. W. 
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Fig. 4.4 Procedure for computing synthetic seismograms. A reflectivity (geologic) 
model is constructed from well data and convolved with a wavelet which is often 
extracted from actual seismic data; the modelled trace is then compared with actual 
seismic data and the difference (error) between them is determined. Information from 
the error trace is utilised to modify the input reflectivity model or sometimes the 
wavelet. The process is repeated until a good match is accomplished. From Sheriff 
and Geldart, (1983). 
4.3 The input data for the Sarir Fault area 
4.3.1 The earth model 
The earth model used in the calculation of the synthetic seismograms consisted of 
P wave velocities and densities of the layered media. Velocities can be obtained from 
well velocity surveys or sonic log, while densities can be obtained from formation density 
logs (FDC), if available. The densities can also be calculated from sonic log velocities 
based on the empirical relationship of Gardner et al. (1974). All sedimentary rocks except 
rock salt and anhydrite follow the 0.25 power law relationship between the P wave 
velocity and formation density (Fig. 4.6). The equation relating formation densities to 
velocity is 
p=am 25 	 (4-2) 
where density, p in g/cc and velocity, D is in rn/sec when a = 0.31 and in ft/sec when a = 
0.23. 
Based on equation (4-2) formation densities were calculated from the interval 
velocities obtained by digitising the continuous velocity log (CVL) for wells JJ 1-65 and 
001-65 and used in the calculation of the synthetic seismograms for both wells in 
Kennett's program and for 001-65 using the STRATA package. The source code of the 
FORTRAN program for density calculation is given in Appendix 3(a). 
Using equation (4-1), the reflection coefficients have been generated from the 
(CVL) for well JJ 1-65 to calculate the reflectivity series of the geologic succession and 
therefore make a correlation between the synthetic and seismic record sections. A 
FORTRAN program for calculating the reflection coefficient is given in Appendix 3(b). 
The program reads in densities and interval velocities, both generated from a digitised 
CVL. Figure 4.9 include a plot of the reflection coefficient and the acoustic impedance 
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Fig. 4.5 Basic flow chart for computing synthetic seismograms. See text for details. 
4.3.2 The basic waveform 
The simulation of the seismic trace is carried out by convolving the reflectivity 
time series of the earth model with a synthetic wavelet just like the interaction of the 
seismic wave with the real earth. As far as resolution is concerned, the best correlation 
can be achieved if the wavelet has the same frequency content as the seismic trace. Hence 
the waveform is a crucial link between the subsurface reflectivity and the seismic trace, 
since Fourier synthesis involves adding together cosine waves of different frequencies 
and different phases. Moreover, if the same components are added together with different 
phases, different waveforms will result. Therefore, changing the waveform changes the 
location of peaks or troughs in the processed trace and hence measurements of arrival 
times will be affected by variations in the phase spectra. 
There are several kinds of wavelet used in synthetic modelling. Among them the 
zero-phase and the minimum-phase wavelets are commonly used. The zero phase wavelet 
(e.g. the auto correlation function) used in processing of Vibroseis data, has its phase 
spectrum identically zero, so that it is symmetrical about the central peak or trough of the 
highest amplitude in the wave train (Figs. 4.7f & 4.8). The minimum-phase wavelet, 
which is denoted as minimum phase because its phase is always less than the other 
wavelets with the same amplitude spectrum, has its energy concentrated at the front end. 
Although the resolution of stratigraphic units is mainly dependent on the frequency 
bandwidth of the source wavelet, the minimum phase wavelet does provide a good 
representation of the wave shape observed in the seismic data when used in synthetic 
modelling. In this study a minimum phase wavelet has been chosen for the synthetic 
modelling using Kennett's method. Experiment shows that the Kennett's software accepts 
a minimum phase wavelet as input but processes this to provide a synthetic with an 
equivalent zero phase wavelet. Figure 4.7 shows a number of minimum phase 
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Fig. 4.6 Velocity-versus-density relationships in rocks of different lithology, (from 
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Fig. 4.7 Plot of a minimum-phase wavelets, (a) to (e) with different frequency contents. 
Three or more frequency values (minimum, dominants and maximum) that define the 
frequency bandwidth have been used, (a) 10, 40, 100 hz, with a central frequency of 52 
hz, (b) 8 ,50, 120 hz, with a central frequency of 65 hz, (c) 5, 20, 40, 60, 100 hz, with a 
central frequency of 50 hz, and (d) 5, 10, 20 hz, with a central frequency of 20 hz. (e) 5, 
20, 40, 60, 100 hz with a central frequency of 86 hz. Fig. (a), (b), (c) and (d) were 
computed at a sample rate of 4 msec whereas Fig. (e) 2 msec sampling interval was 
employed. Fig. (f) is a plot of zero-phase wavelet with a central frequency of 25 hz. 
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waveforms generated for a set of frequency bandwidths. Among the waveforms shown, 
the wavelet in Fig. 4.7a, has been selected for modelling since it contains a rational 
frequency content similar to that preserved in the seismic data. However, this judgement 
has been made based on trail and error since there is no evidence for the wavelet used in 
data processing. However, in the application of STRATA software a zero phase wavelet 
with a central frequency of 30 Hz has been selected which ought to simulate the 
autocorrelation waveform normally used in the processing of the Vibroseis data. Figure 
4.8 shows the Ricker waveform and its frequency spectrum used in this application. 
4.4 Applications and discussion 
Based on Kennett's method (described above) a one-dimensional synthetic 
seismogram has been calculated for wells JJ1-65 and 001-65. The input model 
parameters are as follows. 
Input waveform of minimum phase with a dominant central frequency of 52 hz, (Fig. 
4.7a). 
Gross thickness of the various lithology units and their interval velocities and 
densities. 202 layers and 274 layers have been used in the computation for well JJ1-65 
and well 001-65 respectively. The interval velocities and densities were compiled from 
sonic logs. 
A model has also been constructed from velocity survey data for JJ1-65, and 
construction involves only some horizons of stratigraphic interest. The results are 
discussed in the next section. 
The following is an example from the input data (from well JJ1-65) used to produce 
synthetic trace based on Kennett's application. 
Number of layers 	 202 
Time, rnsecs 
Frequency, Hz 
Fig. 4.8 Input (zero phase) waveform (a) and its frequency spectrum (b) used in 
computing synthetic seismograms by STRATA. 
Time points in the time series as a power of 2 	 1024 
Sampling interval in msec 	 4 
Lower and Upper limit of the frequency (Hz) 	 10-80 
Ray index NR —3 for all possible reflections 3 
P wave velocity of the layer (kmlsec) 	 1.959 
Density of the layer (g/cc) 	 1.69 
Thickness of the layer (m) 3.65 
QAI of the layer, QAI=1.O/QA, 	 1.339 
where QA is the vertical slowness of the P wave. Ray index, density, thickness and QAI 
has to be given for each layer of the earth model. 
The application of the commercial software STRATA to data from well JJ1-65 
have used the following input parameters. 
Input waveform of zero phase with a dominant central frequency of 30 hz, (Fig. 4.8). 
Two-way times and interval velocities computed from sonic interval transit time. 
In a second model, two-way times and interval velocities for 17 stratigraphic horizons. 
The data have been computed from well velocity survey data. 
Densities have been computed from the interval velocities. 
4.4.1 Well to seismic tie 
The computed synthetic seismograms have been tied to the seismic sections at 
well locations. Correlations between the synthetic traces and the seismic profiles is 
discussed as follows. 
Correlation between synthetic trace and seismic section at well JJ1-65 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 demonstrate the correlation procedure between the synthetic 
modelling and the seismic profile at well location JJ1-65. Several strong reflections 
appear at the first half of the synthetic record from 250 msec to about 500 msec and from 
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Fig. 4.9 Figure shows the correlation between the acoustic impedance log, 
reflection coefficient, synthetic seismogram, and the seismic record section 
across the well JJ1-65. Stratigraphic horizons are shown by dotted lines 
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Fig. 4.10 Figure shows the correlation between the synthetic seismogram (calculated by 
STRATA) and the actual seismic record section at well JJI-65. The density and sonic 
logs used in calculations are also shown. The density log has been calculated from the 
sonic log using Gardner equation. Stratigraphic horizons are shown by the colour code 
given in Fig. 5.1. 
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700 msec to about 800 msec. Another strong set of reflections appears between 1500 
msec and 2000 msec. These strong reflection amplitudes correspond with significant 
acoustic impedance contrast but these are always at formation boundaries. A good 
correlation between the synthetic trace and the seismic section is obtained for the 
reflections associated with some stratigraphic horizons, namely the Upper Eocene, 
Palaeocene, Upper Cretaceous, and UC2. The synthetic expression at the basement level 
which should occur (according to velocity survey) at 2018 msec, is rather poor due to low 
acoustic impedance contrasts, as indicated by the pu log and RC log in Fig. 4.9. The 
correlation between the synthetic trace and seismic profile confirm the identification of 
formation tops picked from well velocity survey. 
According to the reflection coefficient computed from well data, the value of the 
RC at the basement level is 0.0152, which is relatively small to generate a significant 
reflection amplitude. The basement facies at this site (Fig. 4.1) is composed of granite 
that normally should give good contrast to the overlying sediments. 
For further examination of reflection occurrence and character at the basement 
level and to investigate destructive interference, which might take place as the synthetic 
record builds up, a synthetic record has also been computed for selected stratigraphic 
horizons (Fig. 4.11). Once more the synthetic trace shows a very poor amplitude response 
at the basement level even by introducing a higher velocity of 16000 ft/sec (4876 m/sec) 
for basement rocks. 
Correlation between synthetic trace and seismic section at well 001-65 
The synthetic trace computed for this site shows a good tie between the synthetic 
trace and the seismic section across the well location for nearly all stratigraphic horizons 
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Fig.  4.11 Figure shows the correlation between the synthetic seismogram (calculated 
by STRATA) and the actual seismic record section at well JJ1-65. The interval 
velocities (calculated from well velocity survey) and used here are also shown. 
Stratigraphic horizons are shown by the colour code given in Fig. 5.1 
(Fig. 4.12). However, strong amplitudes dominate the shallower part of the model and 
amplitudes decrease as time increases. This phenomenon of amplitude decay is due to 
spherical divergence and absorption which is usually compensated for in seismic data 
processing by applying automatic gain control. Signal to noise ratio can be improved by 
using other processing techniques in which real amplitude can be preserved. However, 
deconvolution processes can extend the reflection bandwidth and thus the reflection 
resolution. 
The synthetic trace shows a good correlation with top UE, LE, Pal, and UC 
horizons. However, poor correlations is observed at the horizons associated with UC2, 
and Sarir Group. This could be due to the massive succession of carbonates, shales and 
sandstone that may cause severe destructive interference of wave train travelling through. 
As for the reflection character associated with basement, the seismic section shows rather 
fair-to-poor reflection amplitude character. On the contrary the synthetic trace exhibits a 
strong positive reflection amplitude occurred exactly at 2189 msec two-way time of the 
check shot survey in well 001-65. The poor reflection continuity associated with the 
basement level and the results of the correlation between the synthetic trace and seismic 
profile indicates the importance of the proper selection of the acquisition and processing 
parameters in areas where deep reflections have to be brought up and energy 
concentration is more likely causing the problem. 
4.5 Basement reflection character 
Following the synthetic results for the two well sites described above, the problem 
of poor reflection response associated with the basement level in the study area appears to 
be real and might be related to various causes. The most likely effect on amplitude 
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Fig. 4.12 Correlation between the synthetic seismogram and the actual seismic 
data at well 001-65. Stratigraphic horizons of interest are shown by dotted line 
across the synthetic trace and by colour on the seismic section. Note that the 
seismic line is a segment of line 65-89-08. See Fig. 4.1 for location. 
response may be the presence of a weathered layer at the top of the basement surface. The 
presence of red shale (Fig. 1.10) indicates sedimentation in an and continental 
environment. The period of peneplanation of the Pre-Cambrian land-mass may have left 
it exposed from the Early Palaeozoic to the Late Cretaceous (Belazi, 1989). A very thick 
weathered layer may be indicated by the drilling of over 400' (122 m) into basement 
rocks at well JJ1-65 in order to prove basement depth. The presence of even a few meters 
of weathered layer (beneath the overlying shale or shaley sand or anhydrite (Busat 
formation)) sediment can drastically reduce the reflection coefficient. 
Absorption of seismic waves which is proportional to frequency, corresponds to 
loss of energy from an acoustic wave by irreversible conversion into heat. The 
mechanism of absorption is solid friction associated with the particle motion in the wave. 
Although there is an appreciable overlap in the attenuation values, sedimentary rocks are 
generally more absorptive than igneous rocks. In order to investigate any amplitude 
change across the Sarir Fault due to the frequency content of the basement reflection, the 
attenuation (att), in decibels per wavelength (db/cycle or db/X) for the sedimentary 
section above basement level is calculated using the relation 
att(db/cycle)=27/Q 	(4-3) 
Where Q is the attenuation characteristic. Q is usually ascribed a value of 135 equivalent 
to 0.2 db/cycle for a typical rock at medium depth (Anstey 1986, Sheriff and Geldart 
1983). Q can also be related to a, the absorption coefficient as 
cxv 	 (4-4) 
where f is frequency and v is propagation velocity. Considering an average value for att = 
0.2 db/cycle, an amplitude-frequency response curve for reflection path to the top of 
basement at two site locations across the Sarir Fault has been constructed (Fig. 4.13). The 
calculated values of the db attenuation at various frequency content are shown on Table 
(4.1). The plot shows however, there is no large variation in the lower frequency 
components of the signal across the fault, only up to. 10 % of the amplitude of the higher 
frequency ( ~! 50 Hz) signal may be preserved. This proves that weaker amplitudes 
observed on downthrown side of the fault are partly due to longer ray path length and a 
broad frequency band has to be injected in the acquisition stage. 
The deterioration of deep reflection amplitudes from the acoustic basement can 
also be accounted for by either data acquisition, processing or both. This might be caused 
either by improper layout of the surveying geometry during data acquisition or by 
incorporating inaccurate stacking velocity in the data processing stage. 
As a general conclusion for this investigation the most prominent cause for the 
decay and deterioration of the acoustic basement reflection is the occurrence of the low 
acoustic contrast. This could be relevant to most if not all the attenuation caused to the 
reflection amplitude as indicated by the synthetic modelling. The model has also shown 
the severe losses of primary reflections as a result of destructive interference. Towards 
the down-thrown side of the Sarir fault the basement reflection is getting deeper, to more 
than 2 sec and a thicker section of sediments is deposited, (Fig. 1.11 , 1.12 and Fig. 3.5). 
In fact the quality of reflections at that depth has to be carefully considered during field 
data acquisition. Moreover a proper selection of deconvolution and migration parameters 
can greatly improve the seismic resolution both vertically and horizontally. A full 





















Fig. 4.13 Amplitude-Frequency plot for reflection path on top basement across the Sarir 
Fault. Basement reflection occurs at (two-way time) of 1.8 see, curve 1 for AA1-65, and 
2.175 see, curve 2 for 001-65. 




cycles in 1.8 sec 
att(db) at 
1.8 sec 
Number of cycles 
in 2.175 sec 
att(db) at 
2.175 sec 
10 18 3.6 21.75 4.35 
50 90 18 108.75 21.75 
100 180 1 	36 1 	217.5 1 	43.5 
Table 4.1 Frequency and attenuation coefficients for the basement reflection across the 
Sarir Fault. 
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The basement reflector therefore has to be identified from well velocity survey 
data and correlated throughout the seismic profiles. In areas where no well control is 
available, and at the down thrown side of the fault, synthetics constructed from 
(corrected) seismic (data processing) interval velocities could be used to help identify 
reflection events. 
4.6 General uses of synthetic seismograms 
Synthetic seismograms are commonly used among interpretation tools in the oil 
industry. The uses of one-dimensional synthetic seismograms made from borehole 
records, are briefly described as follows. 
Identifying reflections associated with particular interfaces. Since seismic reflections 
are generated at the surface of acoustic impedance contrast (section 4.2) due to 
superposition of two rock types, synthetic modelling of the physical parameters such as 
velocity and density can help determine the amplitude strength and timing of individual 
reflection across the sequence boundaries. 
Synthetic seismograms can be used successfully to determine deconvolution 
parameters. The seismic data may be compared to the synthetic to determine whether or 
not the deconvolution effectively removed ringing without distorting the seismic picture. 
The individual reflections determined in (1) are classified as the primary reflections; 
others which do not correspond to any significant impedance interface are multiple 
reflections. Synthetic seismograms are usually constructed for primaries only, primaries 
plus multiples and multiples only. Comparison of these synthetic responses with the 
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actual seismic data allows the distinguishing of primaries from multiples i.e. synthetic 
seismograms provide the basic link between the well data and the seismic section. 
Monitoring and predicting changes in the seismic section, such as phase shifts and 
polarity reversals, which may be associated with changes in the stratigraphic section. This 
can be achieved by modifying the synthetic model section according to the observed (or 
possible) stratigraphic changes until a good match occurs. The ability to match synthetics 
to actual data adds considerable confidence to the interpretation. (Fig. 4.4) shows the 
procedure of manufacturing synthetic seismograms and their use in forward modelling 
applications. 
When more than one synthetic seismogram is constructed for more than one well 
location, the changes between wells such as facies changes, unconformities or faults can 
be explained and mapped. However, two dimensional synthetic seismograms may give 
better delineation of dips and diffractions where non-zero offset travel is considered. 
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Chapter 5 
Seismic Data Interpretation 
5.1 Introduction 
The interpretation of seismic data is the objective and the end product of seismic 
work. However, among other geophysical constraints which aid seismic results, the 
objective of seismic exploration is usually to prepare contour maps showing the 
subsurface structures. The work involves huge and considerable effort from a team of 
people. However, for a pragmatic and sensible interpretation the involvement of the 
geophysicist (interpreter) should be right from its planning to its interpretation. In the 
early part of survey planning it is important to think carefully about the purpose for which 
the survey is required. Therefore, the amount of lines to be laid out, grid size, and their 
orientation have to be designed to serve both the geologic strategy and the minimum 
money cost. To ensure smooth processing sequences and hence excellent record data, the 
recording parameters have to be selected to meet the geologic need. Use of pre-existing 
(seismic) and/or borehole data are specifically desired. 
Much of the interpretation of the data is implicitly carried out at the processing 
stage. Consultation or continuous liaison between the interpreter and the processing 
analyst is of great value. Geologic knowledge of the area helps in selecting and checking 
the various processing steps (e. g., velocity distributions, deconvolution parameters and 
tests, and display filter setting). In such a co-operative way, reliable data can be obtained 
and pitfalls can be avoided. Some of the interpretation steps and problems related to the 
interpretation were discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
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5.2 Digitisation and map constructions 
After the identification of reflection horizons using well control and the velocity 
survey (Chapter 2 and 3), horizons of specific interest have to be picked from seismic 
sections and mapped. Reduction of data can easily be done by a digitiser and a computer. 
The seismic sections is fixed on the table and a cursor is then moved along each horizon 
in turn and the (x, y) co-ordinates of the corners is recorded, so that the software may 
later calculate the scale factor in x and y directions and apply a correction for the position 
of the seismic record with respect to the (x,y) axis of the table. The output of the machine 
is directly stored in a computer on which data reduction can proceed. The digitised data 
are reduced to the equivalent of the manually-read data values. The output appear in the 
form of shotpoint versus two way time values. The data can then easily be handled and 
are ready to generate different kind of maps. 
Three horizons from the seismic data of both survey campaigns obtained for this 
study have been digitised. Structural time contour maps for the horizons associated with 
top Upper Eocene, top Upper Cretaceous, and top Basement have been constructed. 
However, depth maps have been generated by multiplying the time values with the 
appropriate velocity at the corresponding shotpoint location. The velocity maps have also 
been constructed from seismic time maps after they have been adjusted to well control 
data. The velocity and depth maps have been constructed for top basement horizon. 
5.3 Seismic sections interpretation 
The interpretation of seismic data is to some extent related to the primary 
objective upon which the seismic survey was designed. Interpretation of stratigraphic 
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Fig. 5.1 Seismic dip section across the Sarir Fault, profile 65-89-05. See (Fig. 3.2 ) for location. 
traps might require additional constraints such as seismic facies analysis which needs 
more attention and material support such as special kind of processing and display. This 
should be looked after in the seismic processing stage. However, each interpretation starts 
with the identification of reflectors. This can be done by tying seismic profiles to outcrop 
or well data (Chapters 2 & 3). Moreover, in case of poor reflection quality and/or severe 
multiple interference, synthetic seismograms might be useful to identify reflectors (see 
Chapter 4). 
The seismic horizons selected for the interpretation and their chronostratigraphic 
relations are shown on Fig. 3.4. Since there is no specific nomenclature for formation 
tops associated with these horizons, the horizons are just assigned the chronostratigraphic 
names. Seven reflection interfaces corresponding to the stratigraphic markers of top 
Upper Eocene, top Lower Eocene, top Palaeocene, top Upper Cretaceous (UC), intra-
Cretaceous reflector (UC2), Sarir Group (UC4), and top basement were identified on 
seismic profiles using well velocity surveying information and hence interpreted 
throughout the study area. 
The following are a brief comments on the interpretation of some selected seismic 
lines across the study area and are shown in this Chapter. 
-Profile 65-89-05. This is one of the profiles oriented perpendicular to the fault trace at 
the western segment. The profile shows the fault structure cuts through the sedimentary 
succession with a maximum displacement at the basement level (Fig. 5.1) (see also depth 
section on Fig. 7.9). The fault dies out within post Eocene sediments. The variation of the 
sediment thicknesses across the Sarir Fault, being a thicker sequence on the downthrown 
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Fig. 5ISeismic section (profile 65-89-08) shows the stratigraphic correlation and well control across the Sarir Fault. See (Fig. 3.2) 
for location and (Fig. 5.1) for reflector colour codes. 
of faulting and sedimentation in the Palaeocene and Eocene times (see also seismic facies 
B2 and Fig. 3.8). However, the timing of fault activation must include a major pre Intra 
Cretaceous marker phase to account for a major change in thickness of sediments across 
the fault of sediment just above the basement. 
-Profile 65-89-08. This line demonstrate the boreholes tie across the Sarir Fault (Fig. 
5.2). The line also shows the development of the antithetic faults at some stage of fault 
activity. Note also the change in basement reflection character across the fault plane 
particularly at the well locations. The line also shows some indication of fault movements 
on shallow horizon at 0.3 sec. Timing of fault reactivation can be dated as Lower Eocene 
as indicated by the presence of the antithetic fault. However, small movements across the 
fault plane may indicate differential compaction. 
-Profile 65-89-06. This profile is a strike section parallel to the fault. The line also runs 
through two wells which provide stratigraphic control (Fig. 5.3). Both wells are located in 
the hanging wall of the Sarir Fault. The thicknesses of the various sedimentary units 
along the profile remains uniform, there is a noticeable variation of the Cretaceous 
thicknesses just west of a fault marked F' shown on the first half of the seismic line. This 
may indicate a sort of regional thickening towards the west and southwest. Small 
basement and Cretaceous faults are numerous along the section. 
-Profile 65-89-14. In this profile the vertical throw of the Sarir Fault is clearly shown on 
the shallower horizons with a considerable thickness variation on the post Eocene 
succession across the fault zone (Fig. 5.4). The line also shows that the fault plane has 
more curvature and the hanging wall is deformed by small antithetic faults. Changes in 
reflection patterns at the Palaeocene level on the upthrown side of the fault have been 
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Fig. 5.3 WSW-ESE trending seismic section almost parallel to the Sarir Fault, profile 65-89-06. See (Fig-3-2) for location and (Fig. 5.1 ) 
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Fig. 5.4 WSW-ESE trending seismic section obliquely oriented to the Sarir Fault, profile 65-89-14. Note the development of antithetic 
faults. See (Fig. 3.2) for location and (Fig. 5.1) for reflector colour codes. Inset is Fig. 3.11. 
recognised. This marks the seismic unit C (Figs. 3.9 & 3.10), and has been discussed in 
Chapter 3. In the south west corner of the section a wedge shaped reflection pattern can 
be followed towards a basement fault (see also seismic unit D and Figs. 3.11 & 3.12). 
This may be an indication of a growth fault at the lower Cretaceous fluvial type 
deposition. However, there is not enough seismic or well control in this part of the area to 
take this interpretation further. 
-Profile 65-89-18. This line shows some common features with line 65-89-14. The 
onlapping of some reflections at the Palaeocene level towards the Sarir Fault is clearly 
shown (Fig. 5.5). Moreover the line also shows the variation in reflection character across 
the fault (described above as a result of differential compaction) is shown here even 
shallower at 0.2 secs. However, antithetic faults and a normal drag separation are clearly 
mapped on the hanging wall. 
-Profile 65-89-13. This profile is a WNW-ESE oriented line It cuts the western segment 
of the Sarir Fault and runs across two well locations (Fig. 3.2). This profile shows a 
remarkable feature of the fault in this part of the area, a criteria of strike-slip, a positive 
flower structure (Fig. 5.7). 
The structural style of the Sarir fault as depicted from seismic profiles (Fig. 5.6) 
shows clear dip-slip and normal separation criteria. The development of antithetic faults 
in the hanging wall at shallow level gives the impression that flower structures (Harding, 
1985, 1990) are developed. However, this is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
5.4 Structural time contour maps 
Two-way time maps for horizons top Upper Eocene, top Upper Cretaceous, and 
Basement were constructed. Maps were manually contoured on shotpoint location map 
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Fig. 5.6 Structural style of the Sarir Fault as depicted from seismic sections runing perpendicular or oblique to the fault. 
See Figs. 3.2 & 5.9 for location. Tops of some stratigraphic horizons are shown for correlation. Note the development 
of fault zone and anithetic faults at some locations along fault trace. 
on a scale of 1:50,000 and contour interval of 10 msec for top Upper Eocene and top 
Upper Cretaceous horizons and 20 msec for Basement horizon. 
A reproduced version of these maps are shown on Enclosures 1 to 3. The 
structural features revealed by this interpretation are discussed as follows: 
5.4.1 Time map top Upper Eocene 
The Upper Eocene reflector is the shallowest mappable reflector throughout the 
study area. It marks the interface between the unconsolidated succession of post Eocene 
formations and the first succession of carbonate sediments. The reflector exhibits a strong 
amplitude due to the large velocity contrast between the carbonates and the sandstone and 
silt above. The time map (Enclosure 1) shows some structural features of the Sarir Fault. 
The map shows that the fault is segmented into two parts. The map also shows the 
development of en echelon folds on either side of the fault with small structural relief 
located on the up thrown side and a steeper and bigger relief on the downthrown side. 
The general dip is to the south with a steeper gradient south of the fault. 
5.4.2 Time map top Upper Cretaceous 
The Upper Cretaceous marks the start of deep marine sedimentation in the Sirte 
Basin. The contact separates the basal Palaeocene shales from the Upper Cretaceous 
shales. The latter starts with streaks of limestone however. The Palaeocene-Upper 
Cretaceous contact is believed to be a' disconformity (see also the gamma ray log 
correlation, Fig 1.11). The reflector associated with this horizon is continuous with 
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Fig. 5.7 Segment from seismic profile 65-89-13 showing the development of flower 
structure. (a) stratigraphic correlation and (b) line drawing interpretation. 
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distinctive strong amplitude character. It is accordingly an excellent reflector in all data 
sections. The time map constructed for this horizon (Enclosure 2) shows similar features 
in terms of fault segments and en echelon arrangements to the (Upper Eocene) horizon 
above. However, sub parallel faults to the eastern fault segment are developed which 
correspond to a fault zone developed at the lower horizons as indicated by a set of seismic 
sections across the fault (see Fig. 5.6). The map also shows scattered structures with a 
relief of about 5 to 10 msecs on the upthrown side of the fault and steeply dipping 
contour surface south of the fault. 
5.4.3 Time map top basement 
Mapping the Basement horizon is crucial for hydrocarbon exploration in this area. 
However, the reflection associated with the basement is sometimes ambiguous because 
there is no specific reflection signature (see also Chapter 4). With all possible constraints 
of borehole, synthetic seismograms, gravity, and magnetic methods, the basement 
reflection horizon has been assessed and mapped. 
The map constructed for the Basement level (Enclosure 3) shows the two 
segments of the Sarir Fault with more sub parallel faults developed in the eastern part. 
Moreover, the eastern segment has an arcuate shape and concave to the north while the 
western segment is rather straight and crossed by NNE-SSW and NW-SE normal faults. 
The separation between the two segments is marked by a NNW fault. 
5.5 Velocity and depth conversion 
Unlike the previous method used for depth conversions discussed in Chapter 3, 
where the interval velocities were used in a layer-cake fashion because layer thickness 
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Fig. 5.8 Map of average velocity to Top Basement horizon. Contour interval = 20 rn/sec. 
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had to be conserved to allow for decompaction to be performed, the time-to-depth 
conversions worked out (for basement horizon) here is based on the average velocities 
derived from both seismic and wells. Using the two-way time from the seismic time maps 
and depths from boreholes, the average velocity therefore can be calculated and 
contoured. This method can allow for the linear increase of velocity with depth and the 
reconciliation of the final depth map with well control. Figure 5.8 shows the velocity to 
the basement horizon across the study area. The map shows smooth velocity variations 
with increases to the north and northwest. 
5.6 Depth map top basement 
Depth conversion is of the critical importance to the final stage of seismic 
interpretation. Since there is no major lateral change of the conversion velocity field (Fig. 
5.8), the time-to-depth converted basement map shows similar features and trends as the 
time map (Enclosure 3). The depth map (Fig. 5.9) shows smooth dip to the south in the 
upthrown side of the fault and steeper gradient to the south on the downthrown side of the 
western segment. The dip direction changes to the east and southeast south of the eastern 
segment. Structures with small relief are scattered on the upthrown side of the eastern 
fault segments. 
5.7 Palaeocene isopach map 
The isopach map shown in Fig. 5.10 has been prepared from well data available 
within and nearby the study area. Map shows the thickness variation of (total) Palaeocene 
formation. An increase in thickness towards the north and northwest is observed. 
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However, a relatively thinning at FF1-65 suggests the presence of palaeohigh 
during the deposition. This might be a good site for reefal prospecting of the Palaeocene 
carbonates as it has been indicated by the gamma ray correlation across the fault (Fig. 
1.12) and discussed in seismic facies units in Chapter 3. The presence of palaeohigh also 
may explain the cause of the pinchout (from NE direction towards the Sarir Fault) seen 
within the Palaeocene sediments (Fig. 5.5). This could be a result of structural truncation. 
However, the thickness variation across 001-65 and 002-65 can be explained by 
faulting during deposition. 
5.8 Summary of interpretation 
Seismic data shot in two survey campaigns have been used in the interpretation. 
The interpretation shows the structural style of the Sarir Fault and the associated 
stratigraphic features. The structural assemblage along the fault shown on Fig. 5.6 shows 
the various developments of fault geometry and style along fault trace. Flower structure 
that is an indication of strike-slip deformation has been observed. However, this 
information is complemented with fault analysis techniques and discussed in further 
details elsewhere. 
Interpretation of seismic profiles show some changes in reflection patterns at the 
Palaeocene level on the upthrown side of the Sarir Fault which might be interpreted as 
structural truncation. Moreover, a wedge shaped reflection character terminates against a 
basement fault has been observed in the southeastern part of the study area (Figs. 3.11 & 
3.12). This may be interpreted as alluvial deposits and an indication of fault growth 
during Lower Cretaceous fluvial type deposition. However, further examination of these 
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Chapter 6 
Analysis of the Sarir Fault 
6.1 Introduction 
Fault structures are very important in exploration. They form one of the most 
important types of trap for hydrocarbons and exert a significant degree of control over the 
distribution of mature source rock, and the deposition and erosion of reservoir rocks. 
They also act as migration pathways. Fault correlation, orientation and continuity as well 
as the timing of fault movements can be crucial to the viability of both exploration and 
production strategy. Faults play a big and important role on the large scale in basin 
formation and shaping. Fault analysis is essential for style and geometry identification, 
age, activity history, and structural significance for both basin formation and 
hydrocarbons. 
Among exploration tools, the seismic reflection method is uniquely suited to 
subsurface mapping of geologic structures. Fault-plane reflections are rarely observable 
in seismic sections; their location and geometry is usually inferred from reflection 
terminations, diffractions, and dip changes. However, integrating seismic with other 
geophysical and borehole data calibrates one with the others and therefore improves the 
reliability of the geologic interpretation. 
In this chapter the analysis of some structural elements of the Sarir Fault using 
seismic reflection profiles and well data will be discussed. Fault displacement gradient 
and horizon separation diagrams are used to carry out this investigation. However, 
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geohistory analysis is also used to provide correction for, decompaction to restore the 
stratigraphic horizons and establish timing of fault movements. 
6.2 Setting and segmentation of the Sarir Fault 
The Sarir Fault is one of the major structures shaping the southeastern part of the 
Sirte Basin (Fig. 1.6). In this part of the Basin, E-W structural alignment of fault patterns 
is dominant. The distinctive geological pattern in this part of the basin suggests the 
possibility that this part of the basin has undergone a different deformation regime 
(AGOCO internal report, Schafer et al. 1985). More influence from the tectonic activities 
of the Western Desert Basin and the emergence of the Cyrenaica Platform in the northeast 
may also be expected here. The southern periphery of the Western Desert Basin, which is 
the northern boundary of the southeast Sirte Basin, is defined by the Sarir Calanscio 
basement fault (Fig. 1.6) running parallel to latitude 29 ° (Mikbel, 1979). This fault was 
initiated at Pre-Cretaceous time and was throwing down to the north; however, it was 
rejuvenated during Cretaceous and Tertiary times with a maximum displacement of about 
5000' (1524 m), when it changed throw to the south direction. Ankettel and Ghellali 
(1991) discussed the influence of the tectonic activity of the Cyrenaica Platform on the 
evolution of northern Libya, which is controlled by the relative movements between the 
Saharan platform and the Cyrenaica Platform. The movements include various phases of 
extensional and contractional type. They proposed that the development of the Sirte Basin 
is mainly controlled by the sinistral movement of the south Cyrenaica Fault (Fig. 1.7). 
However, the final phase of activities was completed by a major dextral-slip, when the 
present-day fault patterns were established. The E-W oriented faults in the southeastern 
Sirte Basin are thought to be the result of the movements acting on structures older than 
















Fig. 6.1 Tectonic map showing en echelon structures mapped on (a) Top Upper Eocene, and (b) Top Upper Cretaceous horizons. Strain 
ellipse for right lateral deformation is also shown. 
Uweinat uplift in the Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic tectonic phase. These faults have been 
activated during the major tectonic phase of Late Cretaceous-Tertiary time. 
Previous maps (Figs. 1.5 and 1.12) have shown the Sarir Fault as a rather 
continuous structure that extends for about 300 km on an E-W strike. The structural time-
contour maps on the top of Upper Eocene, top of Upper Cretaceous and top basement 
(Enclosures 1, 2 & 3) show discontinuities of the Sarir Fault along strike, with the fault 
split into two segments at the Upper Eocene level and sometimes more at the deeper 
horizon. Lateral offset of about 2 km is observed between adjacent segments, providing 
an en echelon arrangement. En echelon folds are present on either side of fault segments 
(Fig. 6.1). The figure also displays developments of minor faults with an angle of about 
250_300 to the main fault, which may be interpreted as Riedel shears. This structural 
pattern is usually associated with strike-slip faults as simulated in clay model experiment 
by Wilcox et al. (1973) and Harding (1974). 
The identification of a strike-slip structural regime requires a combination of 
profile criteria and map criteria (Harding 1990). The structural style of the Sarir Fault 
seen on seismic sections (Fig. 5.6) shows clear dip-slip and normal separation criteria. 
The development of antithetic faults in the hanging wall making a synform shape at 
shallow level (Harding, 1985, 1990) makes the identification of style a bit harder and also 
gives the impression that flower structures are developed. However, in the very west of 
the area, a better criteria of strike-slip, a positive flower structure, is displayed by line 65-
89-13 (Fig. 5.7). This might indicate that although the combination of map criteria and 
profile criteria has not been completely satisfied where the flower structures have not 
been strongly developed, the structural setting observed here can be interpreted by 
introducing a component of strike-slip movement into an extensional regime. 
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Width (W) 	 i 	Not in scale 
Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram of contoured displacements on a simple fault surface with 
maximum displacement D at the centre of the fault and with tip-line loop corresponding 
to the zero displacement contour. Radius = R and width = W, from Barnett et al. (1987) 
and Walsh & Watterson (1988, 1989). 
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Fault displacement analysis, horizon separation and horizon restoration have been 
conducted to detail the segmentation and are discussed further. 
6.3 Fault displacement analysis 
The simplest expression of a fault is a clean break (fracture) which represents an 
abrupt jump in the displacement field, i.e. the two blocks on either side of the fault plane 
have undergone different amounts of displacement (Boulter, 1989). Displacement of a 
fault has been shown to vary from a maximum at the centre of a fault to zero at the edge 
or tip-line (Barnett et al. 1987; Walsh and Watterson 1988, 1989, 1991). The tip line is 
elliptical (Figs. 6.2 & 6.3) where the displacement is accommodated by systematic elastic 
strains in the rocks adjacent to the fault, maintaining a balance between rocks on either 
side of the fault. An elliptical pattern can be depicted in the form of displacement 
contours on the fault surface. The longer axis of the ellipse is denoted as fault width,, of 
which R is the radius and the maximum displacement (D) falls at its centre. The mean 
displacement gradient is defined as the ratio between the maximum displacement D and 
the fault radius R, or DIR (Barnett et al. 1987; Walsh and Watterson 1991). However, as 
this ratio is less than one, it is often more convenient to refer to the reciprocal of the 
displacement gradient RID. The ratio varies according to the rock properties and the 
direction in which the displacement is measured and increases linearly with the decrease 
in the size of a fault. A displacement profile computed for the Upper Cretaceous horizon 
on the eastern segment of the Sarir Fault is shown in Fig 6.4. A value of 40 has been 
calculated for R/D. This value can be located within the displacement gradient domain 
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Fig. 6.4 Displacement profile from point of maximum displacement to 
zero along the eastern segment of the Sarir Fault. Displacement gradient, 
R/D=5000 m184 msec, for velocity of 3000m/sec, RID=40. See text for 
details. 
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In the following sections it is shown how interpretation of faults on seismic 
sections can be improved by using well data and measurement of fault parameters such as 
fault dip and displacement. Plotting of displacement contour diagrams and a knowledge 
of displacement gradients help in estimating fault throw and are useful in identifying 
segmentation in faults. Moreover, restoring a cross section of the fault to its predeformed 
state by horizon restoration can improve dating of fault movements. 
6.3.1 Displacement contours 
The model of Barnett et al. (1987) is based on the idea that planar normal faults 
typically show a pattern of closed elliptical contours when their displacement is 
contoured in the strike projection. It suggests that the displacements on a fault surface 
vary in a systematic and predictable manner. Freeman et al. (1990) suggest that this 
smooth variation over the fault surface is a general characteristic of all faults. Walsh and 
Watterson (1991) have shown that an aggregate of fault (strands) arrays also shows a 
regular and systematic displacement pattern. The displacement patterns therefore have 
been used to develop an objective method of assessing and calibrating the likelihood of 
fault correlation in seismic reflection interpretation (Freeman et al. 1990, Chapman and 
Meneilly 1990). 
The separation between the footwall and the hanging wall cutoffs of an horizon at 
the fault plane is denoted as the vertical throw of the fault. The vertical throw can be 
measured from seismic profiles crossing the fault. When these (normally two-way time) 
values are posted on a strike projection, a contour map can be generated and the lateral 
and vertical variations in displacement pattern can be examined. 
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Fig. 6.5 a Fault displacement contour diagram on the eastern segment of the Sarir 
Fault. Two-way times on the top of Upper Eocene, top Lower Eocene, and top 






















Figs 6.5b Displacement contour diagram on the western segment of the Sarir fault. 
Two-way times as Fig. 6.5a. 
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Displacement contour diagrams have been constructed for both segments of the 
Sarir Fault (Fig. 6.5a &6.5b). The patterns on each segment of the fault are broadly 
elliptical, with displacement high at the centre and an outward decrease in value. These 
results suggest that the fault correlation shown on seismic maps is acceptable and the 
segmentation of the Sarir fault is valid. However, the displacement gradient R/D (see Fig. 
6.3) on both segments being 40 and 43 respectively are similar and within the range of 
published data values. 
6.3.2 Horizon separations 
The plotting of the vertical separation of specific horizons between the hanging 
wall and the footwall is referred to as an horizon separation diagram (Gibson et al. 1989). 
This diagram is particularly helpful in revealing sedimentation rate or sedimentation 
related movement on the fault because in displaying displacement along fault trace it 
allows direct comparison of sequence thickness across the fault. Other applications of 
horizon separation diagrams involve the evaluation and delineation of fault-disrupted 
reservoirs where the exact relationship of horizons across a fault can be carefully located 
(Chapman and Meneilly 1990). 
An horizon separation diagram constructed for the eastern segment of the Sarir 
fault (Fig. 6.6) shows fault displacement increases downward from 28 m at Upper Eocene 
to 113 m at Upper Cretaceous, typical of normal slip fault movement. The figure also 
shows the consistent thickness of the units across the fault suggesting little fault-related 
sedimentation in the Cretaceous-Eocene period. However, horizon separation diagrams 
can also be restored and a displacement history of a fault can be reconstructed 
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Fig. 6.6 Horizon separation diagram on the eastern segment of the Sarir Fault. 
Figure shows the hanging wall and the footwall cutoffs for three stratigraphic 
horizons. Note line numbers marked with * belong to 1985 seismic survey. 
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(Chapman and Meneilly 1990). Here, horizon restoration carried out on a decompacted 
depth section is considered instead and is discussed below. 
6.4 Restoring a section across the Sarir Fault 
6.4.1 Geohistory analysis and preliminary sedimentation rates 
Geohistory analysis (Van Hinte 1978) is an important quantitative stratigraphic 
technique. It is demonstrated here to unravel and portray the geologic history of the Sarir 
Fault. The approach has great practical potential in petroleum exploration. The method 
involves construction of sediment accumulation diagrams and calculating rates of 
subsidence or uplift either at wells or along seismic sections. 
Sediment accumulation rates for wells AA1-65, JJ1-65 and 001-65 (with 
decompaction ignored) have been calculated and plotted (Fig. 6.7). The wells have been 
chosen on either side of the fault (Fig. 1.1 3b) to monitor the effect of the fault on the 
growth of the sedimentary succession. The figure reveals that sedimentation starts at 
different times within the Cretaceous period of the two wells. However, the Lower 
Crëtaceous sediments at AA1-65 may not have been deposited or may have been eroded. 
The figure shows almost an equal accumulation rate on both sides of the fault from mid-
Cretaceous. Sedimentation rates were accelerated in Palaeocene and Eocene times on 
both sides of the fault. This time correlates with this period of more acute fault movement 
mentioned in the previous section. 
6.4.2 Porosity-depth relation 
All sedimentary sequences except salt compact and dewater on burial. This 
compaction is a result of physical processes associated with increasing pressure and 
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Fig. 6.7 Shows depth versus age of chronostratigraphic horizons 
encountered by three wells located at either side of the Sarir Fault. 
Figure demonstrate sediment accumulation rates. See Fig 1.13b 
for well locations. 
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chemical cementation of the actual sedimentary material (Sclater and Christie, 1980). In 
this study the effect of any early cementation is ignored since the porosity-depth curve 
plotted for different lithologies shows rather high porosity values (Fig. 6.8), which are 
explained later on in this section. The change of porosity with depth is considered to be 
the result of compaction. 
The variation of porosity with depth is considered to follow an exponential path (Athy, 
1930; Sciater and Christie, 1980), where the porosity On  at any depth z is given by the 
equation: 
(6-1) 
where c is a lithology-dependent coefficient determining the slope of the porosity depth 
curve and 00 is the surface porosity. When lithology is known porosity can be calculated 
from the sonic log using the empirical time-average equation developed by Wyllie et al. 
(1958). It assumes that the travel time per unit path length in a fluid-filled porous rock is 
the average of the travel times per unit path length in the matrix material, l/Vma, and in 
fluid, l/Vf. The equation is written in terms of acoustic velocity as, 
V Vf Vma 	 (6-2a) 
or, in terms of sonic travel time the equation can be expressed as, 
At = Atf + (1— )Atma 	 (6-2b) 
In terms of porosity the equation (6-2a) can be written as, 
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- Atlog - Lt,na 
- Atf - Atina 	 (6-3) 
where At log = interval transit time measured by sonic log, Atma  = interval transit time 
through the solid rock matrix and = transit time through the pore space fluid 
(dependent on the fluid salinity, e.g. Atf = 189 ps/ft for fresh water). Table 6.1 shows At 
values and velocities for various rock or fluid types. The time average equation generally 
provides acceptable porosity values, but the equation has to be used conservatively in the 
5 to 25 % porosity range because it predicts too low a porosity (Raymer et. al., 1980). 
Using equation (6-3), a porosity-depth plot for all lithologies is constructed from 
the sonic log of well HH3 1-65 (Fig. 6.8). An interactive FORTRAN program was written 
for the computation and a source code of the program is given in Appendix 3(c). The 
sonic log was checked against the gamma ray log and ambiguous porosity values were 
edited. The graph shows the expected exponential relationship as demonstrated by the 
exponential curve fitted to the data. The amount of scatter is probably due to all 
lithologies being included in one plot. 
2 
However, the curve parameters of 00=59 % and c, (2.3 * 10 4 m 1 /log e) 
=5.3*10-4 m' are typical of the shale lithology in the area. Because of a lack of good 
quality records from other wells, compaction parameters have been taken from Sciater 
and Christie (1980) for the rest of this work and are shown on Table 6.2. 
6.4.3 Decompaction 
During the progressive sedimentation processes in sedimentary basins the weight 
of younger sediments increases above the older sediments. The resulting compaction will 
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Fig 6.8 Porosity/depth plot for all lithologies at well HH31-65. The curve is 
the best fitting exponential function of which parameters are shown by the 
equation written above. 
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produce thinner beds than originally deposited, though some lithologies such as 
limestones and evaporites undergo very little compaction upon deep burial. Compaction 
can also change the shape of buried surfaces, such as fault planes (Fig. 6.9). In the study 
area, although carbonates dominate the succession, a thick section of shales and 
sandstone accumulated in the down thrown side of the Sarir fault. Thus correction for 
decompaction has to be considered in order to restore the stratigraphic horizons to their 
original thickness of deposition. Decompaction is recommended when restoring horizons 
across a fault zone. 
Table 6.1 Values of interval transit times and velocities for different materials, from 
Schlumberger (1972). 
Type of rock or fluid V,na or Vf 
(ft/sec) 
At, 	or Atf 
(psec/ft) 
Sandstone 18,000- 19,500 55.5 or 51.0 
Limestone 21,000 - 23,000 47.5 
Dolomite 23,000 43.5 
Anhydrite 20,000 50.0 
Salt 15,000 67.0 
Shale 14,705 68.0* 
Casing 17,000 57.0 
Fresh water 5,291 189.0 
The decompaction technique is the process of removing the progressive effects of 
the rock overburden with time and depth so that the geologic picture at various times of 
deposition can be reconstructed. At each step in the reconstruction the top sediment layer 
is "backstripped" (removed), allowing underlying units to decompact towards their former 
thickness as they move to shallower depths. Using the exponential relation of porosity 
versus depth, the porosity at various times during burial can be calculated from equation 
6-1, using the appropriate constants from Table 6.2. 
* Magara, (1978). 
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Fig. 6.9 Diagram showing the effect of compaction and seismic velocity on 
fault plane dip. The reduction in unit thickness and increase in velocity both 
contribute to a shallowing of a fault dip with depth, modified from Sheriff, 
(1982). 
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Table 6.2 Values of decompaction parameters used in this study. 
Lithology Surface Porosity 	% C, X 104, 
m- I 
Sandstone 49 2.7 
Limestone 50 7.0 
Dolomite 51 5.0 
Shale 63 5.1 
The thickness of a unit at these times is related to the porosity. Assuming no 




where 4z is the porosity at depth Z and TN and ON are the present day thickness and 
porosity of the unit, respectively (Fig. 6.10). Decompaction computed by the above 
technique is only approximately correct if the sedimentary layers are greater than about 
100 m thick, where the porosity value might not be appropriate for the entire thickness 
(Angevine et. al. 1990). Following the exponential decay of porosity with depth and 
assuming a volume of rock grains within a unit never changes, the thickness of a unit at 
the time of deposition, the fully decompacted thickness (To), can be calculated from the 
equation given by Angevine et. al. (1990): 
To = - exp( — cdo)[exp( — cTo) —1] + TN + exp(—cdN)[exp(—cTN) —1] (6-5) 
where TN and dN are the present thickness and depth (in meters) of a sedimentary unit 










Fig. 6.10 Schematic diagram for the method of correction for compaction. 
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can be solved by guessing a value for To in the right hand side of the equation, then 
calculating a new value for To on the left. This process is repeated until the To's 
converge to some value. The best guess for To to start an iteration would be the present 
day thicknesses of a formation. 
The lithologic section is dominated by carbonates with a thick section of shale and 
sandstone accumulated in the downthrown side of the fault. Using equation 6-5, 
correction for decompaction has been applied to a time-to-depth converted seismic 
section across the Sarir Fault (line 65-89-08) (Fig. 6.11a). Decompaction parameters 
(given on Table 6.2) were assigned for the stratigraphic units encountered in wells on 
both sides of the fault. 
6.5 Horizon reconstruction and fault activities 
The geologic picture portrayed by seismic or geologic sections shows how 
geological structure developed in response to a certain history of geological events. As a 
starting point for these events, it may be assumed that each stratigraphic sequence was 
originally deposited with little or no dip close to sea level, unless there is any evidence to 
the contrary. The effect of subsequent deformation can then be removed from the 
geological record by restoring the bedding of each stratigraphic sequence in its turn to a 
horizontal position. In tectonic regimes, seismic restoration aims to produce seismic 
depth sections depicting subsurface conditions in the past. This is also a useful technique 
for checking interpretations across faults for seismic correlation and structural balance 
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Fig. 6.11 Horizon restoration diagrams on time-to-depth converted section of 
profile 65-89-08. a) Present day section, uncorrected for compaction. 
b-e) Correction for compaction has been allowed. 
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Horizon restoration across the Sarir fault has been demonstrated in a sequence of 
diagrams (Fig. 6.11 b-e). This has been carried out on a time-to-depth converted section 
with allowance made for compaction. Since the fault is quite steep, the method applied 
assumes deformation by vertical simple shear. Faulting starts early Late Cretaceous 
during the deposition of the UC2 formation, with thick accumulation of sediments in the 
down thrown side of the fault (Fig. 6.1 le). Restoration to end Upper Cretaceous (Fig. 
6.1 id) shows indication of minor fault activity. This is also evident on seismic section as 
portrayed by the prominent seismic reflector (UC) that can be followed throughout the 
area. Restoration to end Palaeocene (using top Palaeocene as a datum, Fig. 6.1 ic) does 
not show clear indication of fault activity which is associated with the deposition of the 
Palaeocene carbonates, marl, and shale. The Palaeocene sediments do not show variation 
in thickness, rather a period of even subsidence. However, the sequence thins in the east 
around FF1-65 indicating a pal aeohigh as shown by the isopach map Fig. 5.10. 
Restoration to end Lower Eocene (Fig. 6.1 lb) shows a thicker Lower Eocene on 
the footwall side of the fault suggesting basin tilting to the NE compensating fault growth 
in that time. This also may explain the presence of onlap patterns observed on the 
hangingwall Fig. 3.8. The present-day depth section shows the presence of the antithetic 
fault which is most likely had been developed during fault rejuvenation in the Tertiary. 
Fault movement may also have direct control on sedimentation rate, as shown by Fig. 
6.12. Accumulation rates across the Sarir Fault show an increase in Cretaceous to Lower 
Eocene times (up to about 9.8m/my). There is deceleration in Upper Eocene times, but 
with greater thickness on the downthrown side of the fault. This pattern suggests that the 
deposition of the Sarir group is strongly controlled by the original, fault-controlled shape 
of basement topography while younger sediments are mainly controlled by small fault 
movements and basin subsidence. Gumate (1990) has shown that differential subsidence 
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Fig. 6.12 shows depth versus age of chronostratigraphic horizons encountered 
by two wells located at either side of the Sarir Fault. The figure demonstrates 
times of fault activity, where activity rate (Actr) is measured by calculating 
the difference in sediment thickness across the fault zone divided by deposition 
time span. See text for details. 
4; 
and fault reactivation has occurred more widely in the Sirte Basin at various times in late 
Cretaceous and Palaeocene-Eocene. 
There is also evidence from seismic section for differential subsidence as 
indicated by changes in reflection character across the fault zone and the development of 
antithetic faults (Figs. 5.1 to 5.5). Onlap patterns towards the fault plane are shown within 
the Lower Eocene and the Palaeocene sequences in the down thrown side at the Lower 
Eocene and on both sides of the fault at The Palaeocene level (Figs. 5.1, 3.8, 3.9, & 3.10). 
6.6 Discussion 
Fault analysis carried out by displacement gradient, horizon separation diagrams 
and horizon restoration provide important information on the geological history of the 
area and the Sarir Fault. The mapped segmentation of the Sarir fault and the generation of 
en echelon structures is confirmed by displacement analysis and adds new perspective to 
the exploration strategy in the area, as well as questioning the validity of the previous 
interpretations. Burial history during the Cretaceous and Tertiary was controlled by 
faulting initially tectonically-driven faulting, then, probably, due to differential 
compaction. However, sedimentation rates were accelerated during the Palaeocene and 
the Eocene times, and these may have been tectonic rejuvenation during the Eocene. 
Due to the fact that a particular structural criterion may have several tectonic 
origins, the differentiation of structural styles with seismic data is often difficult and 
imprecise. The identification of strike-slip requires a combination of profile criteria and 
map criteria. The structural style of the Sarir fault as seen on seismic profiles shows clear 
dip-slip and normal separation criteria. The development of antithetic faults in the 
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hanging wall making a synform shape at shallow level gives the impression that flower 
structures are developed. However, in the very west of the area, a better criterion for 
strike-slip (positive flower structure) has been observed. This might indicate that 
although the criteria for strike-slip have not been strongly developed, the structural 
setting observed here can be interpreted by introducing a component of dextral strike-slip 
movement into an extensional regime. 
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Chapter 7 
Gravity and Magnetic Interpretation - Deep Structure 
of 
the Sarir Fault 
7.1 Introduction 
Gravity and magnetic methods are similar in several ways. Both attempt to 
measure small differences in a huge potential field, which is the earth's gravity and 
magnetic field respectively. The main fields in both cases vary with position. Local 
variations in gravity intensity, which is measured with the aid of very sensitive 
gravimeters, depends solely on the density of the rocks. Different types of rocks have 
different densities. Density almost always increases with depth but the gravity anomalies 
are directly connected with the lateral variations in the distribution of mass, basement 
topography, and structural setting in the earth's crust. Magnetic prospecting maps 
variations in the magnetic field of the earth that are attributable to changes of structure 
and/or magnetic susceptibility of rocks. Since sedimentary rocks have small susceptibility 
compared with igneous or metamorphic rocks, which tend to have greater quantities of 
magnetic minerals, magnetic surveys are usually designed to detect the boundary of 
sedimentary basins and to map the structures on or inside the basement. Magnetic 
anomalies depend essentially on the position of the crystalline basement whose depth can 
be calculated and whose irregularities are to be recorded. The magnetic method, when 
employed along with other methods, such as gravimetry, can facilitate the interpretation 
of certain structures e.g. lateral changes due to faulting, as will be discussed later on in 
this chapter. Both gravity and magnetic prospecting are thus usually used as 
reconnaissance tool in oil and gas exploration. 
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The interpretation of potential field anomalies (gravity, magnetic, and electric) is 
inherently ambiguous and the ambiguity arises because any given anomaly could be 
caused by an infinite number of possible sources. This ambiguity represents the inverse 
problem of potential field interpretation and can be avoided or decreased by using all 
available external constraints on the nature and form of the anomalous body (Kearey and 
Brooks 1984). Commonly seismic evidence is used to define the depth and/or shape of 
structures, then gravity and magnetic anomalies can yield density and susceptibility 
which are related to rock type. On their own, gravity and magnetic methods provide only 
an approximate depth to structures. In this study gravity and magnetic modelling is 
performed across the Sarir fault. The purpose for this modelling is: (1) to compare depth 
of burial of basement rocks with that obtained from seismic data, (2) to define the 
geometry of the Sarir fault in the basement to assess the influence of basement structure 
on fault development. 
7.2 Data base for gravity and magnetic interpretation 
The gravity data acquired by Ray Geophysical in 1959 across the study area has 
been used in this study. Bouguer gravity anomaly maps on 1: 100,000 and 1: 250,000 
scale with 1 mgal contour interval were available. The magnetic data were available as an 
aeromagnetic map of the total field of the magnetic intensity acquired by Aero Service 
Corporation in 1958. The map is on 1: 250,000 scale and a contour. spacing of 5 nT. The 
survey was conducted with a basic N-S flight-line track spacing of 3.2 km, tied by E-W 
lines every 16 km and a constant flight altitude of 1500' (457 m). Maps from both surveys 
have been digitised and regularly gridded data obtained to enable further processing. The 
gravity and magnetic maps are shown in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 respectively. The gravity 
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Fig. 7.1 Bouguer gravity anomaly map. Position of the Sarir Fault is shown by dashed lines. 
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data covers a limited area across the Sarir Fault while the magnetic data covers a wider 
extent (Fig. 1.13a). 
7.2.1 Digitisation and profile construction 
In order to provide easier and efficient data handling, contour maps from both the 
gravity and magnetic surveys have been digitised. Digitisation was carried out by means 
of digitising table and microcomputer. Data then have been interpolated along X and Y 
co-ordinates and a regularly gridded set of values obtained. Data have also been 
smoothed for the small irregularities which may arise from the interpolation methods. A 
NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW cross-sections were automatically selected (profile A-A' on 
Fig. 7.1 and B-B' on Fig. 7.2) from the smoothed, regularly gridded observed gravity and 
magnetic data respectively by giving the start and end co-ordinates of the section. The 
selected profile coincides with the location of the depth converted seismic profile 65-89-
05 (Fig. 2.6). The section has been used to provide the geologic input model (of the Sarir 
fault) for the gravity and magnetic modelling (section 7.5.2 and 7.5.5). 
7.3 Initial interpretation of maps 
The Bouguer gravity map (Fig. 7.1) is a portion of a larger map covering a large 
area of concession 65 of which the study area is in its northeast corner. However, the map 
shown on Fig. 7.1 is incomplete in the eastern part, map shows some anomalous features 
in the centre and in the southwest. The closure at 130 mgal coincide with the negative 
gravity anomaly of -25 mgal shown by Sanford (1970) on Fig. 7. This anomaly borders 
the down thrown side of the Sarir Fault. To the west of this closure lies a NNW-SSE 
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trending gradient. This might indicate that the northwesterly trend of basement structures 
that dominates the north central Sirte Basin is also present here (Fig. 1.5). In general in 
the Sirte Basin uplifted blocks are associated with positive gravity anomalies with large 
amplitude, suggesting an intrabasement origin for the blocks, while the down faulted 
blocks are associated with negative gravity anomalies (Suleiman et al., 1991). 
The Sarir Fault is identified on the gravity map by the closely-spaced contours 
running east-west along latitude 27.84 0 (Fig. 7.1). A 1.5-2 mgal per km gradient is 
observed across the fault. Using this gradient, the maximum depth to the source of the 
anomaly is calculated by Smith's rule as: 
d= !!~ 0.86 	 (7-1) 
where gmax is the maximum value of the gravity anomaly and (Ag/Ax) max  is its 
maximum horizontal gradient. Equation (7-1) gives d :! ~ 5.6 km for ig = 13 mgal and a 
maximum gradient g/x=2 mgallkm. This suggests a source at the basement surface or 
in the sediments above. The gravity method can be used for mapping the basement 
geology once the gravitational effect of the topography on the basement surface, observed 
either from seismic sections or well data, has been taken into account. This is discussed in 
detail elsewhere in this Chapter. 
The map of the total magnetic intensity shows some significant anomalies over 
most of the central and northern areas. The general E-W trend of the gradients is related 
to the E-W structural lineament dominating this part of the basin (see also Fig. 1.5). The 
wavelength of anomalies decreases in the north of the study area, especially in the centre 
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the highly anomalous areas, where Bouguer gravity is high as well. To the south of the 
study area (27.60N, 22.50E) the Sarir oil field occurs on a positive magnetic anomaly as 
shown in Fig. 7.2 and basement has been proved to be at average depth of 9800 ft (2987 
m). A contour map of basement depth computed from magnetic data has also been 
obtained and digitised. However, the map shows a large discrepancy to the actual 
basement depth encountered by boreholes. This is discussed further in Section 7.6. 
7.4 Rock densities for gravity interpretations 
The density of the various geologic units plays a big role in the interpretation of 
the subsurface structures. It is not the absolute densities but the density contrasts that are 
significant, for example, within the sedimentary section these contrasts seldom exceeding 
0.25g/cc (Dobrin & Sa'it, 1988 ). Because the densities of rocks are difficult to predict 
from a knowledge of their rock types alone, it is important to have direct measurement of 
densities of rocks whenever it is possible. This can be done by measuring the densities in 
the laboratory of some samples selected from the outcrops of the survey area. When 
surface sampling is difficult due to poor exposures or there are no boreholes in the 
vicinity, it is often necessary to assume average densities based on a knowledge of rock 
type. Figure 7.3 shows average densities of a wide range of rocks from subsurface 
samples and cores based on laboratory measurements. Densities can also be estimated 
from the observed gravity anomaly measurements by adopting the best density which 
gives the least correction to the Bouguer anomaly, Nettleton (1976). An alternative 
approach to estimate the densities of rocks that have not been sampled directly is by 
borehole logging, either directly by the density log, or indirectly when the sonic log is 
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Fig. 7.5 Source of density information for gravity modelling. The figure 
shows a comparison between density derived from borehole sonic velocity, 
formation density log, and seismic interval velocities. 
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al., 1974) can be used to derive density from seismic velocity data for sedimentary rocks, 
for which a detailed description was given earlier in Chapter 4. 
In Fig. 7.5 velocities at JJ1-65 are converted to density using the Gardner formula 
given in (4-2) and compared with the Formation Density Log (F. D. L.) at LL48-65. The 
densities derived this way are relatively high. 
In the two-dimensional modelling carried out for this study, density information 
for sediments has been calculated from Nafe and Drake (1957), Fig. 7.4, based on the 
knowledge of seismic interval velocities. They also are similar to the densities calculated 
from F. D. L shown in Fig. 7.5 and Table 7.2. Densities calculated from seismic interval 
velocities (Table 7.1) and sonic log measurements show rather high values and are not 
used here (Fig. 7.5). However, for basement rocks, densities were slightly higher than that 
used by Elbatrok et al. (1980). A value of 2.7 g/cc has been selected. The code of the 
FORTRAN program performing this calculation is given in Appendix 3(a). 
7.5 Gravity and magnetic modelling 
7.5.1 Overview 
Potential field data are amenable to both forward and inverse modelling, and both 
are attempted here. Forward modelling involves calculation of the gravity or magnetic 
effects of a geological model (structure) in which densities or magnetisation are assigned 
to the layers. The model should be geologically realistic. The interpreter can modify the 
shape or density, magnetisation distribution of the model, or both until a reasonable fit is 
obtained between calculated and observed anomalies. However, despite a good fit 
ambiguity will still remain because other models could also satisfy the data. Inversion 
Table 7.1 Input data for gravity modelling, seismic source. 
Shotpoint 230 
Strat 1WT Vint Density Depth 
marker msec rn/sec g/cc m 
LIE 728 2271 2.14 827 
LE 1008 3423 2.37 1306 
PAL 1257 4333 2.52 1845 
UC 1573 3768 2.43 2441 
UC2 1694 3673 2.41 2663 
BSMT 1782 3626 2.41 2822 
Shotpoint 355 
UE 748 2323 2.15 869 
LE 1022 3345 2.36 1327 
PAL 1269 3889 2.45 1807 
UC 1589 3892 2.45 2430 
UC2 1715 3614 2.40 2658 
BSMT 1820 3384 2.36 2835 
Shotpoint 409 
UE 822 2415 2.17 992 
LE 1065 3445 2.37 1411 
PAL 1327 3983 2.46 1933 
UC 1606 3725 2.42 2452 
UC2 1731 3594 2.40 2677 
BSMT 1832 3484 2.38 2853 
Shotpoint 465 
UE 888 2446 2.18 1086 
LE 1220 3541 2.39 1674 
PAL 1489 4061 2.47 2220 
UC 1829 4146 2.49 2925 
UC2 1977 3808 2.43 3206 
BSMT 2311 3651 2.41 3816 
Shotpoint 554 
UE 896 2378 2.16 1065 
LE 1244 3656 2.41 1701 
PAL 1494 4455 2.53 2258 
UC 1801 4205 2.50 2904 
UC2 1951 3813 2.43 3190 
BSMT 2236 3656 2.41 3711 
Note: Density and depth were calculated using seismic interval velocity. 
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ought to provide, from the observed gravity or magnetic data, specific information (e.g. 
depth) of the source. 
The crucial factor in gravity modelling is the density distribution of the input 
model. Densities can be obtained from geological or geophysical data (see Chapter 4). 
Likewise in magnetic modelling the strength and direction of magnetisation are crucial. 
The geometry of the geological structure can either be represented in two or three 
dimensions. Elongated bodies which are much longer than they are wide (about 5x, as a 
rule of thumb) are best represented by two dimensional modelling. If the bodies are not 
relatively uniform in one direction and too complex to be approximated by simple bodies, 
three dimensional modelling must be carried out. 
The primary purpose of magnetic exploration in the oil industry is to determine 
the depth to the basement surface. However, the interpretation of the magnetic anomalies 
is complicated due to the vector nature of magnetic field (assuming an induced 
magnetisation) and the unknown direction of magnetisation present in rocks. Depth 
estimate from magnetic data are widely used in geophysical interpretation. Various 
methods were described by Nettleton (1976). 
In the magnetic modelling carried out here the magnetisation is assumed induced and the 
inclination and declination of the earth's magnetic field of study area are set to 35 0 and 
1.00 W respectively. The total magnetic intensity of earth's magnetic field = 38600 nT. 
7.5.2 Three dimensional modelling and gravity inversion 
Although the gravity field over the Sarir Fault is locally two-dimensional, the 
closure of contours to the south in Fig. 7.1 merits a regional three-dimensional 
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Table 7.2 Input data for gravity modelling, other density sources. Densities in column 
3 was calculated by introducing seismic interval velocities in Fig. 7.4. and densities in 
column 4 was calculated from seismic interval velocities using Gardner equation. 
Average Density 
g/cc 
Strat. 	 Nafe & Drake 
Marker Sonic Log 	F. D. L. 	(Fig. 7.4) 	Seismic 
PUE 1.83 2.31 1.94 
UE 2.25 2.37 2.20 2.16 
LE 2.55 2.40 2.30 2.38 
PAL 2.60 2.34 2.30 2.49 
UC 2.40 2.30 2.39 2.46 
BSMT 2.68 2.39 
1.7 
z 
Fig. 7.6 Perspective view of 3D fault model represented by prismatic blocks. 
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interpretation. The gravity effect of a three-dimensional body can be computed by 
dividing the causative body into a number of horizontal laminas, vertical laminas, or thin 
wedge-shaped vertical slices approximated by polygons (Taiwani, 1973). Alternatively 
the body may be constructed out of a suite of right rectangular prisms. Cordell & 
Henderson (1968) describe an iterative system which inverts the gravity data and 
calculates structure from the gravity effect. The method comprises the following steps: 
Constructing a structural model of square vertical prisms. In this case, a grid of 9x9 
points has been automatically selected from the digitised, regularly gridded observed 
gravity data (see also section 7.2). The causative body is overall flat-topped, flat-
bottomed, or symmetric about a horizontal plane. In this case a flat-bottomed model was 
assumed so that the inversion gave the depths to the prism tops. Fig. 7.6 is a sketch of 3D 
flat-bottomed 8x5 structural model of a fault. The tops were considered to be the top of 
basement and initially set at 2.3 km; 
Assigning a density contrast between the prisms and the overlying layer; in this case 
between basement and cover, a value of 0.4 g/cc being chosen, in keeping with the 
discussion in section 7.4; 
Calculating the gravity effect of the initial model, and; 
Using the calculated field to test the structural model by comparing it to the observed 
gravity data. The ratio of calculated to observed field is used to modify the structural 
model. Steps 3 & 4 are repeated until a satisfactory fit or agreement between the observed 
and the calculated gravity is obtained. 
From the gridded gravity anomaly data of the Sarir fault, a three dimensional 
structural model has been obtained by the iterative method. The software used (obtained 
from Dr. Roger Hipkin of the Geology and Geophysics department, Edinburgh 
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Fig. 7.7 3-dimensional gravity interpretation. Inverted basement depth map smoothly contoured from depths to prism tops. 




University) inverts the gravity map and calculates the depth to the inverted body, in this 
case the basement surface (Fig. 7.7). 
The most important features of the program are as follows: 
- It uses the full prism formula for the forward gravity calculations. 
- It calculates the regional gravity anomaly and subtracted it from the observed data. 
- It compensate for the problem of edge effect. 
- It outputs depth to the inverted body, the observed and calculated gravity values for 
comparison, and the rms error values to demonstrate the goodness of fit. 
The result of the 3-dimensional gravity modelling is the inverted basement depth 
map (Fig. 7.7). The map is highly smoothed and shows depths to prism tops that initially 
set at 2.3 km. The map shows a variable discrepancy (-285 m) to basement depths at 
wells AA1-65 and (+80 m) at JJ1-65 and (+296 m) at 001-65. The calculated depths are 
deeper than the actual ones, as negative sign indicates. This could be due to the relatively 
large survey grid in comparison to the geological setting. Therefore small structural 
features can not be resolved. However, the discrepancy may also be related to the starting 
depth (2.3 km) and the processing grid dimensions (9x9) and/or the density contrast. 
However, the removal of regional gradient has minimised the discrepancy. The map 
shows a maximum depth value of 3570 m south of the Sarir Fault. 
7.5.3 Two-dimensional gravity modelling 
Taiwani et al. (1959) provide the theory as well as the method of calculation of 
two dimensional gravity anomalies. In this method, the subsurface is described by several 
smaller bodies of different sizes but of shapes that are regular and for which the 
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gravitational attraction can easily be computed. The boundary of any two dimensional 
body can be approximated closely by a polygon of straight sides. The accuracy of the 
computation depends only on how closely the polygon fits the given body, and can be 
increased by increasing the number of sides of the polygon and extending it laterally 
beyond the limits of the gravity observations in order to minimise the edge effect of the 
masses at each side of the body. In this study two dimensional gravity modelling was 
conducted by using a version of Talwani 2D gravity modelling program obtained from 
Dr. Roger Hipkin of the department. The program is coded in FORTRAN and designed 
to be run on micro computers. The program can be described as follows: 
- The input (free formatted) data can be fed through a data file. 
- The program handles a single or multilayer where the attraction of a single layer or 
the total attraction of the individual layers are computed. The co-ordinate of each 
layer has to be defined in clockwise direction. 
- The calculated gravity values are in mgals. 
Description of the 2D gravity modelling across the Sarir Fault is given below.. 
7.5.4 Results of two-dimensional gravity modelling 
The two-dimensional modelling across the Sarir Fault, profile A-A' (Fig. 7. 1), has 
been done using a version of Talwani 2D gravity modelling software (section 7.5.3). Two 
sets of input data were used for this modelling. For the first set, of data the gravity effect 
of the basement surface has been calculated using a density contrast of 0.58 g/cc. The 
input structure model has been obtained from seismic (time-to-depth converted) data with 
the basement depth exceeds 3.5 km on the hanging wall side of the fault. The observed 
gravity profile has been selected to coincide with the seismic profile 65-89-05. The 
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Fig. 7.8 2-dimensional gravity modelling of the Sarir Fault 
(a), Earth model (b). 
calculated anomaly profile shows a nice fit to the observed gravity, although the gradient 
may not be quite steep enough (Fig. 7.8). The density contrast between sediment and 
basement (0.58 g/cc) is slightly higher than might be expected from the data in Fig. 7.3. 
On the other hand, a low density for the sedimentary succession above basement is 
indicated by the F. D. L. (Fig. 7.5). The figure 7.4 has also been used to generate densities 
from a knowledge of the seismic interval velocities (Table 7.2). The results show even 
lower values than the ones obtained from seismic interval velocities using Gardner 
equation (Table 7.1). Low density for the sediment above basement is therefore needed to 
generate the steep gravity gradient. 
The effect of density contrasts in the shallower sedimentary layers has also been 
considered as a means of generating a relatively steep gravity gradient and is dealt with in 
the second dataset. It consists of dividing the sedimentary sequences into five successive 
polygons. Five polygons have been used to define five stratigraphic units. Each polygon 
has been assigned a density derived from Nafe & Drake (Fig. 7.4 & Table 7.2). The total 
attraction calculated by the 2D modelling along with the earth model plotted underneath 
is shown in Fig. 7.8. 
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show that the amplitude and much of the gradient of the 
gravity anomaly over the Sarir Fault can be accounted for by density contrasts within the 
sediments and between sediments and basement. This is in keeping with the indication 
from Smith's rule. Density contrasts within basement are not required, but in view of the 
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Fig. 7.9 2-dimensional gravity modelling of the Sarir Fault 
taking into account the individual effect of the various 
sedimentary units above basement. 
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7.5.5 Magnetic inversion 
The interpretation of the aeromagnetic data presented here was carried out by 
Nelson Bunker Hunt (previous operator in concession 65) in 1960. The interpretation 
technique is based upon that described in the Geophysical Society of America Memoir 47 
(Vacquier et al. 1951). The method is outlined briefly as follows. 
The magnetic data has to be regularly gridded onto a grid of small squares. 
The second derivative of a gravity field which is an approximate measure of the 
curvature of the field, is then computed by a simple arithmetic calculations for each 
square. 
The curvature values are contoured and the features of both the original total intensity 
survey map and of the computed curvature map are compared with a set of (pre 
computed) standard model anomalies representing the magnetic effect due to a 
rectangular prism. The prisms, with vertical sides and horizontal tops, are infinitely 
extended downward. These standard models have different horizontal dimensions, 
orientations, and directions of magnetisation. 
The depth of burial can then be estimated from the distance between the curvature 
maxima and minima and the zero curvature contour. However, the accuracy of depth 
computations from magnetic data depends on the degree to which the simplifying 
assumptions, such as the prism nodels, are satisfied. It is in hands of the interpreter to 
evaluate the reliability of the results obtained. 
The inverted total magnetic anomaly map is shown as a basement depth map in 
Fig. 7.10. The major east-west trends shown on the total magnetic intensity map are 
preserved in the depth map. There is also a NW-SE trend in the southern half of the area. 
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Sarir Fault. The map shows rather broader contours around the Sarir Fault but the fault 
borders a deep trough in basement reaching over 5500 in deep. Broadly the magnetic 
anomaly map yields subsurface structures that have been confirmed in some parts of the 
Sirte Basin by drilling (e.g. Zelten field, Fig. 1.5), but the depth map discussed here 
shows considerable discrepancy from about 1900 m to over 2300 m with the actual 
basement depth values obtained from well control. The magnetic depth map show always 
greater depth values. This suggests that the source of magnetic anomaly is deeper and of 
intrabasement origin. 
7.5.6 Two-dimensional magnetic modelling 
The magnetic modelling across the Sarir Fault (profile B-B' Figs. 7.2 & 7.11) has 
been carried out using two-dimensional modelling software obtained from BGS 3 library. 
The program calculates the disturbance in the total intensity of the earth's magnetic field 
produced by a number of parallel horizontal prisms of infinite length. The prisms are 
polygonal in cross section. Each prism has to be assigned a direction and intensity of 
magnetisation. The effect of each side of the polygonal cross section is calculated in turn 
at each field point. One prism has been used for this modelling. The polygon top 
represents the basement topography obtained from time-to-depth converted seismic 
section of profile 65-89-05. The basement depth exceeds 3.5 km on the hanging wall. The 
prism bottom is extended to 15 km to include the magnetised part of the earth's crust. The 
effect of the basement surface has been calculated assuming an induced magnetisation. 
The total magnetic intensity of the prism is set to 150 nT, and magnetic susceptibility of 
0.004, giving a granitic and metamorphic basement setting. However, published granitic 
British Geological Survey, Murchison House, West Mains Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3LA. 
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Fig. 7.11 2-dimensional magnetic modelling of the Sarir 
Fault, profile B-B'. k= magnetic susceptibility. See Fig. 7.2 
for location. 
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and metamorphic susceptibilities are heavily dependent on magnetite content and a range 
from 10 to 101,  5x10-3 being right in the centre of the range. 
The calculated magnetic anomaly shows that the model is not well satisfied by the 
fault topography (Fig. 7.11). In terms of amplitude the model proves that the source of 
the magnetic anomaly is deeper and of intrabasement origin. However, better fitting 
between the observed and the calculated models can be obtained by altering the input 
earth model as indicated by the change in basement rocks across the fault (Fig. 4.1) and 
the inverted basement depth map (Fig. 7.10), although the observed total magnetic 
intensity map does not show such details. 
7.6 Discussion 
The three-dimensional magnetic inversion suggest basement depths >5000 m 
south of the Sarir Fault, somewhat deeper than interpreted from seismic (3800 m). In fact, 
the basement depth everywhere in the vicinity of the Sarir Fault are calculated to be 
-  deeper than the well control. The choice of different magnetisation contrasts may have 
resolved this problem. 
The magnetic data suggest that the Sarir Fault borders the deepest basement 
trough in the area and that, regionally, the structural fabric is east-west. The east-west 
trend is in contrast to the NW-SE trend of other parts of the Sirte Basin, although a hint of 
the latter is present in the aeromagnetic map. 
The two-dimensional magnetic modelling suggests that the magnetic model is not 
largely satisfied by basement topography, whereas the two-dimensional gravity 
modelling suggests that the anomaly across the Sarir Fault can be satisfied by basement 
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topography and density contrasts within the sediments. No major density or 
magnetisation contrasts in basement beneath the fault are obviously needed. On the other 
hand, the localised nature of the magnetic anomaly over the fault at 21.93' E may suggest 
changes in basement magnetisation above the line of the fault. 
A feature of both gravity and magnetic maps and their inversions is the position of 
the steep potential field gradient associated with the Sarir Fault. It appears to be displaced 
slightly to the west relative to the location of fault as mapped at top Cretaceous and top 
Eocene levels. The gravity model, profile A-A', is located where the gradient and mapped 
structure coincide. Moreover, there is a suggestion of a ENE-WSW trend in contours 
underlying the steep potential field gradients of the E-W fault. It is possible that at least 
the western part of the fault is developed above a basement boundary or structure that is 
ENE-WSW in trend. 
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Chapter 8 
Summary and Conclusions 
8.1 Summary and discussion 
The seismic trace is a sequence of overlapping wavelets that result from a variety 
of paths recorded at or near the earth surface and contains information about the 
subsurface. This information is concealed in traveltimes and amplitudes. Interfaces of 
strong reflection amplitude can stack in a broad velocity range, unlike weaker ones, 
which need more attention. The later is the case for basement reflections in many parts of 
the study area, and seen in the results from velocity analysis carried out in Chapter 2. The 
stacking velocities used in processing of seismic data should be refined and calibrated on 
the basis of knowledge from borehole data. Thus primary reflections can easily be 
identified and multiples can be eliminated, and weaker reflection amplitudes can be 
reinforced. 
An attempt has been made to use the seismic interval velocity as a tool for 
correlating the various stratigraphic units, and hence the basement reflection, across the 
Sarir Fault. Considerable differences in velocities across the fault zone can be observed at 
lower horizons. Four velocity categories associated with four stratigraphic sequences 
were identified on seismic sections. Because the basement reflection at the base of this 
sequence is weak, the possibility of picking the basement reflection by considering the 
stratigraphic details associated with the lowest stratigraphic unit (Sarir Group) was 
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attempted. However, there is no specific reflection geometry characterising reflections 
associated with the lowest sequence that the basement reflector bounds. A farther attempt 
needs a proper consideration of field and processing parameters. 
Synthetic seismograms computed from sonic logs help to identify the stratigraphic 
markers on seismic profiles and tie them to well data. However, in case of poor acoustic 
impedance where seismic reflection amplitudes are attenuated synthetic seismograms can 
still be used to predict the occurrence of reflection interfaces, define primary and multiple 
reflections, and monitor changes in the seismic sections such as phase shifts and polarity 
reversals which may be associated with changes in the stratigraphic section. The synthetic 
seismograms computed here show that the most prominent cause for the decay and 
deterioration of the acoustic basement reflection is the occurrence of low acoustic 
contrast at the basement level, perhaps due to the presence of a red shale weathering 
product. Moreover, the occurrence of the Nubian sedimentary section overlain by a thick 
carbonate (limestone and dolomite) section, both units being thicker in the down faulted 
block can drastically reduce the energy propagation and hence produce poor reflection 
amplitudes. 
The interpretation of faults drawn on seismic profiles is partly on the viewer's 
perception, leading to interpretation and/or correlation on profile and map projections in 
more than one way. The interpreter however, should be aware of what is mechanically or 
geometrically improbable for a realistic interpretation. The use of well data and the 
calculation of fault parameters such as fault displacement, dip, and, moreover, restoring a 
cross section to its original predeformed state by horizon restoration methods, not only 
helps the interpretation but sometimes should be carried out as routine work. 
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Among the fault analysis techniques used here, the displacement gradient has 
proved to be a quantitative quality control tool in seismic data interpretation. The 
segmentation of the Sarir Fault as confirmed by the displacement contour diagrams, 
highlighting a new trend in its orientation, style and prospectivity. 
The Sirte Basin is a vast and complex region, in terms of its origin, and virgin and 
immature in terms of research work and published material of studies carried out, 
especially in the geophysical field. However, it is known that an extensional deformation 
regime dominated the evolution of the basin. Contractional or shear movements have also 
been postulated. Sinistral strike-slip movements have been reported in the northwestern 
part of the basin (Hofra area) and here, for the first time, a dextral strike-slip has been 
recognised in the southeastern part. This suggests that the structural setting observed here 
can be interpreted by introducing a component of strike-slip movement into an 
extensional regime. 
The primary structural pattern of the Sirte Basin as a whole is characterised by 
horst and grabens oriented mainly in the NW-SE direction. Oil occurrences are usually 
associated with the structural highs. Gravity and magnetic maps show the general NW-SE 
structural trend dominating the north-central part of the basin. The fabric changes to E-W 
or even ENE-WSW lineaments in the southeastern part south of latitude 29 0 N. This 
change is clearly shown by the regional gravity map Suleiman et al. (1991). This suggest 
that the southeastern part of the Sirte Basin has different structural setting compared to 
the northern part. In some cases this part has been termed the Sarir sub-basin. The E-W 
oriented faults are thought to be the result of the movements acting on structures older 
than Cretaceous, that might have originated during the breakdown of the Calanscio- 
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Uweinat uplift in the Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic tectonic phase. These faults have been 
activated during the major tectonic phase of Late Cretaceous-Tertiary time. 
8.2 Conclusions 
Structural time contour maps constructed from the seismic data show 
discontinuities of the Sarir fault along the strike direction. A lateral offset of about 2 km 
is observed between adjacent segments, providing an en echelon arrangement. Fault. 
displacement analysis has been conducted to detail the segmentation. Minor faults with 
an angle of about 250300  to the main fault, which may be interpreted as Riedel shears, 
have also been observed. En echelon folds are present on either side of fault segments. 
Displacement gradient analysis has provided the proper correlation of the various 
segments of the Sarir fault. 
The quality of the reflection character associated with the basement level is 
ranging from fair to poor and in some cases it is ambiguous. However a strong 
continuous amplitude can be observed for basement on the upthrown side of the fault. 
Synthetic seismogram modelling from well data have been used to help identification. 
The deterioration of deep reflection amplitudes from the acoustic basement can also be 
accounted for by either data acquisition, processing or both. The most prominent cause 
for the decay and deterioration of the acoustic basement reflection is the occurrence of the 
low acoustic contrast. This could be relevant to most if not all the attenuation caused to 
the reflection amplitude as indicated by the synthetic modelling. The basement reflector 
therefore has to be identified from well velocity survey data and correlated throughout the 
seismic profiles. In areas where no well control is available and at the down thrown side 
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of the fault, synthetics constructed from (corrected) seismic interval velocities could be 
used to help identify reflection events. 
Fault movements have direct control on sedimentation rate. Accumulation rates 
across the Sarir Fault show an almost uniform rate in Cretaceous and Palaeocene times 
but some acceleration in Eocene times, with greater thickness on the down thrown side of 
the fault. This suggests that the deposition of the Sarir group is much controlled by the 
original shape of basement topography while younger sediments are mainly controlled by 
differential compaction, fault movements and basin subsidence. Quantitative analysis of 
fault activities monitored by making a comparison of sediment thickness across the fault 
zone shows that there are at least three main movements since Late Cretaceous time with 
higher sedimentation rates of 8.4 rn/My and 9.8 rn/My in Lower Eocene and Palaeocene 
times respectively. This is also evident from seismic section as indicated by changes in 
reflection character across the fault zone and the development of antithetic faults on the 
hanging wall. 
Time-to-depth converted seismic sections across the Sarir Fault have been used to 
define the depth and shape of the fault and gravity and magnetic anomalies were 
modelled to check for consistency with depth to basement topography from seismic data. 
The magnetic data suggest that the Sarir Fault borders the deepest basement trough in the 
area and that, regionally, the structural fabric is east-west, even ENE-WSW. The east-
west trend is in contrast to the NW-SE trend of other parts of the Sirte Basin, although a 
hint of the latter is present in the aeromagnetic map. The maximum basement depth 
calculated from the two-dimensional gravity (by Smith's rule) and the three-dimensional 
magnetic inversions suggests basement depths >5000 m south of the Sarir Fault, 
somewhat deeper than interpreted from seismic (3800 m). 
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Two-dimensional gravity and magnetic modelling suggests that the anomaly 
across the Sarir Fault can be satisfied by basement topography and density contrasts 
within the sediments. 
Interpretation of seismic profiles show some changes in reflection patterns at the 
Palaeocene level on the upthrown side of the Sarir Fault which might be interpreted as 
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structural truncation. Moreover, a wedge shaped reflection package terminates against 
basement fault has been observed below UC2 and within the Sarir group in the 
southwestern part of the study area. This may be interpreted as alluvial deposits and an 
indication of fault growth during Lower Cretaceous fluvial type deposition. However, 
further examination of these phenomena needs some sedimentological support and a 
proper and large areal seismic coverage. 
8.3 Suggestions and recommendations 
Velocities play essential roles in various aspects in seismic data processing and 
interpretation. In Chapter 2 the various forms of velocities used in the exploration 
seismology were presented and discussed. Velocity measurements are prone to errors at 
the processing stage. Among them is the misidentification of the proper stacking velocity 
of seismic reflection events. This can be difficult where the geology (and hence the 
seismic trace) is complicated, where diffraction and multiples can mask reflection 
amplitudes. Therefore, it is necessary to use all possible constraints (such as well velocity 
survey and surface and subsurface geological and geophysical information) to contribute 
to solving the inverse problem of creating images of the subsurface. 
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Understanding fault systems is important in modelling the burial history of 
reservoir rocks, in determining the time of formation of structural traps and in mapping 
seismic velocity fields for accurate time-to-depth conversion. The evolution of fault 
systems can be understood by examination of several faults with different amount of 
movement across them and by analysing fault patterns. The structural analysis is 
illustrated by balanced cross-sections and maps. From this the various phases of 
deformation, subsidence and/or uplift can be depicted. 
The tectonic evolution of the Sirte Basin is the subject of great debates although 
various authors have suggested extensional origin, shear or contractional movements can 
not be ruled out. Reactivation of basement lineaments may have contributed to the 
development of individual faults. The establishment of fault blocks in Sirte Basin, and 
particularly the Sarir block in the Sarir trough, has to be investigated. A strong possibility 
of the influence of granitic intrusions on fault patterns and block subsidence has to be 
considered and carefully examined bearing in mind that the potential oil traps are largely 
controlled by basement setting. 
Wrench deformation is a prolific generator of hydrocarbon trapping where the 
sedimentary terrain is appropriate. Early development of anticlines straddling wrench 
zones and the continued growth of structures during prolonged deformation assure 
availability of effective traps. However, oil generated in this part of the basin is confined 
to the lower part of the sedimentary section (Sarir Group). Oil migration and 
accumulation in other parts of the stratigraphic section has to be considered with first 
priority given to the structures southwest of 001-65, where the stronger development of 
flower structures is expected. 
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In the north-central Sirte Basin oil occurrence is mostly in the structurally positive 
northwesterly trends. The main source rock is the Upper Cretaceous marine (Sirte) shales 
that are deposited in the nearby troughs. However, in the Sarir sub basin hydrocarbons are 
believed to be locally generated in the deep troughs of pregraben stage and oil migration 
is believed was conducted through vertical faults. Thus, evaluation of fault related 
prospects should be looked at through the complete development of fault analysis and 
particularly horizon separation and displacement analysis. 
In most cases in the practical application of the potential field modelling, 
discrepancy occurs between the calculated and the observed fields. These are related to 
the ambiguity inherent in the necessarily simplistic geologic assumptions. As an example, 
the magnetic basement depth map produced by inversion of the magnetic data shows a 
large discrepancy to the actual basement depth map produced from well data. Further 
processing should be carried out to the magnetic data in order to generate a reliable depth 
map which is crucial for basement mapping in this area where seismic mapping is also 
ambiguous due to thick sedimentary cover. 
The orientation of seismic profiles in a seismic survey has to be considered. Dip 
and strike oriented lines have a great effect on the quality of mapping subsurface 
structure. However, oblique oriented lines to a fault zone show better fault associated 
structures such as fault splays. 
The structural setting of the Sirte Basin needs to be re-examined with the 
important emphasis directed towards the recognition of shear systems. The interpretation 
can be done through the integration of seismic, gravity, and magnetic data as well as 
borehole information as dealt with in this work. 
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Appendix 1(a) 
Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. 1-11-131-65 	Location: Seismic Line 65-85-08 
Elevations: KB: 312! 	 Shot point No. 300 
SRD: 400' above sea level 
GL:295' 












KB* SRD* Sonic C.H.* S.S.' Vav Vint.  
U. Eocene 814 841 780 780 770 2156 2156 +strf 
M. Eocene 927 954 844 844 ? 2261 3531  
L. Eocene 1281 1308 1034 1034 1045 2530 3726  
Palaeocene 1814 1840 1316 1302 1280 2826 3970  
Basal 2342 2369 1560 
Palaeocene  
1569 ? 3020 3963 
U. 2434 2461 1618 
Cretaceous  
1616 1585 3046 3915 +strf 
Rakab 1 2441 2467 1620 1620 ? 3046 3000  
Rakab 2 2540 2567 1694 1694 ? 3031 2703  
U.C.2 2578 2605 1716 1716 ? 3036 3455 +strf 
Rakab3 2610 2637 1739 1738 ? 3035 2909  
U.C. 3 2636 2663 1759 1759 1740 3028 2476  
Shale Datum 2653 2680 1770 1768 ? 3032 3778  
Busat  
Sarir Group 2674 2701 1783 1784 ? 3028 2625  
Red Shale 2711 2738 1800  ?  
Basement  1775  f/g 
Total Depth 2716 2743  
*Apprevialions : 
KB = Kelly Bushing, CH = Check Shot, SRD = Seismic Reference Datum, SS = Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair to good amplitude, p rf = poor reflection amplitude, 
? = Top could not be resolved. 
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Appendix 1(b) 
Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. 002-65 	Location: Seismic Line 65-89-13 
Elevations: KB: 410' 	 Shot point No. 228 
SRD: 400' above sea level 
GL:390' 












KB* SRD* Sonic C.H.* S.S. Vav Vint.  
U. Eocene 841 838  710 770 2369 2369 + st rf 
M. Eocene 906 903  770 ? 2354 2184  
L. Eocene 1322 1319  1060 1055 2495 2867 p rf 
Palaeocene 1820 1817  1300 1300 2799 4145 f/g 
Basal 2257 2254 1490 
Palaeocene  
1500 1500 3009 4371 + st rf 
U. 2474 2471 1632 
Cretaceous  
1632 1615 3032 3297 
Rakab 1 2499 2496 1674 1648 ? 3032 3048  
Rakab2 2671 2668 1781 1781 ? 3000 2594  
U.C.2 2699 2696 1796 1796 1775 3006 3739 +strf 
Rakab3 2728 2725 1818 1818 ? 3001 2605  
U.C. 3 2748 2745 1834 1834 ? 2997 2515  
Shale Datum  
Busat 2893 2890 1920 1918 ? 3016 3439  
Sarir Group 2902 2899 1931 1930 1925 3007 1524  
Red Shale  f/g 
Basement 2908 2905 1964 1964 1960 2962 3941 p rf 
Total Depth 2930 2920 
*Appreviations: 
KB = Kelly Bushing, CH = Check Shot, SRD = Seismic Reference Datum, SS = Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair to good amplitude, p rf = poor reflection amplitude, 
? = Top could not be resolved. 
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Appendix 1(c) 
Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. FF1-65 	Location: Seismic Line 65-85-34 
Elevations: KB: 323 	 Shot point No. 188 
SRD: 400' above sea level 
GL:308' 












KB* SRD* Sonic C.H.* S.S. Vav Vint.  
U. Eocene 838 862  788 755 2188 2188  
M. Eocene 942 966  860 ? 2247 2889  
L. Eocene  1020  
Palaeocene 1772 1796  1246 1250 2883  
Basal 2195 2219 
Palaeocene  
? 
U. 2356 2380 
Cretaceous  
1578 1580 3016 
Rakab 1  
Rakab 2  
U. C. 2 2545 2569  1700 3022  
Rakab 3  
U.C. 3  
Shale Datum  
Busat  
Sarir Group  
Red Shale  
Basement 2605 2629  1770 1777 2971  
Total Depth 2658 2682  
*Appreviafions : 
KB = Kelly Bushing, CH = Check Shot, SRD = Seismic Reference Datum, SS = Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair to good amplitude, p rf = poor reflection amplitude, 
? = Top could not be resolved. 
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Appendix 1(d) 
Well Velocity Survey 
Data Reduction Sheet 
Well No. L3-65 
	
Location: Seismic Line 65-89 
Elevations: KB: 326' 
	
Shot point No. 
SRD: 400' above sea level 
GL:312' 












KB* SRD* Sonic C.H.* S.S. Vav Vint.  
U. Eocene 879 901 821 810  2225 2225 +strf 
M. Eocene 957 979 860 850  2304 3900  
L. Eocene 1323 1345 1046 1040  2587 3853 p rf 





2426 2448 1620 1614 3034 
Rakab 1  
Rakab 2  
U.C.2  
Rakab 3  
U.C. 3  
Shale Datum  
Busat  
Sarir Group 2663 2685 1780 1780  3018  
Red Shale  
Basement  
Total Depth  
*Appreviations: 
KB = Kelly Bushing, CH = Check Shot, SRD = Seismic Reference Datum, SS = Seismic Section 
Reflection quality 
+st ref = strong positive reflector, f/g = fair,to good amplitude, p  rf = poor reflection amplitude, 
? = Top could not be resolved. 
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Appendix 2(a) 
c 	This program reads in depth and (itt) interval transit time (data from sonic 
c log), computes interval velocity, two way time and average velocity. The 
c 	program writes in results in output file. 
c dd(i)= interval depth. 
program average velocity 
double precision d(8000), itt(8000), twt(8000), vav(8000), vint(8000), 
* dd(8000), to(8000), do,p,r 
character*20 fname 
write(*,*) Give the name of the input file' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 
Open (unit = 10, file = fname) 
write(*,*)' Give the name of the output file' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 










do 25 i=1,8000 
k=k+1 
25 	read (10,*,end=7)d(i),itt(i) 
7 rewind (unit=10) 
do 12 i=1,k-1 





vav(i)=p / r 
twt(i)=d(i) / vav(i)*2000.0 
do=d(i) 
30 	format (5x,'Depth',12x,'TWT',10x,'Vint',12x,'Vav') 
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35 	format (5x,'feet',13x,'ms.',8x,'feet/sec.',7x,'feet/sec.') 
40 format (lx,'------------------------------------------------- 
write (15,45)d(i),twt(i),vint(i),vav(i) 
12 	continue 





c 	This program reads in twt (two-way time), vint (interval velocity) from a 
c file, computes depth and average velocity. 
c 	The prog writes results in a file that user specified. 
program computation 
double precision twt(8000), vint(8000), vav(8000), d(8000) 
double precision td(8000), p, r 
character*20 fname 
write(*,*) Give the name of the input fil e ! 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 
Open (unit=10,file=fname) 








do 20 j=1,1 
write (15,30) 
write (15,35) 
20 write (15,40) 
do 7 i=1,8000 
read (10,*,end=6)twt(i),  vint(i) 
k=k+1 
7 	continue 
6 rewind (unit=10) 





d(i)=h+td(i)*vint(i) / 1000.0 
h=d(i) 
30 	format (5x,'Depth',5x,TWT',8x,'Vint',12x,'Vav') 
35 format (5x,'m',5x,'ms.',6x,'m/sec.',7x,'m/sec.') 
40 	format (lx ,'------------------------------------------------- I ) 
25 write (15,45)d(i),twt(i),vint(i),vav(i) 





c 	This program reads in depth, (twt) two-way time from a file, computes 
c interval 	velocity, and average velocity. The program writes in results 
in 
c 	output file. 
program average velocity 
double precision d(8000), twt(8000), vav(8000) 
double precision vint(8000), dd(8000), do, p,  r 
character*20 fname 
write(*,*)! Give the name of the input file' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 
Open (unit=10,file=fname) 
write(*,*) Give the name of the output file' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname. 









do 25 i=1, 8000 
read (10,*)d(i),twt(i) 
dd(i)=d(i)-do 




30 	format (5x,Depth',12x,'TWT',10x,'Vint',12x,'Vav') 
35 format (5x,'feef,13x,'ms. ',8x,'feet/sec. ',7x,'feet/ sec.') 
40 	format (lx ,'------------------------------------------------- I ) 
25 write (15,45)d(i),twt(i),vint(i),vav(i) 




c 	this program is designed to calculate the interval velocity from rms 





write(*,*) give the input file name' 
read(*,1)fn 
open(unit=2,file=fn) 













c 	this do loop is set to write the first values of vint & vrms, where 
c they should be equal for the first layer, between datum (0 time) and 
c 	the time to the first interface. 
do 10 j=1,1 






do 9 i=1,k-2 
vint(i+1 )=sqrt((vrms(i+ 1)**2*t(i +1 )_vrms(i)**2*t(i)) 
* 	/(t(i+1)-t(i))) 
d(i+1)=(t(i+1)_t(i))*vint(i+1) /2000.0+d(i) 
write (3,*)t(i+1), vrms(i+1),vint(i+1),d(i+1) 
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9 	continue 
write(*,*) do you want to run the program for another file' 
read(*,'(a2))ans 
if(ans.eq. 'y')then 
write(*,*)' give the input file name' 
read(*,1)fri 
open(unit=2,file=fn) 







c 	This program interpolates twt and Vint for shotpoint locations. 
program linear interpolation 





c 	spl,sp2 =shotpoint numbers at which velocity functions (VF) are 
c located, n=number of iterations it's also equal to number of 
c 	(twt,vint) pairs.,spin=User specified shot point interval for 
c interpolation eg. every 10,20 or 30 .. shotpoints. 
c 	dismc= distance increment, d= total distance bet. VF's locations, 
do 70 m =1,50 
print*,'type  shotpoint (spl,sp2) numbers at which VF located' 
read(*,*) spl,sp2 
print*,'type  value of shot point spacing' 
read(*,*)sps 
print*,'type  value of "n" number of (twt,vint) pairs' 
read(*,*)n 







write(*,*) Give the name of the input file 1, hit enter' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 
open(anit=10,file=fname) 
write(*,*)' Give the name of the second input file 2' 
read(*,' (a20)')fname 
open(unit=1 1,file=fname) 




25 	format(7x,'TWT ,4x,'Vint'/8x,'mls',3x,'m/sec.') 
do 50 k =1,t 








15 	format(5x ------------------ 
5 format(8x,'SP',f7.0,/,5x,' 
do 30 i=1,n 
read(10,*)t1 (i),vl(i) 
read(11,*)t2(i),v2(i) 










60 	format( lx,'**********************') 
50 continue 
write(*,*)? Done.. .do you want to continue, (y,n)' 
read'(al)',answer 










Depth TW1' Vint TWT Vint Vav 
rn ms rn/sec rn/sec m ms rn/sec rn/sec 
1749.857 148.7485 170 1749.857 143.4998 164 1749.857 1749.857 
239.8746 260 2025.091 1845.259 236.0828 257 1990.954 1837.334 
311.341 325 2199.132 1915.973 311.5666 326 2187.854 1911.401 
436.5285 434 2296.973 2011.68 434.5625 433 2299.106 2007.108 
776.7005 727 2321.966 2136.648 775.143 728 2308.86 2129.638 
1049.338 923 2781.91 2273.808 1043.169 923 2748.991 2260.397 
1500.838 1133 4300.118 2649.322 1498.266 1132 4354.982 2647.188 
1894.74 1330 3998.976 2849.27 1905.594 1333 4052.926 2859.024 
3072.838 1582 9350.045 3884.676 2906.536 1585 7944.002 3667.658 
3439.424 1791 3507.943 3840.785 3279.374 1796 3533.851 3651.809 
4981.98 2621 3717.036 3801.466 4825.837 2629 3713.074 3671.316 
7201.449 3800 3764.89 3790.188 7027,905 3800 3760.927 3698.748 
SP 21 SP 230 
1749.857 128.6256 139.126 159 1749.857 147 1749.857 1749.857 
231.1055 253 1957.121 1826.971 222.1291 246 1889.15 1805.94 
310.5638 326 2176.882 1905.305 309.369 327 2154.022 1892.198 
432.4655 432 2300.021 2002.231 426.8206 429 2303.069 1989.734 
772.4211 728 2296.973 2122.018 767.4712 729 2271.065 2105.558 
1038.588 924 2716.073 2247.9 1025.844 924 2649.931 2220.468 
1492.715 130 4408.932 2642.006 1484.422 1127 4518.05 2634.386 
1915.634 336 4105.961 2867.863 1935.215 1341 4212.946 2886.151 
2742.691 589 6537.96 3452.165 2408.417 1595 3725.875 3019.958 
3120.052 801 3560.064 3464.662 2796.598 810 3610.966 3090.062 
4672.267 638 3709.111 3542.386 4358.421 2654 3700.882 3284.525 
6855.083 800 3756.965 3607.918 6506.596 3800 3749.04 3424.428 
SP 240 SP 250 
1749.857 131.2499 129.5004 148 1749.857 150 1749.857 1749.857 
221.4677 244 1915.973 1815.389 219.6114 241 1941.881 1822.399 
307.467 324 2150.059 1897.99 305.4523 321 2146.097 1903.171 
427.2229 428 2303.069 1996.44 426.3055 426 2301.85 2001.317 
768.4343 726 2289.962 2116.836 769.0439 723 2307.946 2127.504 
1016.865 913 2656.942 2227.478 1008.894 903 2664.866 2234.489 
1489.722 1126 4440.022 2645.969 1495.257 1126 4361.993 2655.722 
1925.278 1338 4109.009 2877.922 1913.885 1335 4005.986 2867.254 
2438.839 1613 3735.019 3023.921 2465.975 1630 3742.944 3025.75 
2796.985 1815 3546.043 3082.138 2794.931 1819 3481.121 3072.994 
4338.395 2650 3692.042 3274.162 4317.852 2646 3682.898 3263.798 
6512.47 3800 3781.044 3427.476 6517.374 3800 3812.134 3430.219 
205 
SP 260 	 SP 270 
Depth TWT Vint Vav Depth TWT Vint Vav 
in ms rn/sec rn/sec m ms rn/sec rn/sec 
132.1247 151 1749.857 1749.857 132.999 152 1749.857 1749.857 
218.7611 239 1969.008 1830.629 217.8314 237 1996.135 1838.249 
303.3705 318 2142.134 1908048 301.2521 315 2139.086 1912.62 
426.528 425 2301.85 2007.108 426.656 424 2300.935 2012.594 
769.7602 720 2327.148 2138.172 770.3454 717 2346.046 2148.84 
999.552 892 2671.877 2241.194 991.362 882 2678.887 2247.9 
1498.638 1125 4283.964 2664.257 1502.39 1125 4205.935 2670.962 
1902.495 1332 3902.05 2856.586 1889.787 1329 3798.113 2843.784 
2495.309 1648 3752.088 3028.188 2523.515 1666 3760.927 3029.407 
2796.007 1824 3417.113 3065.678 2795.028 1828 3351.886 3058.058 
4298.262 2642 3673.145 3253.74 4280.779 2639 3664.001 3244.291 
6523.939 3800 3844.138 3433.572 6530.797 3800 3876.142 3437.23 
SP 280 SP 282 
134.749 154 1749.857 1749.857 134.749 154 1749.857 1749.857 
215.6704 234 2022.958 1843.43 215.8685 234 2028.139 1844954 
300.0024 313 2135.124 1916.887 299.0972 312 2133.905 1917.192 
425.4063 422 2300.935 2016.252 425.6502 422 2300.935 2017.166 
771.7323 715 2364.029 2158.594 771.3787 714 2367.991 2160.727 
981.3188 871 2687.117 2253.386 979.7004 869 2688.031 2254.91 
1503.636 1124 4129.126 2675.534 1504.106 1124 4112.971 2676.449 
1878.681 1327 3695.09 2831.592 1875.181 1326 3674.059 2828.239 
2549.561 1683 3768.852 3029.712 2555.846 1687 3770.986 3030.017 
2796.086 1833 3286.963 3050.743 2796.485 1834 3273.857 3049.524 
4261 .741 2635 3654.857 3234.842 4257.684 2634 3653.028 3233.014 
6538.152 3800 3908.146 3441.192 6539.548 3800 3913.937 3441.802 
SP 292 SP 302 
127.7508 146 1749.857 1749.857 121.6243 139 1749.857 1749.857 
207.6572 227 1972.97 1829.714 198.3456 219 1918.106 1811.426 
295.0159 308 2157.07 1915.668 289.9044 303 2179.93 1913.534 
420.4137 418 2279.904 2011.68 416.4086 415 2258.873 2006.803 
796.098 713 2546.909 2232.965 821.3689 712 2727.046 2307,336 
1011.144 872 2705.1 2319.223 1043.129 875 2720.95 2384.146 
1524.707 1121 4124.858 2720.34 1543.827 1117 4137.965 2764.231 
1891.814 1317 3745.992 2873.045 1910.261 1309 3817.01 2918.765 
2517.608 1656 3692.042 3040.685 2482.761 1626 3611.88 3053.791 
2747.449 1792 3379.927 3066.288 2697.09 1749 3485.083 3084.271 
4300.646 2644 3646.018 3253.13 4345.104 2655 3638.093 3273.247 
6577.965 3800 3940.15 3462.223 6615.065 3800 3965.143 3481.73 
Filial 
SP 312 SP 317 
Depth TWT Vint Vav Depth 1'WT Vint Vav 
rn ms rn/sec rn/sec m ms rn/sec rn/sec 
114.6261 131 1749.857 1749.857 111.124 127 1749.857 1749.857 
190.0763 212 1862.938 1793.138 185.483 208 1836.115 1783.385 
285.9085 299 2203.094 1912.315 284.0065 297 2214.067 1912.62 
411.2362 411 2238.146 2001.012 408.7734 409 2228.088 1998.878 
847.1337 711 2905.963 2382.926 861.1697 711 2995.879 2422.55 
1075.758 878 2738.018 2450.592 1091.833 879 2745.943 2484.12 
1565.459 1114 4149.852 2810.561 1576.008 1112 4155.948 2834.64 
1927.135 1300 3888.943 2964.79 1937.108 1296 3924.91 2989.478 
2448.251 1595 3532.937 3069.946 2433.115 1580 3493.008 3080.004 
2649.349 1707 3590.849 3104.083 2626.245 1686 3643.884 3115.361 
4388.599 2665 3631.082 3293.364 4410.73 2670 3627.12 3304.032 
6653.491 3800 3991.051 3501.847 6672.989 3800 4003.853 3512.21 
SP 327 
117,1743 133 1762.049 1762.049 123.2245 139 1773.022 1773.022 
194.0418 214 1897.99 1813.56 202.6036 220 1959.864 1841.906 
293.5376 304 2211.019 1931.213 301.9623 310 2207.971 1948.282 
417.5608 414 2254.91 2017.166 425.193 418 2282.038 2034.54 
850.2792 721 28 19.095 2358.542 837.3435 730 2642.006 2294.23 
1079.568 888 2745.943 2431.39 1066.635 897 2745.943 2378.354 
1549.25 1117 4101.998 2773.985 1522.034 1122 4048.049 2713.025 
1907.015 1300 3909.974 2934.005 1878.519 1305 3895.954 2878.836 
2427.068 1589 3599.078 3054.706 2419.301 1597 3703.93 3029.712 
2655.741 1717 3572.866 3093.415 2681.953 1747 3502.152 3070.25 
4399.398 2668 3667.049 3297.936 4383.006 2665 3706.063 3289.402 
6691 .698 3800 4049.878 3521.964 6708.054 3800 4097.122 3530.498 
SP 347 SP 355 
1784.909 133.6518 128.5189 144 1784.909 149 1794.053 1794.053 
211.4215 226 2022.043 1870.862 218.5629 231 2071.116 1892.198 
311.7494 317 2204.923 1966.874 318.7995 322 2203.094 1979.981 
434.1266 423 2308.86 2052.523 441.1248 427 2329.891 2066.239 
824.8284 740 2464.918 2229.307 813.9684 748 2322.881 2176.272 
1054.12 907 2745.943 2324.405 1041 .886 914 2745.943 2279.904 
1493.349 1127 3992.88 2650.236 1470.459 1131 3949.903 2600.249 
1846.521 1309 3881.018 2821.229 1822.539 1313 3869.131 2776.118 
2412.306 1606 3810 3004.109 2406.64 1613 3894.125 2983.992 
2707.459 1778 3432.048 3045.562 2725.576 1802 3375.05 3025.14 
4365.062 2663 3745.992 3278.429 4348.228 2661 3777.996 3268.066 
6720.358 3800 4143.146 3536.899 6728.737 3800 4180.027 3541.471 
207 
Depth TWT Vint Vav Depth TWT Vint Vav 
m ms rn/sec rn/sec rn ms rn/sec rn/sec 
1794.053 138.1384 136.3431 152 1794.053 154 1794.053 1794.053 
226.2165 239 2065.934 1893.113 233.9736 247 2061.058 1894.637 
331.2841 334 2211.934 1983.638 342.7537 345 2219.858 1986.991 
452.7042 438 2335.073 2067.154 464.436 449 2339.95 2068.678 
825.3435 758 2328.977 2177.796 835.7006 767 2335.073 2179.015 
1051.091 922 2752.954 2279.904 1060.558 930 2759.05 2280.818 
1485.565 1140 3985.87 2606.345 1501.076 1149 4023.055 2612.746 
1851.846 1329 3876.142 2786.786 1879.668 1344 3883.152 2797,15 
2405.613 1616 3859.073 2977.286 2403.695 1618 3824.935 2971.19 
2733.136 1809 3393.948 3021.787 2741.582 1816 3413.15 3019.349 
4336.304 2655 3789.883 3266.542 4325.53 2649 3802.99 3265.932 
6718.478 3800 4161.13 3535.985 6709.828 3800 4143.146 3531.413 
SP 385 SE 395 
1794.053 142.622 140.8298 157 1794.053 159 1794.053 1794.053 
241.6211 255 2057.095 1894.942 249.3264 263 2051.914 1896.161 
355.3023 357 2229.002 1990.344 367.8875 369 2236.927 1994.002 
476.1189 460 2346.046 2070.202 487.7897 471 2350.922 2071.421 
847.1672 777 2340.864 2180.539 858.6155 787 2346.96 2182.063 
1069.833 938 2766.06 2281.123 1079.068 946 2773.07 2281.428 
1516.322 1158 4059.022 2618.842 1531.565 1167 4094.988 2624.938 
1909.212 1360 3889.858 2807.513 1936.751 1375 3895.954 2816.962 
2403.805 1621 3789.883 2965.704 2402.37 1623 3755.136 2960.522 
2750.439 1823 3432.048 3017.52 2757.824 1829 3450.946 3015.691 
4314.587 2643 3814.877 3265.018 4304.334 2637 3827.983 3264.713 
6700.321 3800 4123.944 3526.536 6691 .393 3800 4105.046 3521.659 
SP 405 	 SP 409 
145.3134 162 1794.053 1794.053 146.2095 163 1794.053 1794.053 
256.8763 271 2047.037 1895.856 259.7079 274 2044.903 1895.551 
379.284 380 2246.071 1996.135 384.5265 385 2249.119 1997.659 
499.4392 482 2356.104 2072.335 503.6058 486 2357.933 2072.335 
868.8598 796 2353.056 2182.978 873.3434 800 2354.885 2183.282 
1088.401 954 2778.862 2281.733 1091.73 957 2781.91 2281.428 
1544.876 1175 4130.954 2629.51 1551.935 1179 4145.89 2632.558 
1966.399 1391 3902.964 2827.325 1977.689 1397 3906.012 2831.287 
2403.616 1626 3720.998 2956.56 2403.994 1627 3706.978 2955.036 
2767.861 1836 3468.929 3015.082 2772.555 1839 3476.854 3015.386 
4294.263 2631 3839.87 3264.408 4291 .331 2629 3845.052 3264.713 
6682.53 3800 4086.149 3517.087 6679.585 3800 4079.138 3515.563 
W. 
SP 419 SP 429 
Depth TWT Vint Vav Depth TWT Vint Vav 
m ms rn/sec rn/sec rn ms rn/sec rn/sec 
145.3957 162 1794.967 1794.967 144.5788 161 1795.882 1795.882 
259.5799 274 2039.112 1894.637 259.4427 274 2033.016 1893.722 
384.176 385 2244.852 1995.83 383.8743 385 2242.109 1994.002 
511.1313 493 2350.922 2073.554 518.6538 500 2343.912 2074.469 
881.7285 808 2353.056 2182.368 890.1105 816 2350.922 2181.758 
1103.967 968 2777.947 2280.818 1116.111 979 2773.07 2280.209 
1586.188 1203 4104.132 2637.13 1621.707 1228 4060.85 2641.092 
2025.945 1426 3944.112 2841.346 2071.784 1454 3983.126 2849.88 
2482.157 1667 3785.921 2977.896 2560.707 1707 3864.864 3000.146 
2850.986 1878 3496.056 3036.113 2931.646 1918 3515.868 3056.839 
4295.3 2633 3825.85 3262.579 4302.526 2638 3807.866 3261.97 
6675.98 3800 4080.053 3513.734 6673.587 3800 4080.967 3512.515 
SP 439 	 SP 449 
143.7589 160 1797.101 1797.101 142.9421 159 1798.015 1798.015 
259.2995 274 2026.92 1892.808 259.1471 274 2021.129 1891.589 
382.3899 384 2238.146 1991.563 382.018 384 2233.879 1989.734 
525.0058 506 2338.121 2075.078 532.3667 513 2331.11 2075.383 
899.8306 825 2350.008 2181.454 908.048 833 2347.874 2180.234 
1128.275 990 2769.108 2279.294 1140.223 1001 2763.926 2278.075 
1654.762 1252 4019.093 2643.53 1687.062 1276 3977.03 2644.445 
2119.189 1483 4020.922 2858.11 2164.11 1511 4059.936 2864.51 
2639.666 1747 3942.893 3022.092 2719.148 1787 4022.141 3043.123 
3010.839 1957 3535.07 3076.956 3090.645 1996 3554,882 3096.768 
4308.574 2642 3788.969 3261.665 4315.895 2646 3770.071 3262.274 
6672.051 3800 4081.882 3511.601 6671.785 3800 4083.101 3511.601 
SP 459 SP 465 
142.1221 158 1798.93 1798.93 141.2992 157 1800.149 1800.149 
258.9916 274 2015.033 1890.37 258.9428 274 2011.07 1890.065 
381.6401 384 2229.917 1987.601 381.4846 384 2228.088 1986.991 
539.6728 520 2324.1 2075.688 543.8821 524 2320.138 2075.993 
916.2075 . 841 2346.046 2178.71 921.4287 846 2345.131 2178.406 
1150.806 1011 2759.964 2276.551 1158.53 1018 2756.916 2275.942 
1719.27 1300 3934.054 2645.054 1739.018 1315 3909.06 2644.75 
2211.028 1540 4098.036 2871.521 2237.659 1557 4120.896 2874.264 
2799.521 1827 4101.084 3064.459 2847.414 1851 4148.023 3076.651 
3171.218 2035 3574.085 3116.58 3220.358 2059 3585.972 3128.162 
4324.652 2650 3750.869 3263.798 4331.138 2653 3739.896 3265.018 





De TWT Vint Vav Depth TWT Vint Vav 
pth ms rn/sec rn/sec m ms rn/sec rn/sec 
rn  
139.6197 156 1790.09 1790.09 138.8394 156 1780.032 1780.032 
257.7968 274 2003.146 1881.835 256.4862 274 1994.002 1872.082 
378.1318 383 2207.971 1974.494 373.5964 381 2189.074 1961.083 
545.0281 527 2318.004 2068.373 544.9062 529 2314.956 2060.143 
932.2338 855 2360.981 2180.539 943.0542 864 2377.135 2182.978 
1172.684 1030 2748.077 2277.161 1186.827 1042 2738.933 2278.075 
1745.821 1317 3994.099 2651.15 1751.628 1319 4077.919 2656.027 
2242.502 1557 4138.879 2880.665 2246.431 1557 4158.082 2885.542 
2850.496 1852 4122.115 3078.175 2852.788 1853 4097,122 3079.09 
3222.166 2059 3590.849 3129.686 3221.376 2058 3596.03 3130.601 
4337.566 2659 3717.95 3262.579 4343.113 2665 3696.005 3259.226 
6654.936 3800 4062.07 3502.457 6635.813 3800 4040.124 3492.398 
SP 495 	 SP 505 
137.1752 155 1769.974 1769.974 136.401 155 1759.915 1759.915 
256.3338 275 1986.077 1864.157 255.0201 275 1976.933 1854.708 
370.207 380 2168.957 1948.586 365.7448 378 2150.059 1935.175 
545.9943 532 2313.127 2052.523 545.9242 534 2310.079 2044.598 
952.9755 872 2393.899 2185.721 964.0611 881 2410.054 2188.464 
1201.314 1054 2728.874 2279.599 1215.661 1066 2720.035 2280.818 
1759.156 1322 4162.958 2661.209 1763.524 1324 4247.083 2663.952 
2251.923 1558 4176.065 2890.723 2254.337 1558 4194.962 2893.771 
2852.398 1853 4070.909 3078.785 .2853.147 1854 4045.915 3077.87 
3221.498 2058 3600.907 3130.601 3219.154 2057 3606.089 3129.991 
4347.887 2671 3674.974 3255.569 4351.584 2677 3653.028 3250.997 
6616.614 3800 4019.093 3482.34 6595.899 3800 3997.147 3471.672 
SP 515 SP 525 
134.749 154 1749.857 1749.857 128.6256 147 1749.857 1749.857 
253.874 275 1969.008 1846.478 256.6111 278 1954.073 1846.174 
362.5047 377 2129.942 1922.983 357.4542 373 2122.932 1916.582 
547.1434 537 2307.946 2037.893 539.5905 532 2290.877 2028.444 
975.3326 890 2425.903 2191.817 960.8942 885 2386.889 2171.395 
1230.167 1078 2710.891 2282.342 1216.929 1069 2783.129 2276.856 
1767.334 1326 4332.122 2665.781 1780.453 1334 4252.874 2669.438 
2256.044 1558 4212.946 2896.21 2262.579 1557 4323.893 2906.268 
2853.013 1855 4020.007 3076.042 2854.318 1849 4052.926 3087.319 
3217.725 2057 3610.966 3128.467 3224.397 2055 3592.982 3138.221 
4354.226 2683 3631.082 3245.815 4370.475 2674. 3703.015 3268.98 
6574.265 3800 3974.897 . 3460.09 6621.347 3800 3998.062 3484.778 
210 
SP 535 SP 545 
Dc TWT Vint Vav Depth TWT Vint Vav 
pth ms rn/sec rn/sec m ms rn/sec rn/sec 
rn  
123.3739 141 1749.857 1749.857 117.2505 134 1749.857 1749.857 
259.0343 281 1937.918 1843.735 261.4757 284 1922.983 1841.297 
352.1385 369 2115.922 1908.658 346,8502 365 2107.997 1900.428 
530.5684 526 2272.894 2017.471 522.8173 521 2256.13 2007.108 
946.1663 880 2347.874 2150.364 931.3316 875 2307.946 2128.723 
1203.116 1060 2855.062 2270.15 1187. 446 1050 2926.994. 2261.921 
1789.563 1341 4173.931 2669.134 1799.649 1349 4094.988 2668.219 
2266.325 1556 4435.145 2912.974 2270.16 1556 4546.092 2917.85 
2852.809 1843 4087.063 3095.854 2849.02 1837 4119.982 3101.95 
3226.293 2052 3574.085 3144.622 3227.731 2050 3556.102 3148.889 
4381.137 2664 3774.034 3289.097 4391.147 2655 3845.966 3307.69 
6664.498 3800 4020.007 3507.638 6705.765 3800 4042.867 3529.279 
SP 554 
111.9988 128 1749.857 1749.857 
263.7648 287 1908.962 1837.944 
341.5406 361 2101.901 1892.198 
515.1394 516 2239.975 1996.745 
918.5971 871 2272.894 2109.216 
1174.413 1042 2991.917 2254.301 
1806.181 1356 4023.97 2663.952 
2268.459 1555 4646.066 2917.546 
2843.232 1832 4149.852 3104.083 
3225.445 2048 3539.033 3149.803 
4394.536 2646 3909.974 3321.71 
6738.887 3800 4062.984 3546.653 
211 
Appendix 3(a) 
c 	The program is designed to calculate the density from the interval velocity 
c using Gardner's equation, in this version the depth to the horizons 
c 	involved are also calculated. 
program gardner2 





write(*,*)' give the name of the input file' 
read(*,I(a20)) fnarne 
open(unit=3,file=fname) 




write(*,*)' do your input file starts with blank lines or (text) 
* titles, answer (y,n)' 
read(*,'(a l)') ans 
if(ans .eq. 'y' ) then 
write(*,*) give number of blank (or text) lines on top of your 
* 	input data file' 
read(*,*) no 





70 	do8i=1, 8000 









9 	format(lx,' give the dimensions of your input velocity',!,' 








c 	set the zero time as datum for calculations 
tc=0 
dO=O 












c 	This program is designed to calculate the reflectivity series of a seismic 
c wave as defined by the reflection coefficient. Input file should include 
c 	interval velocity and density. 
program reficoef 
c 	parameter (num=300) 
real den(6000), r(6000), vint(6000) 
character*20 fname 
write ( *,*)'Give the name of the input file' 
read (*,'( a20))fnarne  
open(unit= 10,file=fname) 
write ( *,*) ' Give the name of the output file' 







21 do 30 i=1,6000 




do 25 i=1,6000 









c 	This prog. calculates the porosity from (itt),interval transit time of sonic 
c log. The prog. reads in data from a file. 







c 	The values of delta t matrix (dtm) for different litho. types are given 
below. 
c 	for fluid (dtf) =189 ms/ft 











write(*,*)' * Reading File 












do 12 j=1,no-1 
18 	write(*,11) 
11 format(lx,'give type of lithology, s for sandstone, 1 for limestone 
215 
* 	', /,lx,'d for dolomite, a for anhydrite, t for salt' 
* ,/,lx,'and c for casing') 
read(*,'(a l)') answer 
call cis 
write(*,*) . 
c 	For large input files, Please give time for computation. 




write(*,*)' is it compact sand or unconsolidated sand, type o for 






















do 20 i=k,n2 
read(3,*)dp (i),itt(i) 







c changing value, start the next set of data from the end of 
c 	the last set, note each set represent different lithology. 
if(m.ge.n2)then 
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